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Jones defends university board bill

SPORTS:
Popeye Jones has no
plans to let a nagging
injury affect his play
for tonight's matchup
against Eastern. Page 8

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones said he would
be willing to reappoint up to half
the current university governing
board members and said that would
not destroy the reform he seeks.
Jones also defended his management style to a gathering of Kentucky newspaper executives Friday
and said he should be judged on
the results of his administration.
The specifics of which current
board members would be reappointed have not been resolved, but
Jones acknowledged he agreed to a
compromise at the insistence of
senators who were reluctant to

throw out every board.
The legislation to purge current
board members has already passed
the House, but many senators are
less enthusiastic about the plan
than their colleagues in the lower
chamber.
Jones denied his interest in the
idea was motivated by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson appointing himself
to the University of Kentucky
board, but also said he probably
would not reappoint Wilkinson.
He contended there would be no
political overtones to his
appointments.
"You'll just have to wait and

judge me," Jones told the winter
convention of the Kentucky Press
Association.
The governor, in office for barer
ly six weeks, sought similar patience from some of his editorial
critics.
Jones joked he is not a "sissy"
and said his desire to seek compromise over confrontation will
prove more effective.
Criticism has come for Jones'
refusal to distance himself from
Superintendent of Public Instruction John Stephenson and for his
unusual method of making some
sensitive appointments.
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Businessman Tom Barlow will
challenge U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard in the May Democratic primary, a field that also will include
Charles T. Banken of Henderson.
Barlow, who lost to Hubbard in
the 1986 May primary, said his
campaign would concentrate on
issues of economic development
for western Kentucky and improving markets for America's agricultural products.
Barlow filed his papers Friday.
Banken filed Thursday with the
secretary of state's office in Frankfort for his third attempt to win the
1st District congressional seat. He
ran as a Republican in 1972, when
he challenged the late Rep. Frank
Albert Stubblefield, and in 1974 he
opposed Hubbard.
He lost both elections by wide
margins.
"The issue is this race is very
plain ... the national debt," Banken
said. "If we can't control the
national debt, we can't control any
of the other issues."
Barlow, 51, said he believed
there were a tremendous number of
things "an active, interested con-

ROME — Libya today denied
any link to U.S.-made arms
equipment that was seized at a
German airport while reportedly
en route to Tripoli. Page 2

STATE
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky
State Police said it has received
complaints that telephone solicitors arc using the agency's reputation to make quick money.
Page 2

SPORTS
La Center — Missed opportunities spoiled the Murray High
Tigers' changes for a win
against Ballard County. Page 8
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gressman" could do for the region's economic development and
agriculture. He said the work
would not win headlines, but would
be the kind of everyday drudge
work that shows results.
Other priorities he said he would
stress include:
—Better health care coverage for
Americans.
—Developing safer nuclear and
cleaner coal power.
—Structuring a banking system
that is less wasteful of tax dollars.
Barlow is director of sales for
Central Service Inc. of Kevil. His
wife, Shirley Barlow, owns Paducah 9 to 5 Temporary Employment
Service.
His western Kentucky roots date
to 1849 when his great-grandfather,
Thomas Jefferson Barlow, moved
from Scott County to Ballard
County. The town of Barlow is
named for his family.
Banken, 57, has worked at the
Alcoa plant near Newburgh, Ind.,
for 26 years. He pledged not to
vote for any new programs or
increases in old programs until the
(Cont'd on page 2)

Blandford's approval may -tsignal go for seat-belt law

NEW YORK — R.H. Macy &
Co. is considering billionaire
Laurence Tisch's buyout plan
that could save one of the
nation's best known retailers
from plunging over the brink.

INDEX

• The House reaffirmed its support Friday
for a state sales tax
exemption for farm chemicals. (See page 2)
• Rep. Marshall
Long, 0-Shelbyville, beat
Gov. Brereton Jones to
the punch by introducing
a sweeping ethics bill for
all of government. (See
page 2)

(ConI'd on page 2)
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LEGISLATIVE
ROUNDUP

"There is a different style of
leadership that will drive this administration for the next four years,"
Jones said.
Recent examples of letting different individuals and groups decide
among themselves who should be
appointed to administration posts
are indicative.
"I want to do what's right and
do it the right way," Jones said.
The Democratic governor promised that action will be taken on
health care within a year and said
the delay he sought in delivering a
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Hubbard in 1992
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
green flag seems to have dropped
on legislation to make wearing seat
belts a law in Kentucky.
On Friday, House Speaker Don
Blandford said he would support
the bill. Senate President Pro Tem
John "Eck" Rose said he wouldn't
oppose it and Gov. Brereton Jones
said he would sign iL
Blandford, long an opponent of
the law, said he has changed his
mind.
"I think I'm going to support
it," Blandford said. "It would be
the first time."
Legislation has been introduced

Town finds 'buying American' can be puzzling
GREECE, N.Y. (AP) — Town
officials who decided not to buy an
dirt mover made by a Japanese
company found out that buying
American isn't as simple as it
sounds.
The Greece Town Board voted
earlier this week against buying a
used Komatsu excavator, even
though it was the low bid, in favor
of buying an American machine.
But officials in the Rochester
suburb learned that the Komatsu

machine was made in the United
States — while a John Deere model
they were considering in its place
was made in Japan. Both are the
products of American-Japanese
joint ventures.
"We would like to purchase
American-made equipment and
keep Americans on the job," town
Supervisor Roger Boily said Friday. "But it becomes a very complicated issue."
"It could actually be that the

Komatsu is every bit or more
American-made than the John
Deere unit," said public works
commissioner Paul Holahan. "Who
knows where the things are being
made? You really can't tell by the
name."
The John Deere excavator, which
would have cost $15,000 more, is
made by Deere-Hitachi, a joint
venture. The engine was made at
the company's Iowa plant, but the
machine is assembled in Japan,

said Deere spokesman Bob Combs.
Most other John Deere excavators
are assembled in Kemersville, N.C.
"I've gotten a lot of phone calls
saying 'buy the American one,' "
said Boily. "Now we're not sure
we have an American one to buy."
Boily said he is investigating
other equipment makers, and the
town will try to buy Americanmade products. But Greece is
bound by state law that requires it
to accept the lowest bid, he said.

Smith removes no smoking signs from Graves courthouse
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
Graves County Judge-Executive
Tony Smith removed no-smoking
signs from the main hallway of the
newly-renovated courthouse, igniting a dispute with two other judges
who had ordered them installed.
As he personally tore down the
signs last week, Smith accidentally
pulled off some wallpaper. Kentucky State Police troopers then
showed up to investigate a complaint that someone had vandalized
the courthouse.
"When they walked into my
office, they acted like they didn't

•
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•▪ •
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know who did it," Smith said. "I
wasn't trying to hide anything. I
did it in front of 50 people."
After two free-standing signs
were placed in the hallway and six
more were affixed to the walls last
week, Smith sent letters to Circuit
Judge John Daughaday and District
Judge Royce Buck telling them
they had no authority to ban
smoking.
"I asked them to take down the
signs. They didn't, so I did."
Smith said the county owns the
courthouse and leases space to the
Administrative Office of the

Courts. The courthouse, about 100
years old, was recently underwent
a $4 million renovation.
"I.Ve sacrificed a lot to have this
work done to preserve the courthouse and save the taxpayers
money," Smith said. "Fiscal Court
has never adopted a no-smoking
policy in the courthouse, so there is
no no-smoking policy."
Smith said if Daughaday and
Buck want to ban smoking in their
offices or in the courtroom, "that's
fine. 1 have no problem with that.
But to ban smoking in the main
corridor of the courthouse is bey-

ond their authority."
Royce said Friday that he and
Daughaday decided on the ban "to
help preserve the building and as a
safety factor. The corridor is a
gathering place for people waiting
for court appearances. If that want
to smoke, there is a designated area
set aside for it"
The judge said that before the
remodeling, there were burn marks
on the floor of the corridor, "black
marks on the walls where cigarettes
were snuffed out. It was bad."

to require seat-belt usage almost
every session in recent years. But
the legislation has generally failed
to garner much support. And in one
particular case six years ago, a lawmaker blamed his support for a
seat-belt bill on his defeat for reelection.
The arguments against the bill
have generally leaned toward personal privacy matters. Many legislators simply said they didn't
think the government should be
telling people whether to wear a
seat belt.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Ledger receives
7 HPA awards
at annual meeting
J

The Murray Ledger & Times
captured seven individual
awards at the. Kentucky Press
Association's 1991 Fall Newspaper Contest.
Awards going to the newspaper included: FIRST PLACE:
Business/Agribusiness Story,
General News Picture; SECOND PLACE: General News
Story, Sports Feature; THIRD
PLACE: Sports Picture Essay:
and HONORABLE MENTION:
Sports Column, Feature Picture
Essay.
Other regional daily newspapers receiving awards included:
Mayfield Messenger —
FIRST PLACE: Feature Story.
THIRD PLACE: Feature Story,
News Picture Essay. Sports
Picture.
Kentucky Now Era, Hopkinsvilla — FIRST PLACE: Business/
Agribusiness Story. SECOND
PLACE: Ongoing/Extended
Coverage Story.
Paducah Sun — FIRST
PLACE: Spot News Story. SECOND PLACE: Column. THIRD
PLACE, Editorial, Ongoing/
Extended Coverage Story.
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Panel wants voluntary national school curriculum
WASHINGTON (AP) — A government advisory panel is urging
creation of national education standards designed to elevate the performance of American schools to
those in other industrialized
nations.

The plan unveiled Friday by the
National Council on Education
Standards and Testing would be
voluntary for gales and involve
testing to determine whether students meet the new, tougher
standards.

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES
BIBLE QUESTIONS ANSWERED

"We're saying to the nation,
'We need to raise our educational
standards," Colorado Gov. Roy
Romer, co-chairman of the panel,
told a news conference after the
council issued a 32-page report to
Congress.
"We have as a nation said it is
time that we arrive collectively at
what it is that youngsters should
know and be able to do," he said.
The proposed standards would
be set for the five core subjects —
English, math, science, geography
and history. But the panel's report
suggested that the standards eventually be extended to include the
humanities and the arts.
"Standards in the five core sub-

Two will challenge...

If you have any Bible questions or
comments that you would like answered
on the Searching the Scriptures Radio
Broadcast OR Searching the Scriptures
television program,send your questions
or comments to the following address:

(Cont'd from page 1)
federal debt issue was resolved.
"We've got good programs now
and plenty of money to pay for
them, but we just aren't using the
money right We've got to stop the
spending momentum now."
Banken said he changed his party affiliation from Republican to
Democrat a few months ago in
anticipation of running for Congress. He said running as a Repu-

Searching the Scriptures
P.O. Box 984
Murray, KY 42071

blican is difficult because of the
overwhelming majority of Democrats who live in the district.
He said Hubbard has been in
office too long.
"Since he went to Washington,
we've mortgaged the entire country," Bankcn said. "Also while
he's been there, we had the failure
of the savings and loan industry
and I didn't hear one word (of
warning) out of him. That's the
biggest fiasco I ever saw."

FARM CHEMICAL TAX EXEMPTION PASSES
The House reaffirmed its support Friday for a state sales tax exemption for
farm chemicals, moving to clear up confusion that had jeopardized the tax
break cherished in rural Kentucky. A long-standing tax exemption for chemicals used in the production of crops — or in the raising and feeding of livestock or poultry — would be written into state law books under the proposal,
House Bill 2. It passed 92-0. An identical bill has sailed through the Senate.
Both bills are aimed at clearing up confusion between legislators and
revenue officials that threatened to delete the exemption until then-Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson ordered it reinstated under an emergency order. Before
passing the measure, the House approved an amendment to clarify that the
sales tax exemption also would apply to timber production.

ETHICS BILL INTRODUCED
Rep. Marshall Long, D•Shelbyville, beat Gov. Brereton Jones to the punch
by introducing a sweeping ethics bill for all of government. Long said the
hefty bill will have to be substantially revised because it contains some significant errors, such as one provision that could be interpreted to forbid legislators from practicing law. The bill introduced Friday goes beyond what
Jones has promised in his ethics legislation. Long said the provisions would
apply to those in the executive branch and the legislative branch and local
governments official as well. The judicial branch has a code of ethics for
judges adopted by Supreme Court rule. Long said lawmakers, for example,
would be restricted about whether they could become lobbyists within a certain time after leaving the General Assembly. Such practice has become
increasingly common. It would also forbid state employees from holding
state leases and restrict contracts they could hold. "I kind of felt like if we're
going to have an ethics bill, we ought to have one that applies to everybody," Long said.

BREWERY GIVEN BOOST

Jones defends...

Please study the Bible with us on radio
and television.
SEARCHING 11-0 SCRIPTURES
Television
Sunday Morning
800am to 830am
WBBJ-TV (channel ')
Jackson, TN

Radio
Sunday Morning
30am to 8 00am
)
WBLN-FM (1037
Murray, KY

jects will provide the basic understanding that all students need to
acquire hut not everything a student should learn," said South Carolina Gov. Carroll Campbell, the
panel's other co-chairman.
Campbell said the plan's intent
is "to raise the ceiling for students
who arc currently above average
and to lift the floor for those who
now experience the least success in
school."
The panel rejected mandatory
national curriculum standards and
tests because of fears they would
strip schools of their local control.
Education Secretary Lamar Alexander said his department would
give the report top priority.

Legislative Briefs

These progrants Are supported by the

Green Plain Church of Christ

(Coned from page 1)
budget is because of difficult decisions that have yet to be made.
He renewed his criticism of the
law that requires a governor to
draft a budget within six weeks of
his inauguration.
Jones hinted that his budget
would not embrace education as
forcefully as some expected. He
said he is leaning toward placing
new money that is available toward
creating jobs so education can
improve later.

To that end, Jones said his plan
to spend $100 million in bond
money to upgrade the state park
system would provide jobs, but a
study would be conducted to determine where to spend the money
first.
On another topic, Jones all but
acknowledged he will endorse Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton in the
Democratic race for president.

Blandford's...
(Coned from page 1)
But during his regular Friday
morning news conference, Blandford said that argument no longer
works on him.
"I think the time is right and
I'm convinced by the evidence
that's out there that it does prevent
accidents, or prevent serious injuries, if used properly," Blandford
said. "I guess I'm getting less sensitive to the issue of taking away
someone's right to run against a
wall if they want to."
Rep. Mike Ward, D-Louisville,
the primary sponsor of this year's
bill, learned of Blandford's support
after the fact.
"Hot dog! That is just great,"
Ward said. "I think that'il bring
along those people who were only
marginally against it and should be
enough to pass it."
Blandford said he could not predict the bill's fate among his House
colleagues.
"I think they're more inclined to
do it now than ever in the past.
Whether that will translate into
enough votes to pass it, I don't
know. I really haven't discussed it
with anybody," Blandford said.
Kentucky's two largest communities, Fayette County and Jefferson
County, now have mandatory seatbelt laws. Both places enforce their
ordinances only as secondary
offenses; if a driver is stopped for
another reason by an officer, then a
citation can be issued for failing to
wear a safety restraint.
Rose, D-Winchester, said he
would be inclined to leave the issue
to local governments, but would
not oppose statewide legislation
this session.
Jones said later in the day that
he would not stand in the way of
scat-belt legislation.
"If it's passed, I will sign it,"
Jones said. "I will not lobby for or
against a seat-belt bill."
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by Steven G. Sacora, PSC.
Certified Public accountant

During a short morning session, the House also voted 71-9 to pass a measure that would allow Kentucky's only remaining brewery to increase its production. The bill would allow Oldenberg brewery in Fort Mitchell to double its
annual production to 25,000 barrels.

BILL FINES CANDIDATES FOR BEING LATE
Another bill that cleared the House by a 77-16 vote would allow the state
Registry of Election Finance to penalize candidates or officeholders for
being tardy in filing their financial disclosure reports. Under the measure,
the registry could penalize candidates up to $100 per day for being late. The
total fine could not exceed $5,000. The registry also could begin proceedings to remove an officeholder who hasn't filed the report even after receiving a notice of noncompliance, under terms of the legislation. The proceedings could begin 60 days after the notice.

YOU'RE A WINNER (BUT READ FINE PRINT)
In an even shorter session, the Senate passed a bill that would force
sweepstakes mailings to make clear the real chances of winning a prize.
Senate Bill 71 would require mailings to state in "clear and understandable
language" the "exclusions or conditions" for receiving a prize.

News of the World
LIBYA DENIES IT ORDERED ARMS
ROME — Libya today denied any link to U.S.-made arms equipment that
was seized at a German airport while reportedly en route to Tripoli. The
Libyan foreign ministry summoned Germany's ambassador in Tripoli to protest German government statements about the case, reported the official
Libyan news agency JANA. The German government said Wednesday that
the cargo was bound for Libya and contained equipment that could be used
for nuclear technology. The cargo included laser equipment for building
rockets, German officials said. The Libyan government told the German
ambassador "It was impossible to send any shipments from the U.S.A. to
Libya" because of the U.S. trade embargo on the North African nation,
JANA reported. "Furthermore, Libya has no interest in such activity and the
whole issue was a mere fabrication by Western intelligence services to slander" Libya, said the English-language dispatch, monitored in Rome. German
government sources have said that a U.S. company, in apparent violation of
export law, sent the Libya-bound arms technology to the Netherlands. The
cargo was then moved to Frankfurt, where it was seized last month, the
sources said, speaking on condition of anonymity. The case was made public as Libya is trying to shake oft renewed charges that it has sponsored
terrorism.

LEBANESE ARMY DEPLOYS IN 7 VILLAGES
TYRE, Lebanon — The government, seeking to spread its authority to the
troubled south, today sent a token force of 150 soldiers into seven villages
that had been policed by U.N. peacekeepers for nearly 14 years. The
deployment was not previously announced, and villagers were surprised
when the troops arrived at 6 a.m. The villages, with a combined Shiite
Muslim population of about 14,000, had been policed by 70 Ghanaian
troops of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon. The Ghanaians withdrew from Deir Oanoun al-Nahr, Burj Rahhal, Abbasiyeh, Bedias, Tura, Teir
Debba and Bazouriyeh only a few hours before the Lebanese troops moved
in. In a communique issued after the deployment, the Defense Ministry said
the move had been approved by the U.N. Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali, The Ghanaians redeployed in Wadi Jab, just south of the
seven villages, which form a 15-mile-deep butter separating the Lebanese
troops from Israel's self-proclaimed security zone. Schoolchildren lined up in
the villages to applaud the troops as they hoisted the Lebanese flag on positions vacated by the Ghanaians. They youngsters sang the national anthem
as women ululated and showered the soldiers with rose petals. Some residents offered the troops tea and the traditional breakfast of pita bread and
thyme.

REARMED CONTRAS AGREE TO DISARM
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Some of the most recalcitrant of the former Contra rebels, who last year returned to arms, have agreed again to give up
their weapons, the government says. The agreement was signed Friday by
Contra Jose Angel Moran, known as "The Untamable." It moves President
Violeta Chamorro's government further toward pacifying a country still riven
by conflicts following a long civil war. Moran agreed to disarm his estimated
200 fighters near the Honduran border by Feb. 10 ''in exchange for security," said Interior Minister Carlos Hurtado. Moran and other rearmed rebels
had demanded the removal of the armed forces chief, Gen. Humberto Ortega, demilitarization of the country and resolution of property disputes.

KSP: watch out for phone scam
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky State Police said Friday
that telephone solicitors are using
the agency's reputation in hopes of
making some quick money.

HOLLAND DRUGS
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State police said it has received
complaints about solicitors calling
to sell products for an organization
known as the Kentucky Troopers
Association.
State police officials in Frankfort
said the agency isn't affiliated with
the association and doesn't support
or endorse its telephone
solicitation.
The officials said anyone wanting to make a formal complaint
may call the local state police post
or the attorney general's consumerprotection office at 800-432-9257.
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Wilkinson legacy lives on
By CHARLES WOLFE

"IT SEEMS GOVERNOR WILKINSON
IS GOING TO ACCOMPLISH MORE
REORGANIZATION SINCE HE LEFT OFFICE
THAN WHEN HE WAS IN OFFICE."
— state Sen. Art Schmidt

Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Wallace Wilkinson is gone, but
decidedly not forgotten.
Some of his old sparring partners
in the General Assembly have
purged in the process.
joked that the former governor is
The bill's sponsor, Democratic
passing more legislation now than
Ernesto Scorsone of LexingRep.
he did while in office.
ton, insisted that a new appointSeveral bills appear to have been
ment system simply required a
inspired by people or events in the
Wilkinson administration, which clean break with the old.
But to many, the purge clause
ended last month. But Wilkinson
aimed squarely at Wilkinson,
was
collectively
said they are "all
who had appointed himself to a
designed for a massive shift in the
balance of power between the legi- six -year term as a University of
Kentucky trustee before leaving
slative and executive."
"This is the year, as far as the office.
Wilkinson called it an act of
General Assembly is concerned, to
just take over. The media's beating revenge, and many in the legislaon me a lot. That just makes it con- ture agreed.
"We're plowing a lot of corn
venient for them," Wilkinson said
just to get a weed," said Rep. Donin an interview.
Sen. Art Schmidt, a legislator for nie Gedling, D-Hardinsburg.
Last week, debate began on a
28 years, said he had never before
seen so many bills in reaction to a Senate bill to reorganize the Kentucky Housing Corp., which had
former governor.
"It's a terrible precedent," said angered the Senate budget commitSchmidt, R-Cold Spring, but not tee by rushing a S74 million bond
surprising. "Wilkinson and some issue to market in Wilkinson's final
of his cabinet were very arrogant, month.
The bond underwriter — Bear,
or at least it appeared that way, and
this is one way the legislature can Stearns & Co. of New York — and
the bond counsel — Kutak, Rock
get back."
The biggest attention-getter has & Campbell of Atlanta — made
been a House-passed bill that $208,000 in fees from the sale.
would break the governor's abso- Both had ties to Wilkinson and his
lute control of appointments to uni- top deputy, L. Rogers Wells Jr.
The bill by Democratic Sens.
versity governing boards. Incumbent regents and trustees would be Susan Johns and Danny Meyer,

Budget chief takes
leave after questions
on research surface
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones said Friday
state Budget Director Claude
Vaughan would take an unpaid
leave of absence until ethics questions are resolved about his
academic research at Eastern Kentucky University.
"Dr. Vaughan has voluntarily
taken a leave of absence without
pay until such time as he can
remove the cloud over this situation," Gov. Brereton Jones told a
meeting of the Kentucky Press
Association.
Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable,
who hired Vaughan, said earlier in
the day that his confidence in the
budget chief was unshaken by a
published report that said Vaughan
resigned from EKU in July, 11
days after receiving a letter about
an inquiry into research he had
submitted.
Vaughan said he left because of
health problems and for financial
reasons.
The inquiry was never completed, and university officials never ruled whether Vaughan had done
anything wrong, the Lexington
Herald-Leader reported Friday in a
copyright story.
An acting budget director may
be appointed in the interim, Jones
said without elaborating. The governor said he didn't know about the
allegations until Thursday night.
The newspaper reported that university officials began an inquiry in
early 1991 over whether Vaughan
had actually done the research
reported in articles he submitted as
evidence that he should get merit
pay.

both of Louisville, would reshape
the housing corporation's board,
which Wells had chaired. Johns
said the bill would "take the politics out" of the agency — a buzz
phrase meaning Wilkinson packed
the board before leaving office.
Quipped Schmidt: "It seems
Governor Wilkinson is going to
accomplish more reorganization
since he left office than when he

was in office."
Other bills pending in each
chamber would give the governor
less control of state contracts and
leases, impose a deadline on him
for filling vacancies on boards and
commissions and make more
appointees subject to legislative
confirmation.
Executive branch power is being
eroded, and Gov. Brereton Jones,
who had the backing of most legislative leaders in last year's election, is going along with it, Wilkinson said.
His own, frequent clashes with
the General Assembly were an
attempt "to hang on to some
balance of power," Wilkinson said.
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Political Notebook

Agran impresses mayors;
Dave Barry does a flip-flop
By JOHN KING
An Associated Press News Anslysie

In the afternoon mail came, not
one, but eight product sweepstakes.
We average about one a week, and
getting eight in a single day seemed
like a bonanza. Our chances of winning something big suddenly skyrocketed. The law of probability
surely will pay off from at least one of
finalist"
a
"definitely
these
opportunities.
Visions flashed before us of stopping by the bank in a sleek new sports
car to pay off the house mortgage and
the bankcard debts on our way to the
airport to catch a plane to our paid
vacation.
The low-price offers for magazine
subscriptions and music recordings in
the notices that we were definitely
finalists in each of the contests were
tempting, but by the time we paid for
postage stamps to return the entry
forms, we had little left with which to
subscribe to or buy anything.
The frequency of being a finalist
has appreciably increased in recent
months. Does that, like lower hemlines for women,flashier ties for men,
and more Christmas lights around
town mean that we are in worse
economic times than we are being
told?
Are the U.S. Mail arid printing
companies in collusion, with the post
office getting more and more revenue
from the back -and-forth correspondence between people such as we and
all these sweepstakes companies and
the printers getting more income from
the thicker and thicker mailings being
sent to millions of people each week?
Are our first-class stamps deductible when we itemize our taxes this
April? What with all the entries we

mail back, we are a major supporter of
the postal service. We assume it is still
an official government agency, even
if it doesn't rate a scat in the president's
cabinet anymore.
The postage we use to stay in the
running for major prizes is the high
price we pay for being part of the
select aristocracy of our country - a
Definite Finalist. But paying for
stamps is the least we can do to show
we respect the high honor the title
bestows upon us.
Oh, sure, the $58.00 a year we
spend returning entry forms might be
better spent in a gift to a deserving
charity. Goodness knows, there are
enough of them in need of help. In the
same mail with our eight sweepstakes
mailings came eleven invitations to
support good causes.
.-Without sweepstakes notices and
charitable solicitations, our "postal
delivery person" (former known as a
"mailman") might be reduced to delivering our mail only twice a week or
might not have to ask Santa for a back
bract and bottle of Doane's pills each
Christmas.
But then, we look at it this way. If
we win as much as we have been
promised, we will give at least a tenth
or more to charities. It is in their
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interest for us to withhold small gifts
in order to invest those funds in
postage stamps for sweepstakes. If we
win, so do they.
These mass mailers are the champions of a balanced postal budget and
of full employment of many thousands of postal workers. Surely our
post office deliverers and sorters
applaud them each morning and pray
for them each evening. Perhaps they
even keeep Ed McMahon's framed
photo on their living room tables. (If
you believe that, let me offer you the
Empire State Building for a bargain
price.)
Actually, we already have won
sweepstakes awards several times.
Sometime early last year we got a
check for ten cents, our share of a
grand prize split among other firstplace winners. In November and
December, we won twice-two thin
imitation gold necklaces with authenticated imitation diamond pendants.
Only yesterday we received two packages of cabbage seeds for winning yet
again.
Luck runs in our family. My late
grandmother won a $100 record
player in a supermarket drawing back
in the mid-1950's. She sold it to my
mother and me. The turntable didn't

work very well, but my wife and I kept
the wooden cabinet, painted it light
blue, and used it for a toy chest for our
children for years.
With that kind of family tradition of
winning drawings, how can we not
enter the Promised Land through at
least one of the upcoming drawings?
We don't believe the rumors that
our entries are thrown out if we don't
order something. Those are false
prophecies spread by jealous rivals
trying in discourage us from entering
so their own chances will improve.
We have only one concern. Our
greatest fear is that when the sweepstakes award people do call, as inevitably they must, our phone will be
busy. We doubt they would call back.
But now we need not fear. We have
installed a second phone line and no
one is allowed to use it. It is reserved
for calls from sweepstakes companies, the only people to whom we
have given the number. The phone is
bright red and sits under a glass dome.
Maybe Southern Bell is in collusions
with the printers and post office, too.
We encourage our friends not to
throw their chances away. We advise
them to take their entry forms seriously. Contests aren't games; they are
big business.
Don't just fill out a form and mail it
back. Read every word in the mailing;
hidden chances for extra prizes or
doubled awards may otherwide elude
you. For the best results, hire a fulltime secretary, subscribe to professional monthly magazines on entering
contests, print your name neatly in
bold block letters in black ink, and
move to a state with a lottery.

It's a party! a plug! a media event! It's the Super Bowl!

• • •

•

Kerrey, campaigning in Maine on Friday, stopped for a phone call to
accept the endorsement of a fellow senator, Daniel Patrick Moynihan. The
New York Democrat praised Kerrey's work on welfare during his tenure
as Nebraska governor, and said Kerrey has been a consistent defender of
Social Secunty since corning to the Senate.
Kerrey said Moynihan's support would be a boost to his New York
primary campaign — and that he hopes Moynihan will help out elsewhere, too.
"I look forward to you getting cold with me on the campaign trail up
here in New Hampshire and Maine," Kerrey told Moynihan
• • • •
Lih-oh: Dave Barry appears to have flip-flopped on a major 1992 campaign issue.
Barry is the irreverent Miami Herald humorist known for his columns
on such pressing social issues as exploding cows.
He's also running for president and insists he's serious — at least as
serious as he can get.
'If I can talk to Iowans directly — and they've been drinking — I'll
win some hearts and minds," says Barry.
But wait.
One of Barry's new slogans is "He'll Keep Dan Quayle."
That would seem at odds with Barry's bumper stickers. They read:
"Dave Barry '92. Not as Scary As Quayle."
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cert, and pop singers Harry Connick Jr. and Gloria Estefan were to
perform at the game.
Left out, some critics say, are the
people who live in the Twin Cities
of Minneapolis and St. Paul.
"The Super Bowl could be held
on the moon." said Karal Ann
Marling, a University of Minnesota
popular culture expert. "It's for a
group of people who seem to move
around in a block ... people who
ride around in limousines and wear
rubber pig noses."
"The in-town people had the
good sense to stay away. We're
watching it on our TVs," said
Susan Pavlak, owner of Twin Star
Limousine of Minneapolis.
The difference between most
Super Bowls and this year's event
can be summed up in a word —
cold. In the 26-year history of the
Super Bowl, only one other has
been held in a Northern city.
Local organizers made contingency plans in case of a blizzard,
but forecasters only predicted a
typical dose of freezing Minnesota
weather. And anyway, while it's
cold outside, the game is inside, in

the comfort of a domed stadium,
the Metrodome.
Well-equipped fans arrived with
money and reservations. The estimated 20,000 hotel rooms in the
Twin Cities were booked solid —
one flock of corporate-sponsored
visitors was booked into a rustic
resort nearly 100 miles away.
Twin Cities International Airport
braced for a traffic jam of more
than 200 corporate and chartered
aircraft.
"If you've failed to plan, you've
planned to fail," said Pavlak,
whose 25 vehicles have been
booked for the past week at rates of
$75 an hour. "If you get a limousine at this point ... you should fall
on your knees and thank whoever it
is you worship."

quoted as high as $1,600 this week.
While the teams compete on the
field, corporate sponsors are vying
for attention.
Coca Cola, official soft drink of
the Super Bowl, posted giant inflatable cans on the roofs of buildings
around the stadium, while Pepsi
Cola sponsored a 166-foot-tall ice
castle built in St. Paul. Miller Brewing Co.'s beer is an official
beverage of the Super Bowl, so
rival Budweiser erected a giant
beer tent to entertain fans outside
the stadium.
One liquor manufacturer even
dumped 20 tons of sand in a downtown enclosed mall for a Super
Bowl tequila party.

Though ticket scalping is illegal
in Minnesota, the price of Super
Bowl tickets from out-of-statc
brokers fluctuated like the stoctt,
market. Thursday's average quote
was $400, down $IO from the previous day, according to a survey by
the Saint Paul Pioneer Press. Prices
for prime sideline seats were

Others also are seeking attention,
but not- to boost sales.
Native Americans plan demonstrations to force the Redskins and
other teams to drop their Indian
nicknames.
And women's groups are upset
with the Metrodome's sale of
Stroh's beer, whose manufacturer
faces a sexual harassment lawsuit
involving its St. Paul brewery.
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After months of indecision and
self-delusion that the economy and
public confidence would improve if
he did nothing, the President has
scrapped that strategy and the nation
is about to see a new George Bush. He
apparently is now listening to those
calling for a new direction for his locks out the authors of the budget roughshod over the White House.
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remain sour through the election so
the President can't take credit for any
recovery.
President Bush may not want to go
after Congress while standing before
members, but he is going to have to
target individual members for defeat
and campaign against than. He's
going to have to push for term
limitations. He must portray all of his
old buddies in Congress as "enemies"
to economic progress and to the
traditional values he has recently
rediscovered. Nothing less than this
will be believable. Nothing less than
this will work.
For the President to be credible in
his State of the Union Address, he
should do some confessing. Where
did he go wrong, as in the disastrous
budget agreement with Congress?
Why should he have honored his "no
new taxes" pledge, which had the
support of most Americans?
The American people won't consider admission of mistakes as weakness. They will see it as a sign of
strength, particularly if it is linked to a
list of credible pledges and a request
for help.
In the musical "My Fair Lady,"
Eliza Doolittle sings "Words, words,
words, I'm so sick of words." She gets
to the point where she sings in
frustration: "Don't talk at all, show
MC.The time for talk is over. In his
State of the Union Address and for the
rest of this and, if he does it right, a
second term, he had better show us!
ik
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Wickham earns degree

Seminar

Maryann Cathey (right), interior designer, and Myrtle Terry, owner
of Terry's Paint & Floorcovering located in the Southside Shopping
Center, recently attended a seminar in Nashville sponsored by Armstrong Floors who is a leading maker of vinyl flooring. The seminar
was about a recently -introduced complete line of ceramic tiles in all
sizes and colors.

Driver of the Month

Julie Wickham, assistant director
of Physical Therapy at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, recently
earned a masters of science degree
in neurological physical therapy
from the University of Indianapolis. Her emphasis of study was on
pediatrics.
Wickham has worked at MCCH
since August 1991. She provides
physical therapy treatment for adult
clients experiencing neurological
complications such as head and
spinal injuries or strokes. Wickham
also works daily with pediatric
clients who have gross motor skill
delays by providing developmental
activities designed to fit the child's
age and rehabilitative needs.
"Many of the children I work
with were at risk at birth," Wickham said. "They haven't met developmental milestones like sitting
up, walking correctly, grasping
items and other general motor
skills."
Wickham said early intervention
is extremely important for a child
to reach their full potential and to
prevent permanent dysfunction.
Wickham's expertise in neurological physical therapy is also utilized in her work with students in

the Calloway, Marshall and Trigg
County school systems; clients at
Murray State University's infant
and toddler program; and homebound pediatric clients of MCCH
HomeCare Services.
For children who cannot physically withstand physical therapy
exercises on a mat, Wickham conducts aquatic therapy at the MSU
indoor pool. The bouyancy of the
water provides the children freedom of movement and the ability
to perform activities such as walking, which they cannot do out of

If"

the water.
Parents who are concerned that
their child is slow to reach developmental milestones should consult a pediatrician. Assessment of
the child and referral to Wickham
can be made if the situation warrants. For more information, contact the Physical Therapy department of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at (502) 762-1139.
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Freddy Johnson has been named Driver of the Month for November
by Paschall Truck Lines. Johnson was chosen by a 16-person committee of company personnel. The award is given each month to the driver who has performed their job in a professional manner and who is
considered an asset to the company. Johnson, a resident of hazel, has
been a driver with PTL since March, 1987. He and his wife, Patricia,
have two children, Shannon and Zachary. Johnson received a portable color TV for his truck and a selection of uniform items. His wife
also received a $500 gift certificate in appreciation of the contribution
the family makes toward drivers building a successful career with the
company. Johnson is now eligible for Driver of the Year.

Mike Holden, local representative for Bankers Life and Casualty Insurance Company, was
recently accepted into the President's Honor Circle for the second year in a row. The Circle is
the company's highest award and
only 127 of 4,000 Bankers agents
•qualified for the award. Holden
also recently received the Agent
of the Month Award from his
; local office for November. Hol..den represents Henry and Benton
counties in Tennessee and Callo..way and Graves counties in Kentucky. He joined Bankers Life in
October, 1988 and resides in Par. is, Tenn.
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Billington joins
Baird, Kurtz
& Dobson, CPAs

Briggs & Stratton Corporation
has added an 18-horse-power VTwin 570 cc. model to its Vanguard engine line of overhead
valve engines. The "V" cylinder
design promotes extremely smooth
and quiet engine performance and
also incorporates a great deal of
power in a compact package.
The overhead valve construction
allows the engine to run cooler,
cleaner and more efficiently. It also
permits less carbon build up, longer valve life and improved fuel
economy.
Full pressure lubrication provides a controlled flow of oil to all
moving parts for less wear. A spinon automotive-like oil filter keeps
oil clean and extends time between
oil changes.
Other Vanguard features that
extend engine life include a newly
engineered cooling package that
provides lower engine operating
temperatures, a cast iron cylinder
sleeve and full length replaceable
valve guides and seals.

David A. Billington, son of
James and Shirley Billington of
Murray, has joined the Bowling
Green office of Baird, Kurtz &
Dobson, certified public accountants, as a staff accountant. He
will assist with general tax,
auditing and accounting
engagements.
Billington is a 1991 graduate
of Murray State University with
a BSBA degree in accounting.
In college, he was a member of
Beta Alpha Psi, a national
accounting fraternity.
BKD is a regional accounting
firm with 20 offices in seven
Midwestern and south central
states. The firm, among the 11
largest in the country, provides
tax, accounting, financial reporting, business and management
consulting and financial planning services for individuals,
businesses, governmental entities and nonprofit organizations.

Vanguard engines are equipped
with maintenance free Magnetron
electronic systems. The company's
protection plan features a two-year
engine warranty and lifetime Magnetron ignition system.

EXERCISE

Business leaders from throughout Murray attended a ribbon cutting
Wednesday for Re/Max Properties, Ltd. in the Bel-Air Center.

Does Your Heart Good.
)AmericanHeart Association

1990 Buick Cent
Rally
Wheels, Tilt,
Cruise, Stereo w/Tape,
Power Locks, Rear De
frost, V-6

1990 Mercury Sable
Maroon, Tilt, Cruise,
Stereo MI-ape

Holland Motor So
. Main &

753-4461

We at the

Bank of Mt:
offer our

Congratulati
Julie Wickhe
Maryann CatliC\
Myrtle Terry

gjwI

Freddy Johns(),

ask me how!

ROBERT
BILLINGTON, JR

BEST RATES IN TOWN FOR A
REFUND ANTICIPATION LOAN!
GET YOUR LOAN IN 2 TO 4 DAYS

e, Noe(& Associates
915 Coaucter Rd "The 1/1(0177e Ta,t Pftyi-ifi011t16"

BOB
BILLINGTON CPCU

• HOME - AUTO
• BUSINESS

• No Money Required
AU fees cop be deducted from refund.

753-6°69
759-1425

of.

DAN
SHIPLE

• BONDS
• RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES

753-4751

David Billingtoi
Mike Holdet

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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Members of the Murray comnwnity participated in ribbon cutting
ceremonies recently at the SmaInVorld Academy on 12th Street. The
academy is involved in quality eductional child care and is directed
by Liz Rogers. Enrollment is now available for infant to school-age
children and the academy is open midnights and Saturdays.

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
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Briggs & Stratton
adds quiet but
powerful engine
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LIBRARY NEWS

JO'S DATEBOOK

:1 by Ben Graves, Calloway County Public Library
about something fun. Sharks arc a
Fight brain flab, take your mind
!
popular choice among 9 to I4-yearof
One
week.
next
walk
a
t for
old boys, since they have huge
best pikes to do this is the
teeth and are the very embodiment
Group.
ion
' reat Books Discuss
of menace in the area. (The sharks
ey'll meet at the library' on Monthat is, not the boys.)
details
y. Jan. 27, at 7 p.m. For
Anyway, we have a new book by
call.
a
n
Wolfso
ve Emily
•
Caroline Arnold called Watch Out
• • •
•
for Sharks! This is a summary of
and
coming
:Valentine's Day is
an exhibit in the Los Angeles
le Valentine issue of IDEALS has
Museum of Natural History. It's
short
iist arrived, les filled with
not the usual recitation of various
-*emy. one or two page articles.
species, although many of the less
; d brief inspirational pieces. It's a
familiar species are shown.
sitting,
one
:Ile sweet to read in
Watch Out looks at what makes
you
when
thing
very
the
it's
:hilt
shark family different from
the
a
iked a thought for the day or
fish. A considerable amount
other
.
meeting
club
a
tibotion for
is spent showing how a
time
of
• • • •
i
grow and how the difteeth
shark's
to
thanks
,We want to extend our
relate to what
shapes
tooth
s
ferent
generou
the
for
Club
Quilting
Ie
The text is
eats.
of
shark
kind
that
nt
. m ation of a number of excelle
dp. We
and
graders
fourth
at
aimed
don't
We
.
patterns
oks of quilt
it.
end
recomm
. ve enough space to mention
• • • •
.4:C.' ' 'cry book but they are all
Don't like sharks H.a aboat
;REAP There are some real eyeGoOdman's N.M1141 Wonders
Billy
is
#ppers in this collection. This
rs? It's got it al: eruptand
Disaste
is
that
past
an
Americ
oart of our
ing volcanoes. tsunami (tidal
4finitely alive and well.
waves), earthquakes, tornadoes and
• • • •
But it's not just another disfloods.
past.
an
Americ
the
of
g
- Speakin
It also talks about
book.
aster
" :f you are not familiar with the
ns, rivers, caves and
mountai
lakes,
books.
ion"
Collect
'American Girls
's an immensely popular series canyons. The pictures are great and
--,',:: three girls from different the text is easy to read. This will
really catch the 10 to 13-year-old
....'s in American history.
.7.e7c•s Kirsten ,1S54), Samant- boys and help keep them reading
. , l'4'--:', and Mol:y (1944). For through the years when using the
pr! there is a set of books library' is a "wimpy" thing to do.
• • • •
1,... s - tar titles, Meet kirsten,
and only permanent
one
and
The
Molly,
Meet
ha,
1.1 Samant
1., on. Now another girl has been floating used book sale rages on
unabated. You have to see it to
:,) t.ne series. Felicity (17741
hae j'..st gotten in Felicity's believe it
furpnse and Felicity Learns A Less. n'': received W4.1 Fe/•
"American Girls Cone,:
-,cad y merchandised with dolls,
ar.d associated "stuff."
Saturday, Jan. 25
lei tis turn you away. The
S are about three cuts above
AA and Al-Anon/open meeting/8
the usual pre-teen pulp. Don't p.m./American Legion building.
hxpect to find them all in at once. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 4354314.
though. They stay in circulation
A
time.
the
of
percent
ithout 90
Murray Moose Lodge Dance
•.,:sy popular item that we highly
p.m.-12 midnight_
rt.-commend.
• •••
Main Street Youth Center,205
• If you have to write a report for
well
write
ac
Fourth St./open 5 to 11 p.m.
might
North
you
Class,
Info/753-TEEN.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The American Humanics program at Murray State University is continuing to accept used coats for kids for this winter. The coats will be
cleaned by Boone Cleaners and distributed by Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees. Persons may deliver the coats to Room 108, Carr Health Building, Murray State University, or call 762-3808 for pickup.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group Meeting will be Tuesday, Jan. 28, at
4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Cindy Ragsdale, 762-1100 Of Joretta Randolph, 753-05561.

1i

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Jan.
between South
28, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C Building on Squire Hale Road,
will open at 6 p.m.
doors
The
Road.
Oaks
arid
Road
on
Roberts
Johnny

Coffee Break Tuesday
st Church on
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodi
ed per
interest
all
for
is
event
weekly
This
a.m.
9:30
at
Tuesday, Jan. 28,
who meet for Bible study and refreshments

Murray TOPS will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Max Rogers

Couple married 35 years

,:

CALENDAR

!THEATRES!

Murray State University Lady
Racers at 5:15 p.m. and Racers at
p.m. play basketball games
Kentucky/Racer AreEastern
w,th
na, Murray.
I. Sunday, Jan. 26
Mental HealthCare Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
open house/I to 4 p.m. Public
invited.

'The Hand That(R)
Pocks The Cradle

Roger Withrow Invitational Rifle
Tournament/8 a.m./Room 230.
Stewart Stadium, Murray State
t'niversity. Info/762-4453.

Kevin Costner In
"JFK" (R)

'71100ja0k. (R)

110
336
Starring V1111110 Vatrvez and 726
''S
4 ninon, Hopkins
126

(R)Christian Rater is
'KUFFS" (PG-13)

15
7,0
0215
120
920
•"O

Bargain Matinees
& Sun. ONLY
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Rent your movies • at the movies!
1001I Chestnut

West Fork Baptist Church Men
Boys breakfast/8
and
a.m./Shoney's.
First Christian Church Youth/3
p.m./church for March of Dimes
collection.

(Cont'd on page 7)

The Panhandler

753-3642

COMING SOON...
Tots-In-Motion Class
Self-Defense Class
6 week sessions beginning January 28th

Cheerleading Clinic
Call For More Information
•
at.

and ham soup
Wednesday
Country style steak, 'island broiled
chicken breast, turkey and swiss pita
pocket, 'rice pilaf, 'white beans,
'sliced beets, breaded cauliflower,
chicken gumbo soup
Thursday
BBO pork on a bun, breaded fish
nuggets, 'oven glazed chicken, baked
beans, 'broccoli spears, 'fluffy
whipped potatoes, squash casserole,
'garden vegetable soup
Friday
'Build your own Burrito Bar' • spicy
beef, 'chicken enchanadas, nachos w/
cheese sauce, •mexicali corn, refried
beans, pot roast of,beef, 'buttered carrots, 'whipped Potatoes, cream of
broccoli soup
Saturday
Monday
ine sandwich, sauerkraut
'Submar
home'All American hamburger,'
and wieners, turkey tetrazinni, 'fluffy
style all beef patty w'your choice of
'mixed vegetables, crispy coated
rice,
toppings, 'salmon patty. •bbq chicken
fries, 'escalloped tomatoes, soup of
fries,
coated
crispy
filet sandwich,
the day
baked beans, 'carrot coins, •seasoned
Sunday
soup
green beans, Wisconsin cheese
Pork roast, 'baked chicken breast.
Tuesday
Hungarian goulash, scalloped potaSouthern fried chicken, broccoli
'Harvard beets. 'steamed quotoes,
beef wellington, 'baked fish filet, •stir
chini squash, soup of the day.
potato
sweet
blend„
fried vegetable
The menus arc subject to change
casserole, rissole potatoes. 'sauteed
notice. Newberry added.
without
beans
yellow squash, U S Senator

-Cal.oway County Hospital has a program called "HeartSmart" for its menus in the
cafeteria. The program is designed
following the guidelines of American Heart Association and American Dietetic .Association.
For more information about the
menus and a special senior citi/en
diner card, call Anne Newberry,
RD., food service director at the
hospital.
Foods marked with an * are
heart-smart selections. Menus for
Monday, Jan. 27 through Sunday,
Feb. 2. are as follows:

Bookmobile zvill run Tuesday

The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on fourth Tuesday, Jan.
28.
Narcotics Anonymotts17;30 t
Carolyn Adams, bookmobile
Church.
al
p.m./Si John's Episcop
librarian, released her schedule as
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.

Sets
See us for a unique selection of Cookie Jars & Cannister

Be! Air Center

Hospital menus released

Eagle Tours/Land Between the
Lakes/2-4:30 p.m . Info/
1-924-1238.

• 753-3311

Open 11:am vo 10:pm

Mr. and Mrs. Max Rogers celebrated their 35th wedding anniversary on
Monday. Dec. 23.
The couple was married Dec. 21. 1956, at the parsonage of Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church. The Rev. Hoyt Owens officiated.
Their attendants were Mrs. Hilda Jo Rogers and the late Glen Rogers.
uncle of the groom.
Mrs. Rogers. the former Ruth E. Williams, is the daughter of Mrs.
Louise Williams of Farmington and the late Homer Williams.
Mr. Rogers is the son of the late Eugene Rogers and Emma Lee Rogers
of Lynn Grove.
Thes are the parents of one daughter. Mrs. Jana Dye and husband, Roy,
of Spnngfieid. Tenn. They have two grandsons. Glenn Dye and Daniel
Dy e

VFAMILY YMCA
759-9622

follows:
Tuesday
Dexter - 10 30 a m to 12 noon
Lola Jones • 12 noon to 12 30 pm
Robert Ross - 1 to 1 30 p m
Ann Bonner - 2 to 3 p m
Arlene Adams - 3 to 3.30 p m

Reading Council plans meeting
will
The Murray Area Council of the International Reading Association
to
4
5:30
from
30,
y.
Jan.
Thursda
on
year
have its third meeting of the
p.m.
BuildThe meeting, to be held in Room 341 of the Special Education
elemenarea
to
interest
ar
particul
of
be
will
ity,
ing, Murray State Univers
education
tary teachers and undergraduate elementary or middle school
,
majors.
.
"Thematic Units You Can Use" will be the theme of the meeting Thebe
prewill
areas,
subject
matic units, which integrate a number of school
sented to participants.
These units will be available for purchase for a nominal fee. Units to be
presented deal with the following topics: Mexico. IN Trip to the Orient,
Dinosaurs ancl Pandas.
68
For additional information. contact Dr. Bonnie Higginson at 762-68
or 762-2500.
Tammy York

MURRAY TAILOR SHOP
Alterations of All Kinds

"Quality Work and
Reasonable Prices"
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

418 Main St

Pants Hemmed or Waist
$4 Each
(Undur Frame Village)

753-.9981

off pounds
TOPS eKentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take
Southside Mansensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, Jan. 28, at 7 p.m. at ional, nonprofit
or Community Room, Glendale Road. TOPS is an internat tion of group
weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combina
more informadynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For
tion call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
is meeting from
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has changed
at 6 p.m. on
start
will
meeting
next
The
week.
each
of
y
Tuesda
Monday to
2.
753-008
call
ion
informat
more
For
Tuesday, Jan. 28.

Recovery to meet Tuesday
emotional
Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or
Cross Chapter
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, Jan. 28, at 7 p.m. at Red
Tuesday. For
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each
469.
1-247-5
call
ion
more informat

Fern Terrace plans quilting club
Murray, will
Residents of Fern Terrace Lodge at 1505 Stadium View Dr.,
Residents
start a quilting club. This will be held each Tuesday at 10 a.m. to quilt.
how
said they will enjoy teaching any one who would like to learn
s CoordiFor more information call Janie Underwood, Day Care and Activitie
9.
753-710
at
p.m.
5
to
nator, from 9 a.m.

Art Guild open for public
s, WedMurray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray, is open Tuesday 9 p.m.
6 to
nesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Thursdays from
ed in
Ample parking and handicapped access are available. Anyone interest at
Guild
the
call
ion
informat
more
for
or
member
Guild
becoming a
753-4059.

Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday
will meet Tuesday, Jan. 28,
Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and for any persons who
retirees
all
for
is
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. This
the last Tuesday night
held
is
have ever worked at the hospital. This event McClure or Lottie Brandon.
Nancy
call
ion
informat
more
For
of the month.

Douthitt to give services
accountant for
Louis Douthitt, CPA, will start his free services as an
tax papers.
income
their
filing
in
persons
d
disable
senior citizens and
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Douthitt will be at the Glendale Road Church of Christ from
through Tuesday.
each Tuesday starting Tuesday, Jan. 28, and continuing an appointment.
April 14. Persons should call the church, 753-3714, for

AARP Chapter to meet Tuesday
of Retired PerMurray-Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association
ant, HoliRestaur
er
Mayflow
at
noon
12
at
28,
.
sons will meet Tuesday Jan.
AARP, will speak
day Inn. Amzie Wheeler of Madisonville, district director of , president. Dr.
and install the new officers for 1992 who are Robert Hendon
Page, treasurer.
Ruth Cole, vice president, Orvis Brinn, secretary, and Ann
AARP, and
national
the
of
s
member
are
who
persons
All members, any
other interested persons are invited to attend, Hendon said

First Aid CPR Class planned
be conducted on Monday, Jan. 27,
A Standard First Aid CPR Class will
at the Woodmen of the World
p.m.
and Thursday, Jan. 30, from 6 to 10
Anderson and Terry Elkins will be
Camp on U.S. Highway 641 North. Marked by the Calloway County Chapter
sponsor
being
is
class
instructors. This
interested in taking the course are
of the American Red Cross. Persons
1, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and
753-142
at
asked to call the Red Cross office
1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

SS Representative here Tuesday
Security office will be at Calloway
A representative from Mayfield Social
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
29,
Jan.
y.
Tuesda
on
County Public Library
persons an opportunity to
local
give
to
office
This is a special service of the
ion call the Mayfield
informat
more
see the SS representative here. For
Social Security office at 1-247-8095.

Church Valentine banquet planned
planned for Friday, Feb. 14, at 6 p.m.
A church-wide Valentine banquet is
This has been planned by the
Church.
Baptist
First
of
in the Fellowship Hall
a Christian comedian from
Gooch,
Tim
church.
Recreation Committee of the
of the banquet will be $5
cost
The
Louisville, will be the main entertainment.
should be made by Friday, Feb.
tions
Reserva
couple.
per
$9
or
person
per
Classes Of by calling the church
7, by signing up in all Adult Sunday School
at 753-1854.

Dr. Doran will be honored
special program at Freed-Hardeman
Dr. Adron Doran will be honored at a
will be at 4:45
University, Henderson, Tenn., on Monday, Feb. 2. A banquet and may be
each
$7
are
tickets
t
Banque
there.
ium
Gymnas
in
Bader
p.m
purchased by writing Box 11, FHU, Henderson, TN 38340.

Bereavement Group to meet
will
Bereavement Support Group of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
third
Office,
Hospice
the
in
am.
11
to
9:30
from
29,
Jan.
meet Wednesday,
flood of the hospital. For more information call Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, 762-1389.
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Applications
being taken
at Shedd

elliertaist recently

AA schedule listed
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Alcoholics Anonymous and Al-Anon are both active groups in the Murray and Calloway County area.
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) meets every day of the week except
Thursday.
These meetings are held at the American Legion Building at South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.
A "closed" meeting means that a person who has loved one or has a
nI the
possible problem with alcohol may attend. but they should Call OneThis
is
attend.
to
plans
make
them
help
will
they
and
phone numbers
helpful to members and newcomers alike.
The meeting schedule is as follows:
Monday - 8 p.m. - closed and discussion meeting.
Tuesday - 8 p.m. - open meeting.
Wednesday - 11 a.m. - open discussion.
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to newcomers.
Saturday - 8 p.m. - open meeting and also for Al-Anon for men and
women with alcoholic problems in family.
Sunday - 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. - closed meetings.
For more information about AA and Al-Anon, call 753-8136 or
435-4314.

The Shedd Tutorial Program of
Mayfield is now accepting applications for students, ages 6-18, plus
adults, for enrollment It is also
making appointments for student
screenings to determine if the student demonstrates the characteristics of dyslexia, hyperkinesis,
learning disabilities and/or ADD.
Hope Carlin
Parent-Child tutoring programs
are presently operating in Kentucky
in Paducah, Mayfield, Calvert City,
Bill Fandrich, Jr.
Ballard County, Union County and
Henderson. Programs in Tennessee
Lee Ann Rayburn
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Program, Inc., recently are in Camden and Paris.
The students who are accepted
entertained with an open house at the Weaks Community Center. Picare basically average to bright
tured, from left, are Simone Taylor, Reba Lee, Trilby Cunningham
Randall Keith Taylor
children who show problems with
and Herman Johnson. Activities are held each day, Monday through
Friday, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Weaks Center. Activities are at some of the following areas: readhave made their
ing, comprehension, organizing
Hazel Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and at Dexter Center each
bridal selections
work, attention span, distractabiliTuesday.
(Cont'd from page 6)
ty, motivation, reversals, spelling
from our Wedding
and writing. They may be passing,
Registry.
Monday, Jan. 27
but working far below their
Sunday, Jan. 26
potential.
AA and Al-Anon/closed Prepared Childbirth Class/7
For further information or to
meetings/9 a.m. and 4 p.m./Murray-Calloway County
make an appointment contact Miss
p.m./American Legion Building, Hospital.
Debbie Taylor, c/o Shedd Tutorial
and
Sixth
South
346 Central Ave., P.O.
Program,
UniversiSamford
Banks,
Timothy
MIDDLETOWN — James MarMaple/Info/753-8136 or 435-4314. Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
Birmingham, Ala. The cost for Box 493, Mayfield, KY 42066 or
753-5679
Bel-Air Center
ty,
Roger
tin
Cordell,
and
director,
p.m./First Christian Church.
the retreat and tour will be $225. call 1-247-8007.
music
youth
Walworth,
consultant,
Flint Baptist Church Deacon
Church Music Department, KenOrdination/2 p.m./followed by fel- Christian and Missionary tucky Baptist Convention, have
lowship meal.
Alliance Bible Study/7 p.m./Weaks announced five auditions for the
1992 Kentucky Baptist All-State
Center.
Community
Superbowl Party/3 p.m./Knights
Youth Choir.
of Columbus building.
Friday
They are as follows:
Menus for the Nutrition Program
Adult Great Books Discussion
Baked ham, white beans, mixed
Feb. 1, 10 a.m. to 12 noon, Bue- for the Elderly and Meals on
greens, cornbread, margarine, pineapGroup/7 p.m./Calloway County na Vista Baptist Church, OwensMonday, Jan. 27
Wheels for the week of Jan. 27 to
ple chunks, milk, coffee or tea.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 Public Library.
boro; Feb. 8, 10 a.m. to 12 noon, 31 have been released through the
p.m./senior citizens' activities.
First Baptist Church, Somerset;
Christian and Missionary Feb. 15, 10 a.m. to 12 noon, East- office of Murray-Calloway County
Inc..
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 Alliance Bible Study/7 p.m./Weaks wood Baptist Church, Bowling Senior Citizens Program,
noon,
12
at
served
are
Meals
Community Center.
p.m./senior citizens' activities.
Green; Feb. 22, 2 to 4 p.m., South- Monday through Friday, at Hazel
Hwy. 641N • 753-4141
ern Baptist Theological Seminary,
be
Narcotics Anonymous/7 Creative Arts Department of Louisville; and March 7, 2 to 4 and Weaks Centers. Meals will
week
p.m./Parish Center, SL Leo Cathol- Murray Woman's Club/9:30 p.m., First Baptist Church, sent to private homes each
•Kids 10 & Under Eat FREE
day.
house.
a.m./club
ic Church.
Frankfort.
Every Mon. thru Wed.
Menus are as follows:
All-State Youth Choir auditions
*Farm
Monday
Raised Catfish
Baptist
WMU of Blood River
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
are open to high school youth who
Chicken fried steak, whole kernel
- 1/2 Order $4.99
Special
a.m./Gilbertsville
Association/10
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
are active members of a church in corn, broccoli casserole, hot roll, mar*Th/Fri./Sat.
Seafood
Baptist
Church.
tea.
or
coffee
milk,
Center.
apple,
garine,
ommunity
the Kentucky Baptist Convention
Buffet
$8.99
Tuesday
Open 4 p.m
and who will have completed
Mon.-Fn
Roast beef and dressing, mashed
1992.
June
by
9-12
grades
potatoes, tossed salad, hot roll, marChoral Union/7 p.m./Room 241,
SERVICE NOTES Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Mur- The audition must include one garine, tropical fruit salad, milk, coffee
selection of the young person's or tea.
ray State University.
Wednesday
choosing which should show the
meatballs, baked beans,
Barbecue
It is
Free adult classes/6 p.m./Adult beauty and clarity of the voice.
broccoli spears w/cheese sauce, hot
Learning Center, Murray State Uni- suggested that no taped accompani- roll, margarine, peach halves, milk,
ment or any type of amplification coffee or tea.
"Where the price and service
versity. Info/762-6971.
Thursday
be used. If possible, please bring
the pill easier to swallow."
makes
beans,
green
slaw,
cola
Beef stew,
Murray State Lady Racers play an accompanist. Each person will
orange, milk, cofmargarine,
roll,
hot
5:15 p.m. and Racers at 7:30 also be asked to sight-sing a couple fee or tea.
p.m./against Morehead/Racer of simple melodies.
Preregistration with the Church
Arena.
Music Department, at least two
753-4175
Glendale at Whitnell
weeks in advance, is necessary.
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
Call 1-245-4101.
AA and Al-Anon closed discusThe choir retreat and tour have
sion mei:till/8 p.m/American Legscheduled for July 12-19. A
been
ion Building, South Sixth and
retreat will include
four-day
Winner
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
rehearsals, recreation, inspiration,
435-4314.
A
Child
fun, food, fellowship and worship,
Nationwide
Sandy Linn, youth services
our
with a four-day tour immediately director for Calloway County PublFirst United Methodist Church
Imagine l
and
following and an opportunity to ic Library, has announced the
Adult
Senior
events include
Local
choir,
limThe
on
sing
television.
theme for Story Hour for Tuesday
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
ited to 80 members, will work with and Wednesday, Jan. 28 and 29.
In A
Exercise/5:15 p.m.
an outstanding conductor, Dr.
It is "Winnie the Pooh Day"(A
celebration of birthday of A.A.
Milne, author)
Story Hours are a book centered
program designed for the child,
aged 3 to 8. A special 30-minute
Pvt. Steven M. Pemwell has comversion is Parents and Twos for the
pleted basic training at Fort Leothe
of
The Sigma Sweetheart Charity Brunch of Sigma Department
child, aged 2, accompanied by an
nard Wood, Mo. During the Murray Woman's Club will be Saturday, Feb. 8.
training, he received instruction
The brunch will be served from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at Pagliai's adult.
Story Hours are held Tuesday
th drill and ceremonies, weapons, Restaurant.
map reading, tactics, military
The menu will be sausage strata, broccoli cheese strata, hashbrown cas- and Wednesday mornings from
10:30 to 11:30. Parents and Twos
courtesy, military justice, first serole, fruit salad, honey buns, donut holes, French toast, coffee, orange
are held on Tuesday and Wednesaid, and Army history and tradi- juice, milk and Coke.
tions. A 1990 graduate of Fort
Tickets are $4 per person, with children under 6 free, according to Cin- day mornings from 9:30 to 10.
Anyone wishing more informaKnox High School, he is the son di Michaelis and Dawn Kemp, chairpersons for the event.
of Dan R. and Linda K. Pemwell
Tickets may be purchased at the door or in advance from any Sigma tion about Story Hours, call the
library at 753-2288.
of Rt. 5, Murray.
member. Proceeds will be donated to charity.
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Auditions scheduled

The
Panhandler

Elderly menus listed

MURRAY
TODAY
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g
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Story Hour
theme listed
by director

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

Porrait-

ilOOP

atildren

Sigma brunch Feb. 8

•

Use this opportunity to capture your childs charm in a
photograph at our very special contest price. Arid we will
automatically enter children in both the local and national
Children's Portrait Contest. Win a 16x20 Portrait in our local
contes a $200.00 U.S. Savings Bond and 26" RCA Stereo
T.V. in the Nationwide Portrait Contest.

Some Looks Turn Heads.
Keep It That Way With

Sanitone®.
9

When it comes to dry cleaning, no one is as meticulous
as a certified Master Drycleaner. With our superior
Sanitone drycleaning process, we keep your quality
clothes looking like new. Like designer fashions from
Pierre Cardin. Whites are whiter, color brighter,
and fabrics look and feel softer. That's why we're
the designers' choice in drycleaning.
M L&TN

pierr

rain

$2 OFF nO

On Any $10 or More Drycleaning Order!

Coupon Must
4.4
Order!
Accompany
ti.10.0 10,
1/104111
Expires Jan. 29, 1992
GI

For Only

$3500

12/411ion

Pliptogfaphy
753-8809

Easy To Enter! Easy To Win!
Bring Your Child To
s
Our Studio For A Sitting! ,

lAtIVITIMV

15

Contest
Special
1-8x10
2-5x7
8-Wallets

1011„S

sAt0.1111

605 Main St.
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by Camera An

•
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SPORTS
Missed opportunites
doom Murray High

Valley Wars
Jones healthy to lead
MSU against Colonels
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledo*, & Times Speen Edna

Popeye Jones has always
shined in big games during his
career as a Racer. So, he isn't
going to let a nagging injury
interrupt his yearly routine.
Jones, who missed Thursday's
practice because of soreness in
his left lure, will be ready to go
tonight when the Racers host
Eastern Kentucky in a game that
involves two teams battling for
first place.
Murray State, 4-1 in the OVC,
is a half-game ahead of Eastern,

3-1. Eastern comes into the game
strapped with a three-game losing
streak, while the Racers are winners of three of the last four.
"I went to the hospital yesterday to get it checked and it was
nothing serious," Jones said after
testing the knee during Friday's
workoui
"It's just a nagging injury that
may bother me all year," the 6-8
senior explained. "Once I get it
loose it's OK."
The injury first occurred in the
preseason. He aggravated it
against Austin Peay diving into
(Cont'd on page 9)

Eastern's Allen meeting
new challenges in '91-'92
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Eastern Kentucky's John Allen is doing
a good job avoiding the sophomore
Jinx.
The 6-foot-7 forward from,Burk-

Murray State
vs.
Eastern Kentucky
TIME: 7:30 p.m.

SITE: Racer Arena
RADIO: WEILN FM 103.7

'Eastern Kentucky (9-9,3-1)
HI CI Rob Pb
So 5.7 14.4
6-7
F-Jos SlIon
64 Si 3.7 11A
F-Jsalo Ross
64 St U1$.4
0-41210 Saab
G-kIrk Otostkouso d-t Sr 2.4 SA
64 So 2.4 11
0-Atando Myron

Murray State (6-1014-1)
F-Statt Shit
F-Maurics Cannefl
C-Popoys Joss
G--Ftant alba
G-CodrIc Gall

la CI Rob Pb
6-7 .1t 31 4.3
6-3 .k 3.1 12.4
64 Si 14.4 26.7
64 * 2.543,0
64 So LI II

esville was the Ohio Valley Conference's "Newcomer of the
Year" as a freshman last season
when he averaged 10.4 points and
4.8 rebounds.
After 18 games this season, he is
averaging a team-leading 14.4
points and 5.7 rebounds for the
Colonels.
"When I played against teams
for the first time in the conference
last season, I surprised them," said
Allen. "The next time I could see a
difference in the way they played
me.
"It's harder this season, but I
expected teams to be keying on me
by taking away some of my shots."
Eastern Kentucky coach Mike
Pollio believes the attention will
help Allen's performance in the
long run.
"Although he is sconng more
this year, it has been a tougher year
for him because everybody is ready
fx him now," said Pollio. "A lot
of teams are putting their best man
on him but, on the whole, he has
kept his composure and done a
(Cont'd on page 9)

Murray

As the surprise team of the
Ohio Valley Conference women's
basketball season, you would
think that the Murray State Lady
Racers would be happy enough to
have a winning record. Not so.
"We feel like we're better than
a .500-team," said Murray State
head coach Kelly Breazeale after
her team dropped an 80-68 decision at Tennessee Tech Saturday.
, Two days later, Murray regained
its winning record with an 84-72
win at Tennessee State.
Now 9-8 overall and tied for
third in the OVC with a 3-2
record, the Lady Racers face perhaps their toughest test with

Ledge. & Times Sports Editor

13 23 43 65
10 n 42 44

MURRAY

BALLARD
MURRAY (SI)
Murray High ventured to La
Men 3. Gnaw* 9 Jerente 24 Adams 14, Whilaker,
turn
to
hoping
Crean* 2. Gann 3. Cohoon TOTALS FO-A 19-44
Center Friday night
Tivrievoint 5-20 (Ackins 4 Greene) FT-A 12-17
Ballard Memorial's Green Palace
Roticurels 35 (Whitillet O,ns tot
MALLARD (14)
a
ending
into greener pastures by
12 Holt 2. VAMente G.
S. At
Tor..4*py 24, Do
.
FG-A 21-49 llvereorra 1.2 FT-A
streak
TOTALS
4
Moat
losing
month-long
9.20 %boo* (...v. 12)
At 4-10, the Bombers often
than
more
looked as if they were
jumper kept the Tigers down two.
willing to help the 3-9 Tigers out
Townsley, who led Ballard with
of their six-game losing streak. In 24 points, missed three straight free
fact, Ballard held the door open throws in the last minute before
most of the night.
stepping up to the line for the sixth
Two free throws with eight sec- time with :08 to play.
onds remaining in the game by
Russell Adkins' long threeBallard's Ron Townsley slammed pointer cut the lead to one, 56-55,
the game shut, 56-55, on Home- with :02 to play, but the Tigers
coming night at the Green Palace. were out of timcouts.
"We had our chances, things just
"We kind of had the momentum
didn't go our way," Tiger head
coach Cary Miller said after the and let it slip away a couple of
team's seventh straight loss. "We times," Miller said. "The defensive
played well in spurts, and at times lapse in the third quarter really
we didn't."
hurt."
Trailing 26-25 at half, Murray
On several occassions, the Tigers
looked as if they would finally put quickly took a 32-30 lead on an
away the Bombers, only to see the Adkins trey. Then, Ballard beat the
one
game shift Ballard's way. With the Tiger press to the tune
easy
,
three
fourth
the
and
in
dunk
early
away
break
game tied at 45
Ballard out-scored Murray 7-2 to layups. They led 38-37.
B.J. Jenkins, who led Murray
take a five-point lead.
over
ball
the
turned
24 points, scored 10 in the
with
then
Ballard
two straight times and missed two third to give Murray a 43-42 lead
straight lay:ups. Murray scored going into the fourth.
"We did a good job of isolating
once.
Darren Gantt, coming off the him (Jenkins) inside and he was
bench for three points, hit two free getting easy buckets," Miller said.
this pass to the
Murray High junior Russ Adkins keeps an eye on
to cut the lead to two,
throws
Memorial Friday
baseline during the Tigers' 56-55 loss at Ballard
turnover and a missed (Cont'd on page 9)
A
54-52.
rs.
pointe
threenight. Adkins finished with 14 points on four

Lady Racers not satisfied
By TIM TUCKER
asu Sports Informetion

Ballard 56, TIGERS 55

By STEVE PARKER

Saturday's meeting with frontrunning Eastern Kentucky in Racer Arena. Tip-off is at 5:15 p.m.
"Eastern Kentucky (12-4 overall, 5-0 OVC) is the most
balanced team we'll face this
year," Breazeale said. "They have
two of the conference's top
guards m Angie Cox (16.0 points
per game) and Cheryl Jones and
one of the conference's best big
girls in Jute Goodin (13.9
points, 8.3 rebounds). Their supporting cast is tremendously
balanced, as well.
"They'll be a challenge to our
defense. We're going to have to
be aggressive and play tough
team defense. On offense, we'll
have to take care of the basket(Cont'd on page 9)

RACER BASKETBALL
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By MICHAEL

BANKS
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

It was homecoming night at
Paducah Tilghman High School.
Somebody obviously forgot to
tell the winless Calloway County
Lakers, who for three and half
quarters staked a claim in upsetting
the Blue Tornadoes plans for an
after-game bash.
Coming into the game at 0-13
against a team, which many consider to be the best in the First Region, on their home floor with the

homecoming quecen crowning set
at halftime, Calloway stood littleto-null chance of winning.
However, the Lakers went blowto-blow with the highly-favored
Tilghman squad for three quarters
falling only in the final minutes in
the 66-48 loss.
"We did some Things very well
tonight," Calloway Head Coach
Ron Greene said after the game. "I
think most importantly we showed
a lot of grit out there."
True grit, ala John Wayne, as the
Lakers kept chiselling away from

Business-like 'Cats
treat Hogs no different
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Kentucky coach Rick Pitino believes
his No. 8 Wildcats face a big
Southeastern Conference game in
Rupp Arena today against No. 9
Arkansas - no more and no less.
"It's not the biggest game in the
history of the building for us
because we don't rate big games,"
Nino said Friday in Wildcat
Lodge.
Arkansas (16-3, 5-1 SEC) leads
the league's West division while
Kentucky (14-3, 4-1) has the best
record in the East.
"Every game to us is a big
game," said Pitino. "We're not in
a conference where one game is
bigger than another. I think there
are certain conferences where that
may be true.
"This is an important game
because it's a conference game, but

outside of that we're going to go
about it businesslike. Certainly, we
think they're one of the premier
teams in the country and we have a
lot of respect for them, but it's no
more important than Mississippi,
Georgia, Alabama, LSU or any
team that comes in here."
Arkansas brings a four-game
winning streak into the regionally
televised game. The Razorbacks
are led by senior forward Todd
Day (25.0 points), guard Lee May
berry (16.1) and 290-pound center
Oliver Miller (13.3).
"You have to try and make them
shoot the perimeter shot more,"
Pitino said of beating Arkansas.
"Yon got to make sure they get
one shot at the basket. You have to
keep them from scoring many layups in transition."
(Cont'd on page 9)

R. BASKETBALL
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5th & 6th Grade Boys,7th & 8th Grade Boys
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Adult Men
Pre-Registration Fee
st Late Registration Fee

$30 per team
$40 per team

the lane brought Calloway within
four with 7:38 left and nearly
411
41
30
II
raised the roof when Gibson conCALLOWAY
21 37 47 64
TILGHMAN
nected on another jumper to pull
CALLOVIAY (44)
Grew 15, Cape. 13, Gteon S. Hornbuckle 6 Cana.
the Lakers to within two with 7:09
way 4 Price 2 TOTALS F G-A 19-62 Three-pornt 4.11
remaining.
(Cocal.11 3, Grew) FT-A 4-11
TILGHMAN CM)
Sloan 6
Tilghman Coach Steve Dreher
Lynn 23. iillicard 15. Snit 11, Woodlork 9,
Hoe 2 TOTALS FG-A 27.56 Three-pcw4 4-14 (Lynn 2.
ly saw his squad, which last
sudden
Smith, Kncakl) FT-A 6-10
season advanced to the quarterfian early 15-point deficit to narrow nals of the state championship,
the margin to six, 47-41, entering staring at a potential upset in front
of the homecoming crowd.
the final quarter.
way
Callo
of
"Their style of play (back door
The small pack
County fans erupted when Trent cuts off a patient offense) and our
Gibson's jumper in the middle of (Cont'd on page 9)

Tilghman 66, Calloway 48

Super Bowl matches mud, air
in game of power, explosiveness
ng to
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)- Buffalo is loaded with players claimi
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Washington? Think "Hogs."
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explosiveness of the Bills against the power of the Redskins.
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forged by the "Hogs," the offensive lineme
ago.
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The catalyst for the Redskins success is quarterback Mark
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who wasn't even sure of the startin
1989.
and I
"They said I'm average looking. I've got a terrible haircut
to
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for
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Rypie
have no charisma," said
one of the NFL's best receiving trios - Art Monk, Gary Clark and
Ricky Sanders.
bit of
"They're right on two of the three. I think I've got a little
charisma."
won
Still, the biggest name on the Redskins is probably Gibbs, who
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three best players and cornerback Darrell Green.
That's in stark contrast to Mary Levy, the Buffalo coach whose contribution is often discounted in the panoply of stars that includes Kelly,
Thomas, Smith, Bennett, Reed, Lofton and linebackers Shane Conlan
'Ind Darryl Talley.
"People want to hear that strokes of genius win football games,"
d
says Levy, a history buff who has a master's degree from Harvar
."
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ll
"They don't. People win footba
True enough.

(No Later Than February 5th)

All-America Center Popeye Jones

Deadline For Pre-Registration Jan. 31, 1992
For More Information Call...

Murray State vs. Eastern Kentucky
Saturday, Jan. 25 at 7:30 p.m.
* * * * *

Ladies Game 5:15 p.m.
Mess Tipoff 7:30 p.m.

l Service
Creme sponsored by Steiner Appraisa
Tickets Available Al The Door*

Sponsored
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FAMILY YMCA
759-9622
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MURRAY
WHOLESALE TIRE
•White letters •Maxima • Toyo
'Turbo Plus Memel XT/I
•Palls Mastercraft •Falls Roadmaster IV
825 So. 4th St. (New Location)

753-9411
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There are a number of chair seats on sale at Murray High School during
normal school hours Monday and Tuesday for the opening session of the
Boys All *A" Regional Basketball Tourney at Mayfield Tuesday night. Cost
is $4 per seat General admission and student tickets for the tourney will
Only be on sale at Mayfield High School. Costs are $3 for adults and $2 for
students.

MSU BASKETBALL TICKETS
all
Tickets for Saturday night's Murray State-Eastern Kentucky basketb
game are going fast and the public is encouraged to purchase their tickets
as soon as possible, according to MSU marketing and promotions director
Steve Rich.
The MSU ticket office, located at Stewart Stadium, IS open from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. weekdays. Tickets will go on sale at Racer Arena at 4:45 p.m.
tion
Saturday. General admission tickets are $5 and children, $2. Informa
on tickets may be obtained by calling Claire Benton at the MSU ticket
office: 762-4895.

Upcoming Schedule
SATURDAY
5:15 p.m.;
MURRAY STATE: Lady Racers host Eastern Kentuck,
p.m.
7:30
Pacers host Eastern Kentucky,

MONDAY
5:15 p.m.;
MURRAY STATE: Lady Racers host Morehead State,
p.m.
Racers host Morehead State, 7:30
7:30 p.m.
CALLOWAY: Lady Lakers host Obion (Tenn.) Central,

"See me for all your family insurance needs"
4:35 left.
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like
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entiriety of a Calloway timeout
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midway through the final period
After the Calloway timeout,
Smith answered for Tilghman with
a three-pointer and a basket off a
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Padufor the Blue Tornado, paced
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cah with 23 points, while the
highly-touted Kincaid was held to
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
15 points. Smith added 11 for the
Blue Tornado.

Jane Rogers 753-9627

Jones...

1 FREE MONTH

(Cont'd from page 8)

Missed opportunities...

the bleachers.
For the time being, Jones has
something to take his mind off
the slight injury — Eastern
Kentucky.

Aaron Whitaker led the Tigers with
10 boards apiece.
Murray looked as if they were on
"Basically, they are the same
their way to erasing the losing
streak by busting out of the gates team as they were last year,"
with an 8-2 lead. Adkins, who fin- Jones explained of the Colonels,
ished with 14 points on 4-of-8 who split last season's series with
long-range shooting, hit two "3's" MSU."They are going to come in
early in the quarter, which Murray here after losing three in a row,
won 13-10.
so they'll be hungry for a win."
Ballard came out quick indite
Jones said a packed Racer Aresecond, jumping out to a 23:18 na will be a factor in tonight's
lead. Ballard held a 26-20 advan- game, as well as the team's
tage near the end of the first half, recent success.
before Murray hit five of six free
"I'm pretty sure we're prepared
throws to trail by one at the break. to play and, hopefully, take over
first place," he explained. "I'm
not going to say we'll get control,
but we'd be in good shape."
Kentucky had an eight-game
8)
Racer coach Scott Edgar is not
page
from
d
(Cont'
winning streak come to an end in quite as sure that the winner will
Day will be guarded by John losing 107-85 at Tennessee on go immediately to a jeweler to
Pelphrey, a player not known for Tuesday.
get fitted for rings.
his quickness.
"I don't think it will be a match"The league is very competi"I was not overly disappointed
up problem because I think he'll be
and doesn't appear to have
tive
except
with the Tennessee game
on his second fake and John will be
ready to step out and take
anyone
don't
"I
said.
Pitino
loss"
the
for
reacting to his first, and I think it
Edgar said, "but we
,"
control
the final score was indicative
will really screw up Todd Day," think
help ourselves with a
sure
could
of the game."
Nino said with a laugh.
win against Eastern."

Cool'd from page 8)
When he went out we got impatient with our offense."
Jenkins, who was 11 -for-19 from
the field, was the only Tiger that
was able to consisterty score
inside. He fouled out with 1:05 to
play.
Murray shot 19-for-48 from the
field, while Ballard was 23-of-49.
Ballard was very charitable at the
free throw line, hitting just 9-of-20.
Townsley, a solid 6-2 center,
grabbed 12 rebounds and terrorized
the Tigers inside. Chip Greene and

GREAT PRICE
SUPER VALUE

Lifecycles • Stairmasters • 20 Piece Exercise Circuit • Saunas
Private Showers & Changing Area • Aerobic Classes and more!

C

Memberships as low as $28 a month
/7

Premiere

0

With Annual
Membership

Health and Fitness Club

tiJ
cl4

V1S4

University Square •

1

759-9999

FREE MONTH • 1 FREE MONTH • 1 FREE MONTH

MID'WINE

SUPERAMERIncICA
SuperArnerica Group,

Specials Good Through
February 29, 1992

CROWN NOUVEAU
DINNERWARE
(8) — 3 Pc. Place Settings

Lady...
(Coot'd from page 8)
ball and get our guards to score
and our big girls to dominate."
Lady Racer seniors Fondeolyn
Garner and Angie Waldon continued their recent strong inside
play against Tennessee State,
with Garner scoring 16 points
and grabbing 17 rebounds, while
Waldon recorded 13 points and
eight boards.
Sophomore guard Jennifer
Parker added 18 points Monday
before fouling out, and has averaged 19.5 points in her last four
games.

Ens
0

TA

Eastern 's...
(Con('d from page 8)
good job.
"He's still learning in some
aspects of the game and is going to
get better and better, game-to-game
and year-to-year. He should really
be a polished player in all phases
of the game by next season with
the experience he is receiving again
this year."
Pollio has been a harsh critic of
Allen during games.
"He steps on me quite a bit,"
said Allen. "But I know when he
tells me things it's to make me a
better player."

Sign up before February 10th
and we'll give you
ONE MONTH MEMBERSHIP ABSOLUTELY FREE!*

4.1

V. 01Pictc t le I

ALL "A" SEATING

(Cont'd from page 8)
good lead caused us to go flat a
little bit there in the second half.
They took our aggression on.
defense and basically turned it
against us with all the back door
cuts," said Dreher, who following a
time-out switched the Tilghman
1-3-1 zone defense to man-to-man.
"We made the switch to the manto-man and finally got some help
on the back door cuts."
The momentum shifted on the
ensuing series when Gibson, who
had scored Calloway's last six
points, picked up his fourth foul
with 6:13 left and Tilghman's
James Smith drove the lane, collided with the Lakers' Craig Carrway, but picked up the basket on a
no-call by the official to put the
Blue Tornado up 49-45.
Tilghman's Brent Kincaid came
back with a steal and drove the
lane, again colliding with another
Calloway player, with no foul
being called and the Blue Tornado
was suddenly up six, 51-45, with
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OUTDOOR LIFE
Visit to vet
crucial to dogs

FISHING LINE
by Jerry Maupin

referring a client to a specialist as
an admission they don't know how
to treat a case.
"They (vets) can't know every
Dog owners need to find a good
veterinarian for their pets — before treatment," Hjerpe said, "and people prefer that their vets be honest,
the dog needs medical attention —
because an emergency is no time to rather than attempt a procedure
begin the search.
they are unqualified to perform."
The right medical attention at
With some treatments costing
those times, according to an article hundreds or even thousands of dolin the current issue of Sports lars, malpractice can occur in vetAfield, can be crucial.
erinary care just as it has in people
"The best vet for most dog own- care. That's one reason why it is
ers is someone whom they can important to seek a second opinion
relate to and trust," said Dr. Char- — especially in the case of expenles Hjerpe, director of the Veterin- sive procedures.
If you are dissatisfied with your
ary Medical Teaching Hospital at
the University of California at vet's performance, you can simply
change vets or, in case of gross
Davis.
Trust is earned after several vis- negligence, file a complaint with
its to a veterinarian, during which your state's Board of Veterinary
you can see the quality of care your Examiners, found in the Consumer
Affairs Department of most state
dog receives.
When moving to a new area or governments.
trying to select a vet for the first
Incompetent vets are, of course,
time, ask friends and neighbors the exception. In addition to earnwho own dogs to recommend a ing college degrees, vets must
good vet — or vets to avoid.
spend an extra four years in a vetHjerpe said people who own erinary college.
hunting dogs should seek out vets
Before becoming licensed, stuwho also hunt.
dents also are required to complete
"They should be people who a one-year internship in applied
understand and appreciate the veterinary medicine.
rigors that hunting dogs face," he
Academic standards are rigorous
said.
and the required course work
Being able to communicate with includes organic chemistry, zooloyour vet is another component of gy, biology, genetics, physics, anaensuring that your dog gets the best tomy, >physiology, pharmacology
care possible.
and toxicology.
Don't hesitate to ask for price
There are nearly 4.000 boardestimates on a procedure or product certified veterinary specialists in
your vet recommends. Don't the United States, most of whom
assume your vet knows the value can be found working at America's
of the dog to you. You may be 27 veterinary colleges in 26 states.
willing to try anything — and pay They invest an additional two years
whatever is necessary — in an of study in fields such as neuroloattempt to save your dog.
gy, ophthalmology or any of 16
Several levels of service are other specialties recognized by the
available to dog owners.
veterinary profession.
"There are board-certified spe"Though you don't always get
cialists in many areas now," what you pay for in veterinary
Hjerpc said, pointing out that a medicine," Hjerpe told Phil Wilspecialist may be better qualified to son in Sports Afield, "better serhandle certain ailments your dog vace wpicaily costs more. If a vet's
, Office and equipment lank to be 30
may face.
"Most vets will refer dog own- years behind the times, his mediers to specialists if they don't feel cine might be 30 years behind as
comfortable making a diagnosis or well."
performing a given procedure," he
said. "It's the dog owner's responFor more information on services
sibility to ask for referrals to spe- available from veterinary colleges,
cialists and to push for options, write the American Veterinary
even though most vets will provide Medical Association, 1931 N.
them without prodding."
Meacham Rd., Schaumburg, Ill.,
Some vets, however, may view 60173
By SPORTS AFIELD

F01

Sam Todd and Jerry Chappell with part of their catch below Kentucky Dam during oember.
You can blame it on the full
moon if you didn't catch many fish
last week. It was the biggest,
brightest full moon we've seen in a
long time and the fish just didn't
want to eat!
Carlos Black and Milton Routh
bounced the sauger jigs again and
the story I got this time was Milton
caught drum and other trash fish
while Carlos caught six sauger.
I think Carlos took the ribbing
the week before because of the
drum he caught. It was between 15
and 20 pounds. Jerry McConnell
and Gary Darnell crappie fished
but couldn't get the big ones to
bite. What they did catch was too
short on the board.
We talked about conditions like

this at my seminars and now it has
happened. Don't fret though. Conditions for the body could have
been worse, like rain or snow!
I'm looking at the time table for
the best times to fish in the Kentucky Game and Fish magazine and
the rest of this month looks very
good. Saturday is rated as a poor
day, but all the other days are good
with Tuesday being the best.
We then go into February with
the first eight days being good. If
you will keep a log on your trips,
you will learn how much you can
depend on these calendars.
We have a shad kill going on
now because of the cold front
which passed through last week

Clayton'5 Outfitters
and
Western Store
.•••

Western Gifts • Tack • Saddle & Harness Repair
Hats • Clothing • Belts • Buckles • Boots
Custom Leather Work
Tuos.-Sat. 10-6
Owners Joey & Sheila Claylor
104 W. Center St. • Hazel, KY • 502-492-8781

Alexander's Septic
Service
Murray
7R;

3

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Willie Jackson and son-in-law Bob Boles show stripers they caught
below Kentucky Dam.
and left some ice in the backs of
the bugs and pockets.
The shady side iced over more,
but it didn't last more than four
days. This sudden drop of five
degrees or more will kill a lot of
bait fish as nature intended. A
quick rise of five degrees will do
the same thing.
During this time some fish take
advantage of the easy buffet and
will pass up a lure when it comes
along because they are already full.
More.often than not, though, you
can find good fish feeding in certain areas and take a good number
of them. A change in conditions
which we have coming after Saturday just might be the good trip you

Happy Fishing

LBL sets spring turkey dates
The spring turkey season at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL) will
open April 15 and close May 5.
Hunters who want to hunt during
the first five days of the 19-day
season must apply for a quota
permit.

Aurora set to host
coon hunter event
Aurora will be the site of a
National Coon Hunters' Association event in October, according to
Mike Miller, vice-chairman of
economic development for the
Marshall County Chamber of
Commerce.
The event will extend Aurora's
tourist season by eight days and is
expected to generate a great
amount of revenue for the community merchants.
The event, set for Oct. 26-31, is
expected to draw as many as 600
participants, with hunters and dogs
coming from 26 states.

There will be a two-day quota
hunt April 15 and 16 followed by a
three-day hunt on April 18-20. A
total of 1,250 permits will be
issued for each quota hunt. April
17 and 21 are nonhunt days. The
nonquota portion of the season will
be April 22-May 5.
Those interested in the quota
hunts must submit an LBL application prior to Feb. 29. Hunters will
be selected for the available quota
permits by computer drawing. All
applicants will be notified regarding selection or rejection by March
23.
For additional information, hunters should read the LBL Turkey
Hunting Regulations. Regulations
and quota turkey hunt applications
are available at the North and
South Welcome Stations, Golden
Pond Visitor Center, or by writing
the Wildlife Unit, TVA/LBL, 100
Van Morgan Drive, Golden Pond,
KY 42211-9001 or by calling (502)
924-1213 between 7 a.m. and 3:30
p.m., Monday through Friday.

BUCK'S BODY
SHOP
Body Repair • Painting • Unibody Repair
Serving Murray Since 1945
In The Same Location
900 Sycamore • Murray • 753-5142
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Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

410 N. 4th
753-8346 - 953-6779
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641 Super Shell
Where "Serviat Is Our Business"

A boating safety course entitled "Boating Skills and Seamanship"
will be held on three consecutive Wednesday afternoons from 1 to 4
p.m. at the North Branch of Peoples Bank. Classes will meet on Jan.
29, Feb. 5 and Feb. 12. This is a six-lesson course with a fee of $15 to
cover the cost of all books and materials.
The course is taught by qualified members of the Kentucky Lake
Flotilla of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary. We urge anyone interested
in taking this course, safe boating, or the Coast Guard Auxilitty, to
call Bill at 753-7679.

Wayne Higgins
Backbite Service
Call Us Anytime

7594685
753-9131
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FREE ESTIMATES
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Holland Tire Co.
Saturday
Open
until Noon

•We Feature Name Brand Tires
•Computerizecl Balancing While You Wait

E. Main & Industiral Road
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Boating safety course to begin
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Your U-Haul Hoaciquartaws
South

are looking for.
Study your maps and decide on
some places which hold winter fish
to give you the edge.
Remember to take your time
with a bait and try to copy the
action of the dying shad!
Chappell and I went one dzy
during the week of the full moon
and it was a tough day. He started
with his special kind of fish, the
long, green ones with a lot of long,
sharp teeth and a good crappie.
I managed to catch four very
small crappie. I had several near
misses on the pickerel, but unlike
Chappell, I pull the lure away from
them.

AP Special Features

Kevin Penner

Mark Penner

345-2462 435-4040

Richard iTrilkentin

435,413

Every Saturday WWII
Country Buffet 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

Every Sunday

kffleaky

After-Church Buffet Noon-3 p.m.
Sunday Morning Breakfast Buffet
7 a.m.-11 a.m.

KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK
94 East Aurora
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Professor to present
reading at MSU Feb. 14
Dr. Elizabeth Brown-Guillory, associate professor of English at the
University of Houston, will MI= A
dramatic reading Friday, Feb. 14, at
Murray Stile University as part of the
university's six-week-long Focus an
Africa Symposium.
The presentation titled "Their Place
on the State: 200th-Century Black
Women Playwrights and Their Vision," will begin at 10 ain. in Lie
Johnson Theatre of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
Dr. Brown-Guillory is an author
and playwright. Her worts have been
featured on radio and television and
presented at the Martin Luther King
Center and the Lincoln Center in New
York.
In addition, Dr. Brown-Guillory
will speak at the English/Humanities
Colloquium at 3 p.m. in the Barkley

Information session for
adults to be held at MSU

Civitan academy

An information session for
adults interested in beginning or
resuming a college education will
be held Monday, March 2, from 6
to 9 p.m., in the small ballroom of
the Curris Center on the third floor
at Murray State University.
Representatives from Murray State
will be available to answer questions
and present information about financial aid, admission requirements and
tutoring services. The Adults Belong
in College Workshop will also include a brief career counseling evaluation.
"Adults make excellent students

Room of the Curls Center.
She will speak on "The Literary
Canon and Opening the Humanities to
a Multi-Cultural Perspective." A
panel discussion with members of the
Murray State faculty will follow. The
panel will include professors Dr.
Janice Morgan, Department of Foreign Languagec Michael Morgan and
Dr. Alice Templeton, Department of
English; and Dr. Steve Jones, Department of Sociology, Anthropology and
Social Work.
The Focus on Africa series is part of
the observance of Black History
Month at Murray State. Campus sponsors include the College of Fine Arts
and Communication, College of Humanistic Studies, Office of Minority
Student Affairs and Office of the
Provost. The Kentucky Humanities
Council provided partial funding.
Rowena Emerson (left) of Murray, governor-elect of the Kentucky
District of Civitan, is pictured with 1992-93 Civitan International
President J. F. Burney at the 21st annual Governors-elect Training
Academy held Jan. 11 to 16 in Birmingham, Ala.

The issue:

He became persona non grata at
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House when he
the
operpolitical
Republican
a
of
wife
ative who criticized President Bush denounced Bush's endorsement of
for breaking his "no new taxes" tax increases as part of a deficitpromise was hired Friday as a reduction agreement with Congress. Rollins pt in more hot
senior White House adviser.
water by criticizing Bush's former
news
of
director
Sherrie Rollins,
information for ABC News in New chief of staff, John Sununu.
York, will join Bush's staff as head
With Sununu's departure, the
of an expanded office of public tensions apparently have been
liaison and intergovernmental eased. In announcing Ms. Rollins'
affairs. She will serve as a liaison appointment, White House press
with state and local officials, as secretary Marlin Fitzwater said her
well as with business groups, labor, husband was "a good man."
religious groups arid others.
Ms. Rollins will take over some
In addition, administration sourthe duties handled by communiof
ces confirmed that Bush will name cations director David Demarest.
his "image-maker," Sig Rogich, to His responsibilities are being narbe U.S. ambassador to Iceland, his rowed largely to the White House
homeland. Currently, his job is to speech-wnting operation.
coordinate presidential travel and
The staff changes are part of a
arrange the stages of Bush's
appearances in the most telegenic personnel reorganization designed
to reinvigorate the White House for
light.
Ms. Rollins, 33, is the wife of Bush's campaign for re-election
chief of
Ed Rollins, who was political Samuel Skinner, the new Bush's
that
complained
has
staff,
White
director in the Reagan
is due more to
House and, later, head of the drop in popularity communications
the
in
problems
National Republican Congressional
setup than in decision-making.
Committee.

Importing Japanese cars

Elimination of mumps
rubella could be ahead
rubella, Hopkins said.
The incidence of mumps and
rubella worldwide isn't precisely
known. The United States, where
vaccination is more common than
in many less developed countries,
4,031 mumps cases and
•
1,0'3 rubella cases last year.
Health officials must document
the impact of eradication on developing countries before they can
win support for such a global initiative, the task force said in its
report, published by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control.
U.S. health officials once predicted eradication of measles in
this country by the early 1980s, but
case counts began rising again
amid outbreaks mostly among
inner-city children.
The task force concluded that
five other diseases aren't candidates for global eradication: hepatitis B, neonatal tetanus, diphtheria,
pertussis and yellow fever.
No routine infant vaccination is
available for hepatitis B, while
diphtheria and pertussis, or whooping cough, require multiple-dose
vaccine series that are harder to
administer. Neonatal tetanus and
yellow fever are too prevalent in
the environment to be conquered
soon, the task force said.

(EDITOR'S NOTE — The Associated Press asks the major presidential candidates a question each weekday about their views on a particular issue and assembles their responses. President Bush has
declined to participate at least until after he formally launches his
re-election campaign. Responses were not available for all
candidates.)
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here are the views of the major presidential candidates on the question: "Should the government restrict
imports of Japanese cars into the United States? If so, how?"
DEMOCRATS
Jerry Brown: Not available.
Bill Clinton: Not available.
Tom Harkin: "Japan now has 33 percent of the U.S. auto parts
market share, whereas U.S. automakers have been limited to 1 percent
of the Japanese market ... A Harkin administration will make it very
clear that trade is a two-way street, not a one-way bridge. I will truly
and aggressively enforce section 301 of the Trade Act to open up
markets for U.S. products."
Bob Kerrey: A spokesperson says that he "has been urging a gettough trade policy to force the Japanese to open their markets to U.S.
products, including autos ... (and) has promised that as president he
would be unafraid to use the 'Super 301' trade measure against Japan
or any other unfair trading partner."
Pau/ Tsongas: "The United States should not restrict imports of
Japanese cars into this country. While we should insist that the Japane$4 Open their markets to American goods, we must have a strategy to
help U.S. companies make the highest quality products. We cannot
compete and restore our nation to economic preeminence by bringing
Japan down but only by raising ourselves.
• • 6 •
REPUBLICANS
Patrick Buchanan: Not available.
David Duke: "If the Japanese will not give us fair access to their
market, we will not continue to allow them to have access to ours. We
should do this by raising tariffs until the Japanese open their markets
as the Germans have done."

the

ATLANTA (AP) — High school
students don't get enough exercise,
and they slack off even more as
they approach graduation, a nationwide survey shows.
The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control asked 11,631 students in
grades nine through 12 how often
they got "at least 20 minutes of
hard exercise that made you
breathe heavily and made your
heart beat fasi"
Federal health officials recommend such exercise at least three
times a week, but only 37 percent
reached that level, the CDC said
Thursday. Fifty percent of the
males surveyed said they got that
much exercise, and only 24.8 percent of females did.
Black students exercise less than
Hispanic or white students — 29,
35 and 39 percent, respectively, the
CDC said.
Students fell off in exercise as
they grew older, especially girls.
Among boys, 51 percent of ninth
graders got three days of vigorous
exercise, compared with 44 percent
of 12th graders. The figure for girls

fell from 31 percent in ninth grade
to 17 percent by senior year.
"Educators, families, physicians
and public health officials need to
... increase access to physical activity facilities for youth and encourage youth to participate," the CDC
said.
Researchers said the problem
may be getting worse. A national
youth fitness study in 1984 showed
62 percent of students in grades 10
through 12 exercised vigorously
three times a week.
The latest survey shows many of
the students who got plenty of
exercise did so through sports or
organized programs. Students playing on a school sports team were
nearly twice as likely to report vigorous exercise as other students,
while those exercising at community centers were about five times
more likely.
The survey was conducted in
1990 among students in each state,
Washington, Puerto Rico and the
U.S. Virgin Islands. The margin of
sampling error was 2.4 percentage
points.
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P.O. Box 1040
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Reservations can be made by calling the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach at(502)
762-4150 or 1-800-669-7654. The
workshop is free, but because of
limited space, reservations must be
made by Friday, Feb. 28.

Danis said the apatosaurus is the
heaviest of about 35 skeletons he
has worked on.
A biologist by training, Dams
worked for the National Museum
of Canada and the Tyrrell Museum
of Paleontology in Alberta before
forming his company with three
colleagues in 1989.
"We were doing this while we
were employed by a museum, and
we kept getting orders — could
you build us this, could you build
us that — and we thought: Wait a
minute. This museum's getting all
the money, and we're not," he
said.
The company also makes fullscale models of dinosaur skeletons,
18 of which it built for a Japanese
exhibit in 1990.
Danis won't build the moving,
roaring, fleshed-out dinosaur models that have become popular in
recent years.
"They're fun, but they take
away the dream and the fantasy
that a skeleton gives you," he said

10 Minute Oil Change

AAJBE
Mon•ftl 114 pm ist 84 -

P614

What Have You
Try Us
Got to Lose?
Inches? Pounds?
See us... your
fitness professionals."

Prenziere
II ealth and hitless( ub
Univer.ity Square • 759-9999

Lacey's Offers
Delicious Dining
For A Deal!
JANUARY SPECIALS
Seafood Buffet
Fri. & Sat. 4:00 to 9:00
Now Featuring Frog Legs, Snow
Crab Legs, Fried Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Fresh Oysters, Clam
Strips, Crab Meat In Hot Butter
And Much More Including Soup and
Salad Bar With Crab Meat Salad
and Dessert Bar.

4I6

Reg. $1099

$999
Now

Sunday Buffet
11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Featuring Steamboat Arou nd,Fried
Chicken, BBQ Ribs, Turkey and
Dressing, Baked Ham, Vegetables,
Soup and Salad Bar, and Dessert
Bar.

Reg $6 99

$599
Now

Saturday and Sunday
Breakfast Bar
Featuring Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, White & Redeye Gravy, Fried
Potatoes, Eggs, French Toast Sticks,
Homemade Biscuits,Fruit & Juice Bar.
-We Serve Maxwell House Coffee"

319 N. Main St. Benton. KN.

)

at Chestnut
Five Points

16th

(502) 759-1529

Lacey's

State
Phone (

CHICAGO (AP) — Dismantling
a dinosaur is delicate work.
"It's not just the scientific value
that goes down the drain if you
break IL It's all the kids in America who are going to say, 'Oh, no,
an apatosaurus is gone,'" Gilles
Danis said Thursday before he
separated the skull of just such a
beast from its 150-million-year-old
neck bones.
Danis is president of Prehistoric
Animal Structures Inc., a Canadian
firm that specializes in the creation
of prehistoric animal mounts.
The Field Museum of Natural
History hired the company to dismantle six dinosaur skeletons that
have been on display for decades
and reassemble them in more lifelike poses for a new $6 million
exhibit opening in the fall of 1994.
The first to go was the 72-foot
apatosaurus, formerly known as
brontosaurus, which weighed 30
tons in life. The skeleton has been
the centerpiece of the museum's
dinosaur exhibit for 70 years.
Danis's team will spend two
weeks taking it apart bone by bone
and four months reassembling the
tagged and numbered pieces after
they're cleaned.
Museum officials want to display
the skeletons in poses and settings
that more accurately reflect the
prehistoric world and to eliminate
most visible supports such as steel
rods.
But in the case of the apatosaurus, whose vertebrae are each the
size of a basketball, at least one
support will be needed to hold up
its long, swooping neck.

Exercise survey released

•

Name
Address
City
Zip

and we are excited about offering this
important workshop," said Billie Burton, coordinator of adult outreach at
Murray State. "Many of our present
students tell us these workshops have
done wonders in dispelling their fears
about competing in the classroom
with traditional students."

Work to begin on skeletons

Operative's wife hired
as White House adviser

ATLANTA (AP) — Mumps and
rubella could join smallpox on the
extinct list within 10 years through
a strong global effort, a worldwide
health panel says.
"The advantage is that global
immunization systems for children
are much better today than they
were even five years ago," said Dr.
Donald Hopkins, project director
for the International Task Force for
Disease Eradication.
"If the world decides to go after
them, it could be done within 10
years," through use of the measlesmumps-rubella vaccine, Hopkins
said Thursday.
Mumps and rubella "are less
infectious than measles, yet they
are joined with the measles vaccine
at almost no additional cost.
"We think it's logical for the
world to consider giving MMR
vaccine every place where the
world is now giving only measles
vaccine."
Measles is less likely to be eradicated soon because it is so
contagious.
Smallpox was eradicated in
1978. The World Health Organization and the task force have said
polio and dracunculiasis, a parasitic
infection, also can be eliminated.
But no major health group previously has targeted mumps and
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PROPERTIES. LTD.

BOB HALEY
BOB PERRIN
489-2266
753-3509
753-8702
B1EL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-SOLI)
PAUL DAILEY

753-4563
OUR PRICES

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT

"Check Us Out."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

pursue the possibility of starting its
own
factory to produce U.S.-made
Associated Press National Writer
rail cars.
"This will keep jobs from going
"Buy American" is the battle
said Los Angeles City
abroad,"
this
cry heard more and more in
country's war of words with Japan. Councilman Joel Wachs, a critic of
And now the national pastime is the contract. "You will see this all
over the country in how governpart of the action.
A group headed by the president ment contracts are awarded now.
of Japanese video game maker Nin- This will reverberate around the
tendo offered Thursday to buy the country."
A day before Wednesday's vote,
Seattle Mariners for $100 million.
town board of the Rochester
the
VinFay
Baseball commissioner
cent said it was unlikely that major sTuburb of Greece, N.Y., rejected a
league baseball owners would $40,000 Komatsu excavating
approve because foreign ownership machine. It costs $15,000 less than
the American-made John Deere
is discouraged.
model, but town officials wanted to
a
.has
developed
"Baseball. .
strong policy against approving make a symbolic point about
investors from outside the United Sakurachi's rhetoric.
"It really irritated me to the
States and Canada." Vincent said
point that I moved to reject the
in a statement.
Tensions in U.S.-Japanese busi- purchase of this equipment," said
ness relations were strained this board member Vincent Campbell.
And Sen. Don Riegle, a Demoweek when a Japanese legislator
from Michigan where U.S.
crat
saying
American
as
quoted
was
workers arc lazy and illiterate. automakers are based, said: "Mr.
Yoshio Sakurachi, speaker of the Sakurachi's attitude in slandering
lower house of the Japanese parlia- American workers was the same
view the Japanese held the day its
ment, later apologized.
Then the Los Angeles County warplanes struck Pearl Harbor.
Transportation Commission Their arrogance was gone by 1945,
scrapped a $122 million contract when they learned the full measure
with an American subsidiary of of America's capabilities."
As popular as that might sound
Japan's Sumitomo Corp. to build
on
the gut level, others say its time
The
system.
transit
its
for
rail cars
commissjim said it wanted to to let the heated rhetoric cool down
By ROBERT DVORCHAK

tion "and to suggest otherwise is
mindless Japan bashing."
Next to Canada, Japan is the
largest market for American
exports. Each year, Japan buys $40
billion of U.S. manufactured
goods, computer products, food,
Gilette razors, McDonald's hamburgers, Coca-Cola and other
goods, according to the Japan Economic Institute of America.
Richard Florida, a professor at
Carnegie-Mellon University, said it
would be foolish to close American
markets to such Japanese goods as
miniature computers and highresolution television sets.
"If we cut this stuff out, we're
going to have products that look
like they were made in the state
factories of the former Soviet
Union," Florida said.
And Robert Kropf hopes the
shrill talk won't ruin his exports to
Japan, which he hopes will reach
$200,000 this year. His Kropf
Manufacturing Co. in Goshen, Ind.,
exports recreational vehicles that
Japanese buyers use as secondary
homes. The sales mean jobs for
Americans.
"I hope it doesn't set up a wall
and get them upset and shut my
business off," Kropf said. "What
happens if the Japanese start doing
the same thing over there? What
happens to my business?"

and dwell on how important Japan
and the United States are to each
other as trading partners.
"As much as Japan has outspoken politicians who relish the idea
of attacking America, the folks
who run Japan understand their
national interest lies in maintaining
a close and relatively friendly economic relationship with us. We on
our side recognize the same
thing," said Edward Lincoln of the
Brookings Institution, a Washington, D.C.-based think tank.
"Both governments are going to
work very actively to paper things
over and get back on the correct
diplomatic track," Lincoln said
Thursday. He called the Los
Angeles action "absolutely outrageous, even more stupid than protectionism on a national scale."
In an editorial on Thursday, The
Wall Street Journal said: "It's
about time the trade warriors on
both sides of the Pacific shut up
long enough for the silent, hardworking majorities of both the U.S.
and Japan to remind them — just
by getting on with business — that
Pearl Harbor II this is not."
Vice President Dan Quayle
sounded a similar theme Thursday.
In a speech at Arizona State University, he said trade relations
between the United States and
Japan are moving in the right direc-

Economists downplay Japan's remarks
By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Reams Weiler

WASHINGTON — Americans
didn't much like what Japan's
Yoshio Sakurauchi said the other
day about the American worker —
that he or she "won't work hard."
But was there some truth to it?
Not much, say economists who
earn their living studying the
American worker and America's
competitive problems.
They say Sakurauchi, speaker of
Japan's lower house who has since
retracted his remarks and said he
didn't mean to disparage American
workers, was off target.
There's plenty wrong in the
American factory, but the workers'
will to work isn't the problem,
these observers say.
"American workers work very
hard and try to work even harder;
the thing that impresses me is how
hard they'll fight just to get a lousy
job," former U.S. Labor Secretary
Ray Marshall said.
He said, he thinks the problem is
American management.
Marshall points to the highly
successful joint General MotorsToyota venture in Fremont, Calif.
"The same workers, The same
plant, the same technology; the
only thing that changed was the
management system and within 11
months it was one of the most productive auto plants in the world,"
he said.
Marshall said U.S. managemem—
uses too many white-collar and
administrative workers and too
many supervisors and inspectors

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now /only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

Mtierray Ledger & Times

and gives workers too few opportunities to use their minds.
The same point is made by Barry
Botsworth, a Brookings Institution
economist who served in Jimmy
Carter's White House. He said
management of American manufacturing industries insist on organizing work in ways that were adequate 30 or 40 years ago: assigning
workers to simple, repetitive, massproduction tasks.
"But today where products are
extremely complicated, where the
worker has to be sure it is done
right and understands the process,
that involves judgment," he said.
"It means keeping workers interested and involved in their jobs."
He also faults business for promoting marketing and financial management people who know nothing
about production and for failing to
invest enough to give American
workers the finest tools. Japan
invests three times as much per
worker, he said.
Where the American worker —
and the schools that educate him
and the companies that employ him
— can be faulted is for not giving
workers the skills they need for to
make the workplace operate at its
most productive level, the experts
say.
"Solving problems that involve
putting words and numbers
together is a problem for an amazing number Of workers," said Julie
Gone, who studies international
competitiveness at Congras'
Office of Technology -Assessment.
The result is that American
industries are forced to rely on
inferior production systems and
quality suffers, she said.
Brookings economist Laurel
McFarland pointed to a 1989 study
that said 62 percent of America's
largest companies had difficulty
finding employees with needed

educational skills.
"Our vocational training, compared to Japan or Europe, is a
joke," said Jeff Faux, president of
the Economic Policy Institute,
which studies economic growth.
"In Japan, if you don't go to
college, you go into a training
program, often run by companies,
which adds to your skills. Kids in
the United States drift for five or
six years at minimum-wage jobs,"
he said.
"We don't have anything like
the school-to-work transition programs the Japanese have. As a
result, the quality of our labor
force, relative to our competitors,

is declining."
But Faux said Sakurauchi was on
the mark in suggesting that America's problems lie here, not overseas, and in saying that the United
States is becoming Japan's
"subcontractor."
"It's true: We're supplying
Japan with inputs, with raw materials and they're designing and manufacturing the final goods. The
Japanese have been moving over
here to assemble components produced in Japan," he said.
The problem with that, he said,
is that high wages go to the production workers of the world, not
the assemblers.

Contract Bridge

Plain Horse Sense
South dealer
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
J 85 2
V A K 74 3
•6
+Q7 2
EAST
WEST
Q 76 3
+ 1094
J 10 8
Q 52
• 2
•AQ9753
4,J 96 5
+ 10
SOUTH
•A K
IP 96
• K 1084
4,AK843
The bidding:
South West North East
3V
Pass
1 NT 2•
3 NT
Opening lead — seven of diamonds.
There are hands where you'd
swear declarer must have peeked at
the defenders' cards to have played
as well as he did. But in most such
cases, declarer's plays are found to

ATTENTION TOBACCO FARMER:
If you are considering growing
your transplants with a green
house or float system,

Lynn Grove Feed & Seed
has a

EARN
7.25(4

TOTAL SYSTEM
approach to provide you with every
component needed to begin growing
your transplants.

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early sum.nder
charges apply.
($5,11(111 minimum)

FLOAT TRAYS

FARM
BUREAU

338 & 288 CELL
$1.79
$1.95
200 CELL
PELLETIZED TOBACCO SEED
$1.50 per 1,000
Hwy 94 W • Murray
FAX 435-4416

INSURANCE
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

435-4415
WATS 1-800-831-3239

753-4703
•

•
•

he based on nothing more nor less
than plain common sense.
Consider this deal where South
played his cards in a way that might
seem abnormal, hut made the contract as a result. He won the diamond lead with the king, played a
club to the queen — on which West
produced the ten — and led a club
back. When East followed with the
six,declarer finessed the eight. When
the eight held, he had ten tricks.'
Had South played the clubs legis
efficiently — that is, nad he simply
cashed two high clubs in the expectation of finding a normal 3-2 division in the suit — he would have
failed in his mission. At best, he
would have scored eight tricks.
Qeelarer's unusual club finesse
wn super sound. He realized that to
make the contract he would have to
score four club tricks, and he implemented that aim by taking a deep
finesse on the second round of clubs.
He was perfectly willing to lose a
club trick to West — and thereby
guarantee the contract — since West
could do him no harm even if the
finesse lost.
Conversely, he was unwilling to
run the risk of East's having four
clubs, because in that case the contract would become unrnakab I e,since
a club trick could not safely be conceded to East.
South did not really expect the
eight of clubs to win the trick — the
odds were greatly against that —
but he realized that, win or lose, the
deep finesse was sure to bring the
contract home.

-
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 am.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
3 p.m.
Tuesday
Edition
Thursday
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition

010
020
025
030
040
050

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

060
090
100
110

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

130
140.
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380

FARMERS MARKET

0
:h

190
370
390
400
550

It

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

410
540
560
570
240

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
i.Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
& Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

Notice

ly

Nodes
AURORA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tues
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9
1-800-649-3804
DESIGNER Handbags at
non-designer's prices Bonus gift with each bag. Hair
Art, Dixieland Center
753-6745.

SUNGLASSES 'Ray Ban's, $49.95. Serengeti's, DRY dean your carpets
$5995 Hair Art, Dixieland Rent the fast and easy Host
Center. 753-6745_
Dry Cleaning System. Call
to resume a Host machine
sell
to
like
you
WOULD
at Black's Decorating Cenyour prom dress? Taking ter, 701 S. 4th 753-0839.
like
be
sequin gowns, must
NEW Concord Family Hair
new and cleaned
Station is now open
753-1300
8 00am-8,00pm, MondayFriday, 8.00am-2:00pm
REWARD
Saturday. We are welcomI will pay $50 tor a ersi
ing Lisa Allen Mattox to the
edition 1925 "The Great
shop. She has 9yrs experiGatable novel with duel
ence and specializes in foil
cover
color and spiral WITS. Call
Call by February 4, 1992
for your appointment at
502-23i332S
436-2714
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Join Gloria's For
1st Year Anniversary

I

40% Discount 2nd Run. 60% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$1 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

Days
280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease
Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Homes For Sale

Card
of Thanks

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Tone Up Now At Gloria's
For $27.50 A Month

Dear Friends
and Neighbors,
80
Thanks
much for the
beautiful flowers
that you sent for
my sister Geneva
Clark. May God
be with you.

THE ARMY
NURSING
CHALLENGE.

You've worked
hard for your BSN.
You'd like to continue the challenge. That's what
Garvie Peterson
Army Nursing offers...professional
challenges.
Plus new study
opportunities, continuing education,
LOST dog Female Boxer/
travel. And you'll
Lab mix. Long tail, brown
have the respect
ivith white nose 10 wks old.
New Catalina, 759-9648.
and prestige accorded an officer in
060
the United States
Help
Army.
Wanted
If you're working
1 SALESPERSON. One o
your BSN or alon
the best sales positions,in,
ready have a BSN,
Calloway County. Must
talk to your Army
have good sales experience and record. Must
Nurse Corps Rehave late model car. Travel
cruiter.
Calloway County only. In-

10.00

MAX) 20.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 60.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00

30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 1.20.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00,108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 160.00

6

20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25g per word 15.00 minimum let day.
5¢ per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
El 50 extra fur shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

WE'LL HELP
YOU EARN
$25,200 FOR
COLLEGE.

GROWING and expanding
company is seeking additional service help Needs
to have copy machine repair experience. Apply in
person at Office Concepts,
204 West Washington,
Paris No phone calls
pease

EXPERIENCED Spreader
Truck Driver. Apply at Hutson Ag Service, Hardin
437-4102.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if: 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages 01 16 &
21 We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
090

POSITIONS Open: Waitress and cook with experience Cook must have resume. Call for appointment,
901-247-5701, ask for
Terry or James.

Stuotton
Wanted

EMBER Hearth wood stove
insert 4 years old, like new,
complete w/blower. $195.
753-1323. After 5pm,
753-5763.
IBM Compatible 286 laptop computer w/3.5' floppy,
20MB hard drive, 1MB
memory, back-lit screen
$700. Phone 762-2457.

less

uth
tght
:ondiatd a
Vest
club
the
hen
S.
lees
iply
peciivilave
, he

terested in someone who
has good work habits. System is set-up to produce
results; should earn
$50,000 in first year Cornpany is located in Calloway
County and has been here
for 36 years Call 753-2654
for appointment.

Sgt. Bill
Shannon
(615)731-2477

Fulltime
RN

ease
at to
re to
pieleap
ubs.
se a
-eby
Vest
the

WOLFF Tanning Bed.
$800. New bulbs and
shields. 753-7975 or
759-0404 Call anytime.

IBM Personal Computer
XT. 57. floppy disk, 512K,
20mg. memory, Panasonic
printer, new Mond)
monitor, ne

WASHER and dryer.
Electric range. 753-4684.

How
Fureiehige

KENMORE washer and
dryer. Maple table and 4
chairs. Excellent condition.
753-7238.

COLLEGE student wil
clean your house/run errands, reasonable rates
Please call 759-4671 after
lpm
WANTED Alterations to do
in my home. Experienced
alteration lady new to the
area 753-1379.

WATER heaters, electric,
all double heating elements 5 yew guarantee on
glass lined tank Round
models, 30, 40 or 50 gallons Your choice, $139.99
Wallen Hardware, Downtown, Pans

ELECTRIC treadmill, like
new. $225. 489-2414.

SECRETARY. Local business needs individual with FRIENDLY youn
typing and word processing wife will
Body Wraps
skills, some accounting
Full $25.00 - Partial $15.00
hannon
DRIVERS_ Earn to $650 knowledge, and the ability
Suntan Special
essage
weekly. Will train, several to deal with the public on a
(Call Collect)
openings, also part-time. daily basis. Excellent benfit WILL babysit, day-time Ex10 Sessions $15.00 - New Bulbs
package Send resume to
1-800-231-7457.
753-9828
Phone
Southaida Shopping Canter
ARMY NURSE CORPS.
P.O. Box 1040 R, Murray, perienced. 759-4490.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
WILL babysit in my home
OFFICE products company Ky. 42071.
accepting resumes for a SOMEONE to babysit in my 489-2976.
FAMILY THERAPIST
sales and service position. home 2:30pm-Midnight,
WILL do house cleaning.
ATTENTION. Excellent in- Technical background a Friday-Tuesday. 753-3020.
SALARY $14,000
Call after 7pm. 753-1016.
plus.
a
experience
must,
assembly
come for home
Permyrile Allied Community Services, Inc. has an
Box
P.O.
to
0.
Send resume
For midnight shift
work INFO. 504-646-170
VACANCY. Ky. Tech
opening for the position of Family Therapist in their Family
100
797, Benton, KY
DEPT. P2021.
in acute care. ReSchool Director. West KenPreservation Program based in Mayfield, KY. PACS/FPP
Business
quirements: Kentucky SVTS, Paducah,
serves twelve counties in Western Kentucky utilizing an inOPIKAtailtY
Kentucky, Salary: Minimum
Nursing
home crisis intervenuon and education model of therapy.
tucky
Carew Opportunity
$31,222. Additional based LOCAL Vending Deal
Requirements: A bachelors degree in the social sciences
ACLS
License
Paschall Truck Lines has a position available for
on education and experi- Must sell cheap
or related field, a valid Kentucky Drivers license and reliable
certification prea responsible, career-minded individual. We have
ence Date opened Janu- 1-800-741-3333.
transportation. The successful applicant must be willing to
a long history of growth and are offenng unlimited
ferred.
ary 15, 1992. Date dosed:
work a flexible schedule of 40 hours a week,including some
potential for the right person. The starting salary will
tin
February 12, 1992. Job DeCall
weekends and evenings.
The
benefits.
be very competitive with outstanding
scription: Provides overall
PACS offers an excellent benefit package of hospitalizaTerri Nutgrass.
successful candidate should have a college deinstrixtiot
management and supervition, dental, vision, life insurance and state retirement.
502-527-1336
gree, knowledge of computer, excellent phone
sion of personnel, progSend letter of application with resume to:
PIANO lessons Beginners
between
skills, willingness to learn, and a minimum of at
rams, and curriculum planJohn Tedder, Executive Director
Cal
or advanced
3 years work expenence
least
M-F
p.m.
a.m.-4
Kentucky
8
West
at
ning
Inc.
Services,
Community
Pennyrile Allied
435-4573
resume to:
Send
Kentucky
West
SVTS.
Street
County
Liberty
Marshall
P.O. Box 582, 708 S.
P.T.L.
SVTS is a postsecondary
Hopkinsville, KY 42241
Hospital
1.10
Personnel Department
institution serving western
(502) 884-6341
Benton, Kentucky
Want
P.O. Box 1305
Kentucky, southern Illinois,
Inalbri as 114 received by 4:30 Fa as Jusary 31, /991
To Buy
Murray, KY 42071
EOE
Missouri.
eastern
and
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Supervision involves ap- ANTIQUES by the piece or
proximately 100 staff and collections. Call 753-9433
700-800 day and evening after 5pm.
students Minimum requirements: Must hold a KDE CASH for mobile home
vocational school certifi- tires $7-$12 each
Day!
in administration, 527-2932
's
cate
Valentine
With their picture & message, or a L,oveline in the paper on
supervision, and coordina- CASH paid for good, used
tion supplemented by four rifles, pistols, shotguns
years of experience work- Benson Sporting Goods,
ing with vocational educa- 519 S. Hwy 641, Murray
tion programs. Graduate 753-1342.
study shall substitute for
the experience on a year- ELECTRIC winch, 12V.
for-year basis OR, Most 759-4836, 436-5322.
hold a KDE Vocational NEED cash, buying 1960's
Principal's certificate, KDE G.I. Joe's Bill, 492-8103
Secondary Principal's certificate, or a Kentucky State- TOP dollar for junk cars and
ment of Eligibility for Voca- trucks 759-4836 or
tional School Principal sup- 436-5322
plemented by two years of USED Ashley insert
experience working with 753-6165
vocational education programs Graduate study in USED and antique furnivocational education shall ture, glass tools, quilts
substitute for up to one year 901-642-6290
of the required experience
WALNUT trees, 4'-8' tall
OR. Must hold a master's Also, telephone poles
degree with tour years ad- 489-2333
ministrative experience in a
postsecondary institution
150
or a combination of postseArticles
condary administrative exFor Sala
amped,
s
in
a
with
experience
and
along
lines,
perience
love
Just bring in $7.00for a picture(one person only) names &
industrial training Gradu- 12HP Murray riding mowe
self-addressed envelopefor the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no more than
ate study above the mas- with 38 deck and grass
ter's degree shall substitute catcher McCullah edger
aid.
20 words). All ads must be pre-p
for up to one year of the Both less than 1 year old, in
required experience Con- excellent condition
Deadline for receipt of Photo's & Lovelines is Noon, Wed. Feb. 12th.
tact Dr Sandra Parks, Re- 759-9561.
gional Executive Director, 2-SIDED aluminum dog
Kentucky Tech Region box. Extra nice. $150
One, P0 Box 7769, 1400 753-2512
H C Mathis Dr. Paducah
KY 42002-7769. Tele- CAMPER top for small
phone:(502) 444-8355. An pick-up. $125. Queen size
Equal Opportunity Em- waterbed, $100 Antique
753-1916
Classified Advertising Dept.
dock, $50 489-2440
ployer, AVF44.
Week Only
Starting 1-22-92 to 1-28-92

Articles
For Salo

Articles
For Sala

ATTENTION Homemakers. Work 10 or more flexible hours per week. Can
earn approximately $10 per
hour, Some work can be
done from home For interview, send name and
phone to P.O. Box 252,
Murray, KY 42071.

Sgt. Colin
Neville
644-9021

150

150

OFFSET Pressman Experienced applicants call
Printing Services & Supplies, 753-5397.

10"

5.00

Help
Wanted

GROWING and expanding
company is seeking professional individual for outside
sales. Person must be able
to meet people well and be
self-motivated. Apply in
person at Office Concepts,
204 West Washington,
Paris, TN. No phone calls
please.

9"

46.00 50.00

1

Hails
Wanted

Now the Army can
help you earn more
than ever before for
college, if you qualify...up to $25,200
with the Montgomery
GI Bill Plus the Army
College Fund.
This could be the
perfect opportunity to
earn the money you
need for college and
develop the qualities
that will help you succeed once you get
there. For more information, call your local
Army Recruiter:

8"

7'

40.00

nro

060
Help
Wanted

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Care
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

'

5"

4"

3"

2"

1"

TRANSPORTATION

at

at

Effective Jan 2, 1991)

Display Ads

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

060

030

020

11

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MERCHANDISE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

:t

753-1916

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible fur only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

Thursday 3 p.m.

Saturday Edition

it

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

PAGE 13
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

ANTIQUE Duncan Phyfe
dining room set, Table and
six chairs, glass front hutch,
KERO Sun heater, used buffet, mirror. Antique Dunfew hours, still in the box. can Phyfe couch,
Sears air purifier, $20. 489-2414.
489-2266 after 5pm.
BEDROOM suite, recliner,
MILLIONAIRES MIL. Bassett china cabinet, color
LIONAIRES, PANG - TV. 753-9324.
BURN'S CANDY IS RACK BLACK glass rectangular
IN MURRAY. Charlie's table & six chairs $125
Safe-T Pharmacy.
489-2773 after 5pm
MRS Wyant's delicious BROWN and orange floral
homemade sourdough Kroehler sofa. $100 Call
bread. To order, phone after 5pm. 436-2602
437-4467 or 753-7262.
COUCH and reckner $200
NINTENDO games. Per- for both. 753-6384 after
753-4359
fect condition.
5pm
before 6pm.
DEEP tufted country blue
PAGEANT or prom dres- couch and chair $200.
ses. White full sequin, ac- 492-8298 after 5pm.
cented with beads and
open back, size 6-8, Emer- KING me waterbed v.,/
ald green, full sequin, size
6, with matching shoes,
size 8',4 328-8472.
RUST colored couch and
loveseat in good condition
$200. 492-8765
TRAILER, heavy steel
frame 7x12 wood bed with
rails and lights Heavy axle
and new 13' car tires. Asking, $650 or trade for table
saw Of other wood shop
tools. 753-0611.

4 DOZEN Flambeu goose
shells 50 Texas rag decoys 3 carrying bags All
for
$250 Call 489-2509 afnew,
TREADMILL, like
5pm
ter
$200. 753-6091 after 7pm.

SURPRISE YOUR VALENTINE

ig to
four
con ince
conthe
the
t
the
the

Wierray Ledger & Times

4.V

It

•

-

Knights of Columbus Hall

KY 94 wipe to Johnny Robertson Road.
south to Sq. Hale Roed. right on Sq Hale Road

mile

ALL PROCEEDS CO 10 CHAR!I Y
153 0466 P 0 BHT 1033 &limo

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.

Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

r.
,
•

r:

1.
't-. ;•-*
- itta.41t4
;
4,

,szt4i.ht
,04,

V4tV

Quality Is The Word
For this 3 bedroom brick rands,close to town New central
gas heat & air. 2 car garage, wooded lot, with mature trees.
Timberline roof. Mid 70's - lust Reduced

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

-

753-1222

510

I

Firewood

1I

1250. 2br New carpet and
linoleum, central air gas
heat, city water 'e mile
from city limits $1 75irm3
Deppett and references re
A FIREWOOD for sale -wired 753
3533
,
437-4667
water
furnished,
2BR hilly
FIREWOOD green or sea- front, available immedi
ately Call John Downs at
soned 753 5476
M T G 753-4000
FIREWOOD Delivered
2BR No pets 7539866
$30 436-5598
FIREWOOD for sale Oak
and Hickory Cut to order
474 8086 daytime
753-9808 after 5 30pm

OAK no bark $20 picked
up Murray 436-5560
'2n
20 x30 COMMERCIAL
klualcal
space on US 641 North
near Shoney s Call John
LIKE new Fisher Studs() Downs at M T G
standard complete stereo
753 4000
system with CD player,
dual cassette deck auto1900 sq. ft. of storage
matic turntable tuner/
or work shop.
space
rewireless
amplifier with
Electricity, gas hest,
mote twin speakers with
restrooms and load15- woofer, 4 midrange
ing ramp.
and 3' !weeder $630
Cat Allison Photography
753-8809
PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661
COMMERCIAL property,
210
917. Goldwater Rd For
mody Juanita's Florist Delillseelaneaus
posit and references reCOINS and stamps make quired Terms and lease
negotiable 753 6069
wonderful presents invest
ments and hobbies We FOR rent for storage on
also feature proof sets
your lot, semi truck trailers
silver dollars, coin and 753-4509
stamp supplies. foreign
coins and paper money
120
See our fine selection today
Apirtrierits
in Murray at Book Rack
For Reed
CenShopping
(Dixieland
ter) and Treasure House 18F1 close to university
(Southiside Marion also at and hospital Some utilities
Toonerville Trolly Antique paid
753 4012 or
Store (in Hazel, formerty 753-8756
the Ox Yoke). Mercantile
apartment
(Aurora) and Cissy s Gifts 1BR duplex
and Antiques (Fultor.) We Stove refrigerate( and at
Washer and
buy coins and stamps and furnished
extra
appraise estates CHRIST- dryer hook-up Ousel,
nice $175/mo Day
OPHER S COINS
Night
753-7400
753-4161
753-3619

Used
Cars

House
Far Rent

Homes
For Sal.

2101 with stove and refrigerator ved hook up gas
heat References and de
posit required Available atter February 1st 436-2755
after 5pm

3BR 2 bath living room,
dining room oak cabonets,
ceiling fans beautifully decorated 1750 sq ft 24x24
detached garage 3 miles
East of Murray $53,000
753-0954

Mobile
Homes For Rent

2 OR 3 bedroom, Pine Bluff
Shores, quiet wooded surroundings central flek appliances. carport Coleman
RE 753 9898
3BR brick in Murray
Fenced backyard, central
WA carport Available Fe
bruary 1 Shown by ap
pontrnent, 435 4186
38R. walking distance from
university Available Febru
ary 15 753 2480
FURNISHED 2bedrm
close to University
753-5375

BY Owner Country loving
inside city limits Large
2 story exec home 4br,
greatroom beamed ceilings, fireplace, diningroom
kitchen, breakfast room
floors
hardwood
753-4023
NEW on market 4br, formal dining room, Irvingroom sat in kitchen family room double garage
deck, fresh interior 1715
$96 500
Plainview
759 4697

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars
'86 Cadillac Sadan

D.vUIs.....
'84 Calebrity Wa$1,695
gon
'84 Ford Tempo, 2
dr. now long
$2,195
block
'82 Dodge P/U,
slant 6, P/S, alr 3
sp overdrive .$1,795

Sonless
Offered

Services
OfIsrod

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licenced, in
sured. Elliman@ available
758-4690.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
HADAWAY Construction Service Center, cleaningHome remodeling, paint- servicing $15, most repairs
ing, wallpaper, carpentry, 835, ad brands 3rd Street,
floor covering No pob Soo Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
srnall 436-2062

T C Dinh Repay and Maintenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm.

ffeale
Motors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 715hp Evinrude 08 in excellent condison $1000 Call James at
435-4425
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425
WAYNE Darnell Marine
Complete, boat and motor,
repair and service All went
guaranteed Fiberglass
specialist Buy, sell or
trade. Used boats, motors
and trailers Seivage parts
1 mei. from Murray on Hwy
94E. 753-0379

'81 V.W. Rabbit,
diesel, 4 dr., 5
$1,495
sp., air

GUTTERING By Sears
Sews residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your speaksWoe. Call Seers 753-2310
for free estimate.

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free esOrnate,. 758-1683.
INSULADON Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bids. Cal Soars
753-2310 for tree estimate

TENNESSEE River lnsulabon Decrease your utility
ROGER Hudson rock haulbills with adequate insulaing, gravel, sand, dirt, dnoitof
way rock. 753-4545*, tion. All types insulation,
old and new homes Free
753-6763
estimates. 901-642-9174.

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

PRICE REDUCED Owner
Al TREE Service Stump
79 Malibu, 2 dr.,
All Types Of:
920 NORTH 18th St 2 relocating to another stale,
removal and spraying Free
Custom
Woodworking
bedrooms 1 bath, carport
MINN
very anxious to sell large
753-0906
estimates
wed hook-up Al kitchen
LaSaBuick
custom-built home located
77
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0496
GALLIMORE Electric.
appliances furnished
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
on 21 acres 24 miles north
$1,595
bra, 4 dr.
AAA Additions Decks, Licericed tor commercial
753-1266
Call
$395,mo
'Drop by 8, see our showroom
of town on Coles Campcarpentry
siding,
vinyl
dr.,
2
and residential Free esti77 Lincoln,
between 8 00am 5 00pm
409 SL1NBuRY M0fli1Av fiellinci Bunny lamed)
ground Road Home sits
levelfloor
and
house
work,
753 50
mates No sobs too big or
ask for Paulette
back from road 2/10 mileTown Coup* $1,995
ing, dnve-ways 40+ years too small 759-11335
paved private drive Front
NEAR Hospital 3br 1 bath
experience Free esti75 Old
has six figure decentral gas heat 1350erno aaeage
mates. Call collect WILL do plumbing, installaor
Convertible..$1,650
possibilities
velopmental
pets
No
Deposit required
901-247-5173.
tion and repairs. Al guarancattle Has
or
horses
run
753 9567
753-4355, 753-1134.
three springs, creek. orColdwater RI
810
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- teed
chard Landscaping intry, remodeling, porches,
or See J B Taylor
cludes fenced back yard,
roofing, concrete, drive- SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
-753 reel
For Rent
garden,
hugh deck, fenced
624 N. 4th St., Murray
ways, painting, mainte- Repair, replacement, new
Or Lases
10x20 storage barn 12
nance, etc Free estimates installation, pumping, sewers, footings, basements
room home has 4800
38R 2 bath condo in Mum
489-2303
Backhoe-loader service.
Specializing in front wheel drive,
square feet under roof, 1983 BUICK Regal, good
ray for sale or lease
ANY remodeling. painting BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515.
energy efficient two heat condition $1100 call after
753-3293
automatic & standard
overdrive,
it roofing References.
pumps, 3 ceiling fans 5pm 753-4674
ns.
transmissio
SEWING machine repair
759-1110.
Greatroom with vaulted
Barnhill
Kenneth
Omni,
while,
ceiling 3 or 4 bedrooms 3 1984 DODGE
We Service What We Sell
Livestock
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: 753-2674
full baths, dining room, 2 full 4-door, extra nice $950
Supplies
Factory trained by 3 malor
* FREE ESTIMATES *
kitchens, 2 walk in pan- 759-1922
manufacturers Most parts SHEETROCK finishing,
IWK old calf and weaned tries, in-door bar-b-que in
12
12,000 Mile Warranty
Month
in stock, on my truck All textured ceilings Larry
Sunbwd
PONTIAC
1984
calf 527-1096
sun room, den, two fire- ps/pb, a/c, cruise, local car
work and parts warranted Chrisman 492-8742.
places Closets and stor- $1400 OBO 753-3297
Ask for Andy at The Ap
HUDSON Company Sad
pliance Works, 753-2455
dies Bridles & Horse sup- age galore Attached overZ 28, Sharp car
piles 753-4545 759-1823, size garage with workshop. 1985
APPLIANCE SERVICE
power,
at
condition,
TV
satellite,
Good
Other extras,
753-6763
tower. security system Pr- /3800 753-6063 after Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exTEAM Penning Saturday
iced below replacement 4 30pm
perience Bobby Hopper,
January 25 6 30pm, MSU value of house atone See
1988 PONTIAC Firebird
436-5848
1BR furnished garage Expo For more informa
to appreciate. 753-6869
excellent condiAll
options,
apartment, newly decor- Don, 753-2528
E3ACKHOE Service - ROY
tion 42xxx miles $6500
ated water furnished 1tx
310
IL, HILL. Septic system, driveMetropolis
basement apartment, pri3,1
ways, hauling, foundations.
618-524-3081 after 5pm
PRIVATE Investigato
Pets
vate bath and entrance all
Motorcycles
etc. 759-4664
D B A Confidential Investi- Allem paid No pets $100
& Swam
1989 FORD Taurus station
gations Southside Shop1985 200X 3-wheeler
deposit references
wagon Excellent condition, BLOCK, brick, concrete finreSuite
#102
chocolate.
ping Center
ADORABLE
Good condition 759-4808 loaded, new ores $5500 ishing Basements foot753-8294
Murray, 753 2641
gistered Lab/Relnever pupings, garages, drives,
1988 YAMAHA Blaster 753-0387 after 6pm
1 OR 2te apts near down- pies Shots and wormed
walks 30yrs experience
tires,
rear
New
4-wheeler
town Murray 753-4109
S200vea 753-01315
1991 GRAND AM LE. 4 13yrs in Murray area
270
condition
good
very
p/w,
15xxx,
cylinder,
Mobile
753-5476 Charles Barnet
2BR 2 bath deluxe duplex
AKC Pomeranian puppies $1250 492-8298 after
$9400 Serious calls only
Horses For tale
garage gas heat ap
Shots and wormed 7wks 5pm
Leave message. 753-7671 CHIM Chia Clile•ey
12 WIDE Windsor less pliances Iviche4e Dr Cole- old 328 8016
Sweeps has 10% senior citi5pm
after
Blaster
YAMAHA
1988
(2)
man RE 753-9898
than $2000 Make otter
zen discounts. We sell chimAKC registered Doberman 4-wheelers Excellent conInstallation
Stereo
price
CAR
some
at
sold
be
must
ney caps and screens.
2BR duplex in Northwood
puppies 753-8636
$1250/ea
dition
Boulevard
Sunset
751-0113.
Ph 527-1427 Gateway 1300 Valleywoocf Dr Re435-4191.
753-8506
Music Murray', Alpine Car
Mobile Homes
frigerator dishwasher, CHINESE Shar Po puppy
15wks black, brushooat NEW Snow Blades at Audio Specialia, Dixieland CUN NI NGHAM'S Heating
14x70 SPRING Arbor 2br, stove furnished Central male Champion Gold's
dealer cost Vea for 85-87 Center, I block from MSC arid Cooling Service. Com759
4406
carpeting
Hirk
2x6'
room
2 bath utility
plete installation and sermother Superior Timbe X Honda Big Red, 85-87 dorms.
walls and well insulated
vice. Call Gary at
2BR, washer dryer stove Champion S K's Lance Ro- Honda
TRX- 250
Partially furnished Must and refrigerator furnished
759-4754
mance To select home 753-4092
see to appreciate
Near university and shop- only Show breeding qualDAVIDSON Roofing and
437-4748
ping center Deposit re- ity $750 901 644 0398
.180
MONDAY,JANUARY 27. 1992
Construction. Special
753-5899
wired
message
Vats
leave
1982 1470 3BDRM
Auto
venter rates 30 years oxdaily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
personalized
your
(For
2bath gas heat ap
Services
38R 2 bath duplex located DAISY Grooming Satur1985 VW van, 140,000 penance. Written guaran8. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
1-900-988-778
call
birth,
of
date
pkances,(2yrs old), under- north side of town Call day, by appointment
ALL auto repair and sand- miles, one owner, good tee Local references.
pinning Must sell by John Downs at M T G , 753-7819
minute.)
a
753-5812
blasting 759-4836 days. condition, $2000
3'1'92 435-4390
753-4000
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE cialize. Write down your observa753-4573
HAVE an obedient safe 436-5322 evenings
DRYWALL, finishing, reExamNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: tions of the people you meet. This
ALL 1991 s mest go
LARGE 2br duplex, est re dog for show or home
pairs, additions arid blowNEW bug shields for pick505
will pay big dividends. information could be important later
ple 16x70 3br 2 baths
Generosity
decorated No pets Lease Classes or emirate lessons
ing callings, 753-4781.
ups and vans, foreign and
Used
many extras Only $15995
boost the bottom on.
contacts
ocial
s
New
plus deposit $375/mo Serving Murray for over domestic, dear and smoke
Trucks
LICENSED for electric,
Others HURRY' Gateway Available Feb 1 759-1087 12yrs 436-2858
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22): This
features a onceJune
business.
in
line
tint $19 50/ea Key Auto
gas, refrigeration. InstallaMobile Homes, Benton
time to sit passively by. Seize a
no
is
A
opportunity.
career
after 5pm
etime
in-a-lif
Parts Hwy 1215 753-5500 1976 CHEVY 'A ton, very tion and repair. Free estiKY Ph 527-1427
role at work before
leadership
be
to
out
turn
could
romance
en350
summer
miles,
low
dean,
NEW 2br duplex located on
mates. 753-7203
does.Travel is favored.
else
someone
Pubic
com436-5810
in
topper
with
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Involvement
gine
thing!
real
the
Northwood Drive Call
and relatives help you
Sale
Specializing in mobile 753-1266 between
friends
FENCE sales at Sears
Your
or 753-6116.
wider
you
munity projects brings
now. Call Sears 753-2310
home electric services 200 8 00am 5 00pm ask for
contacts.
new
develop
September.
next
recognition
public
Company
tires,
FARRIS Auction
1978 JEEP CJ5. New
for free estimate for your
amp 1375 100 amp $325 Paulette
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
Transitional events will make late
W Dan Farris Auctioneer, 1974 CHEVELLE Blue batteries. etc. White w/
435-4027
needs
offers you an unexpected fifriend
personal
for
period
Hazel
KY
Box
304
V-8,
149
exciting
P0
top
very
a
brown
fall
aluminum duals, new car
TAKING applications for
OVER stocked on Used section 8 rent subsidized (502) 492-87968795 We pet, 6 speaker stereo 3-speed, $1900 OBO. GALLOWAY Roofing. Spegrowth. New partnerships are favored nancial opportunity — be careful not
Doublewides starting at
cializing in new roofs, reto fumble the ball. You strike it lucky
in December.
apartments 1. 2 8 3 bed- appraise and sell a all
w/E0, Eagle ST Ores sun 753-8669
tear-offs.
$9995 Make an offer
ES BORN ON in love, too. A blind date could turn
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
CELEBRITI
roof, $1500 Movingmust 1982 CHEVROLET S-10 roofs, and
Gateway Mobile Homes Hardin, Ky or call
Guaranteed work
.130
sell 759 4941
THIS DATE: composer Jerome out to be very special.
Reasonably priced, new 502-753-7941
Ph 527-1427
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
502-437-4113 EHO
condition
tires,
excellent
Kern, dancer Mikhail Baryshnikov,
1982 GRAND Prix
Estate
plumbRepair
have a firmer grip on your fiYou
REPOSSESSED 14x70
354-8731
GENERAL
actress
Collinsworth,
football's Cris
Brougham V-6, all power,
ing, roofing, tree work
Jefferson Just like new
now.A special friendship need
nances
KOPPERUD REALTY of
Reed.
Donna
white, leather interior
1987 S-10 BLAZER, 4x4,
Howse
Bank's loss your gain Ap
436-2642
era a complete range of 753-0334 after 5 30pm
just because one of you is
end
not
Be19):
21-April
(March
ARIES
V-6, automatic, tahoe pkg ,
For Real
prox 1500 down less than
Real Estate services with a
out of town. Your pals push
moving
adyour
to
works
player
WALTERS.
a
ing
team
Best
GERALD
Ores.
loaded
excellent
1982 SUBARU, 4-door.
$200 month Ph 527-1427
part Roofing, vinyl siding. paint2BR small house Washer, wide selection of quality
vantage. Counsel a youngster. You you to socialize more.
, radio cas- offer May consider
5-speed,
all prices
ing Free estimates 18
dryer. stove and refrigera- homes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
trade 753-9752
about to reap special benefits from
are
109.000
sunroof
sette.
250
tor included partially furn- 753-1222,toll free
years experience. Local reYou can make new progress in
21):
influential
an
with
friendship
your
436-5210
miles
liable
1990 XLT FORD Ranger ferences. 489-2267
ished AIC gas heat 1 800 251 -HOME Ext
of education, employment
areas
the
totrue
romance
person. Welcome
Hanes For Rent
fully loaded Reduced
/350/mo Located at 521 S. 711L
1987 GRAND AM SE
and family harmony this week.
pay- HANDYMAN wit do plumbnight.
over
take
or
19030
13th 753-3018
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
loaded, white, automatic. ments 753-0237 or ing, electric and carpentry
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Business travel proves profitable. A
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
Dailey
Paul
new tires, 5-star rims
Pernn.
Bob
Reasonable rates
436-2092
electnc or gas Walking dis- SMALL 2br house in Kirk
business costs as much as recent financial venture begins to pay
Defray
Bob Haley Bel Air Center
15500 502-247-6699
753-0596
tance to college 753-5209 sey area 489 2377
and face any financial off.
possible
1 502 753-SOLD
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
head-on. You are a disproblems
LITWILLER Buiding, Farm
save time and money-by spotting
You
reconto
able
now,
presence
arming
_
and residential set-up for
I
•
cile quarreling associates. Do not use a major flaw in a business venture.
large proiects Our busiI I
•
•
a close friendship for personal gain. Keep your ideas to yourself until the
ness is bulk on quality.
382,2214
time is right. Romance flourishes it
conditioners
MT
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A
Service on all brands: window
44 ACRE farm and 60 acre
you do not appear too eager.
dryers
pursuit
recreational
new
love
or
refrigerators - freezers - washers
NEED your gutters cleaned
farm 4 mile road frontage
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
ranges
people
some
&elei_tric
as
still
are
There
dishwashers
beckons.
microwaves
or repaired/ Call 753-0834
each Located 4 miles
over the details of a deal
Confusion
understanding.
Specialty!
difficulty
Our
Floors
SE
have
you
Stained
Bleached
For:
Repairs
Authorized
city
Murray
Factory
Northwest of
PAINTING interior and es
Do not give
negotiations.
halt
could
sound
words
Your
shy!
not
be
Do
limits West of Hwy 641
Modern Dustless Equipment
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
tenor Ouakty work Over
This project would prove highly
up!
young
a
to
wisdom
of
pearls
like
753-7969
Ralph
20 years experience
Since 1954
*A:1 Repairs Ate Guaranteed
lucrative. Go slow in romance. Secret
person.
Worley 436-5625
140 ACRE farm 128 acres
Fo- transactions could come back to haunt
22):
-July
2I
(June
CANCER
highmole
8/10
lendable
PLUMBING Repairs We
cus on new friendships. A gentle and you.
way frontage Located 4
KY 42044
work on mobile homes
Gilbertsville,
PISCES(Feb. I 9-March 20): The
generous older person will play a key
mile South of Hwy 80 on
24-hour emergency, sameServing the Entire Purchase Area
is on your economic interspotlight
woundbegins
old
An
life.
in
role
your
Penny Rd 753-7969
day service 489-2525

Mathis Transmission
Service
753-6374

Make A Clean Sweep
With Classifieds
Call and place your ad today!

the
MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916

Horoscope

•

Sanding and Finishing,
Bo(Iean Floor Co.
ilirMIPMF1111711

e.

753-5341 or 753-1270
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"Call Don":

150
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Homes
For Sale

Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement

Block, brick, stone. complete foundation,
concrete work. sidewalks & patios covered
with bnck. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

•

2BR, I bath 3 miles North
of Murray on Coles Camp
ground Road 753 5484
2 OR 3 Bedroom house
Newly redecorated Lo
cated dose to University
Low $30's 753 8642
3-4 BEDROOMS, 24
baths, brick, 3 acres
Coldwater Farmington Dining room plenty of closets
and cabinets Double gar
age 753-2223

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
ResidentelCommercial
AcklibOnS - Metal Pole Barris
15 Yrs Expenence • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 1390
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE.
502-437-3026

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 492-8816
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates. Cal
474-2307

to heal. A loving couple firms up
their marriage plans.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Introductions could lead to new employment opportunities. Get out and so-

ests: what you earn and what you
spend. A secure future will require
considerable planning. Focus on
practical tasks at work.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are known for their loyalty to friends and loved
ones. Dutiful sons and daughters, these Aquarian% will pay deference to their
parents throughout their lives. Hard-working and determined, these children
look forward to enjoying the fruits of their labors. At times these Aquarians'
honest ambition leads other people to think they are selfish. Yet these children
worry about the state of the world — and try to improve it.
To,*der.,in iced and updated copy of icane Dixon'. him •.elltne book "Yesterda*_ Today and Forever
Astrolon Can Help You Find Your Place in God.•Pin,- .end 9(.95 plus $1 poster and hasxflinp to
Dorton. c/o Andre.. And McMeel. P0 Box 4191$0, Kansas City. 14.• 64141 Maki ‘. hecks pays,* ti,
Andre.. And Mc Meel
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of 1992. There are 341 days
Today is Saturday, Jan. 25, the 25th day
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
VIII married his second wife,
On Jan. 25, 1533, England's King Henry
I.)
Anne Boleyn (the mother of Elizabeth
date:
this
On
marking the beginning of the
In 1579, the Treaty of Utrecht was signed,
Dutch Republic.
when debt-ridden farmers
In 1787, Shays's Rebellion suffered a setbackan arsenal at Springfield,
capture
led by Capt. Daniel Shays failed to
Mass.
the United States with
In 1959, American Airlines opened the jet age in
707.
Boeing
a
the first scheduled transcontinental flight of
conference
news
tial
presiden
first
the
held
y
In 1961, President Kenned
carried live on radio and television.
followers were conIn 1971, Charles Manson and three young women
murders.
Bianca
Tate-La
1969
the
of
victed in Los Angeles
U.S. Senate seat
the
fill
to
d
appointe
was
ey
Humphr
Muriel
In 1978,
Humphrey of
H.
Hubert
,
husband
her
left vacant by the death of
Minnesota.
dr was elected
In 1980, Iranian Finance Minister Abolhassan Bani-Sa
president of Iran.
444 days arrived in
In 1981, the 52 Americans held hostage by Iran for
the United States.
sentence for Mao
In 1981, a court in Beijing issued a suspended death Cultural Revothe
during
s
Tse-tung's widow, Jiang Qing, for her activitie
lution. (Qing reportedly committed suicide last May.) ed U.S. ecodenounc
Ten years ago: Polish leader Wojciech Jaruzelski
law in a speech to
martial
of
on
impositi
nomic sanctions and defended the
nt.
Parliame
the Sejm, or
Denver Broncos,
Five years ago: The New York Giants defeated the Pasadena, Calif.
in
Bowl
Rose
the
at
21
39-20, to win Super Bowl
ed Kuwait's main
One year ago: Military officials said Iraq had sabotag
crude oil into the
of
gallons
of
supertanker loading pier, dumping millions
the Tel Aviv and
in
struck
Iraq
western
from
Persian Gulf. Missiles fired
40 others.
than
Haifa areas, killing one Israeli and injuring more
is 73. The
Newman
Edwin
author
Today's Birthdays: Journalist and
nadShevard
Eduard
Union,
Soviet
former
the
of
former foreign minister
Actress
59.
is
Aquino,
ze, is 64. The president of the Philippines, Corazon
is 48.
Elizabeth Allen is 58. Actress Leigh Taylor-Young
publicity." —
eternal
is
justice
of
price
"The
Today:
Thought for
931).
(1867-1
critic
and
Arnold BenneU, English poet, author
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Looking Back

Today in History

•=1

25, 1992

Ten years ago
Flash flooding has caused waters
to rise over the roads in lower parts
of the county as seen in a photograph taken by Staff Photographer
Jennie B. Gordon.
Twenty years ago
The combined assets of banking
institutions in Calloway County
have reached a grand total of about
$85 million, according to published
reports by Bank of Murray, Dees
Bank of Hazel, and Peoples Bank
of Murray.
Thirty years ago
Charks Eldridge, freshman at
Murray State College from Murray,
was named as district winner of
1961 Kentucky Champion Future
Farmers of America competition.
He will receive a $50 bond.
Forty years ago
"Several of our paper route boys
are sick. Larry Wilson has the
mumps and Gordon Enix has a bad

cold that has put him in bed," from
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams,
publisher.
Fifty years ago
Every person 16 years of age and
above is being asked by Calloway
County War Service Board to
enroll on Feb. 9 as a means of voluntering his or her services for local war work.
Twenty-five peach growers of
Calloway County met at Wright
Cole Orchard on Jan. 20 where
W.W. Magill, fruit specialist of
College of Agriculture, University
of Kentucky, gave a pruning
demonstration and general discussion of peach orchard management.
The sub-zero temperature has
killed many of the bloom buds on
peach trees throughout Kentucky.
The two leading newspapers of
Calloway County, The Ledger &
Times and The West Kentuckian,

consolidated Jan. 17 and this week
are being published as one newspaper, The Ledger & Times. W.
Percy Williams is publisher and
Harold Van Winkle is editor.
Marriages announced include
Thelma Ross to Dwight L. Stone,
Dec. 23.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Boyd, Jan. 3; a
boy to mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Reigel and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
H.A. Duncan, Jan. 10; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Erwin, Jan. 11; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Bishop
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Hargis, Jan. 12.
Sixty years ago
Senator T.O. Turner of Murray
has been appointed on two of the
most powerful committees of
Senate for 1932 legislative term at
Frankfort. He was named chairman
of penal and reformatory institutions and a member of appropria-

tion committee.
Representative Lee Clark of Calloway County has introduced a bill
in the Kentucky House of Representatives at Frankfort which
would reduce the tax on land used
for agricultural purposes to five
cents on the $100 from the rate of
30 cents on the $100.
"If some folks were as good at
building as at knocking," Murray
would be the finest city in the
world," from column, "Just Jots"
by Joe T. Lovett, editor.
Marriages announced include
Florence Nanny to Joseph Meador,
Oct. 17.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. A.J. Glenn, Dec. 28;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Urban
Starks, Jan. 1; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Audrey Jones, Jan. 10; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H. Beaman,
Jan. 11.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: Would you be so
kind as to remind your readers about
the United Nations Bill of Rights for
Children? The bill states that children should have thefollowing rights:
— The right to affection, love and
understanding.
— The right to adequate nutrition and medical care.
— The right to free education.
— The right to full opportunity
for play and recreation.
— The right to a name and nationality.
— The right to be among the first
to receive relief in times of disaster.

of
— The right to learn to be a useful of "life, liberty and the pursuit
leading the
be
should
ss,"
happine
to
develop
and
of
society
member
world nations in the pursuit of their
individual abilities.
valuable
— The right to be brought up in a goal of protecting our most
ratificaspirit ofuniversal peace and brother/ resource, our children. The
lead to a
only
can
bill
this
of
tion
sisterhood.
— The right to enjoy these rights, better life for all of us.
Won't you please ask your readregardless of race, color, sex, relito write their legislators, and
ers
origin.
gion, national or social
nt Bush, and urge that this
Preside
This bill was adopted in 1989 by
the U.N. General Assembly after a be done?
BONNIE FENN SULLIVAN,
decade of discussion. It has been
WATERFORD,CONN.
signed by 109 countries and ratified
by 40. Unbelievable as it seems, the
DEAR BONNIE:Since the fuUnited States has done neither!
of every nation rests with
ture
Our nation, built on the concepts

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

CALVIN and HOBBES

the welfare of its children, it's
mystifying that any country
would hesitate to sign the
Children's Bill of Rights. And
considering the principles with
which most Americans were
raised, it's surprising that the
United States does not top the
list of signatories.
DEAR ABBY: My 20-year-old son
is still wetting his bed every night
He has seen a urologist and has tried
all the usual medications, but nothing has worked.(He is a very sound
sleeper.1
I do not know where to go from
here.
DESPERATE MOM
DEAR MOM: You don't say
how long it's been since your son
saw a urologist, but he should
seek a second opinion from another specialist.
If there is nothing physically
wrong, and your son's only
problem is reprogramming his
sleeping habits, contact your
nearest Sears Roebuck store
about ordering its Wee Alert
Buzzer. The premise is simple:
An alarm will sound the moment
moisture touches a screen placed
under the bottom sheet,instantly
waking a sound sleeper. After a
very short time,the sleeperforms
the habit of waking up naturally
at the right hour of the night —
or the "wee" hours of the morning. Good luck.

Dr. Gott
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diagnosed with costochondritis. My doctor
put me on Tagamet for the condition.
yet I find Mylanta Extra Strength and
Mineral Ice help more I still have lots
of chest pain and diarrhea and would
like some words of wisdom and advice from you. What will help control
my condition?
DEAR READER: I confess to be
confused by your question because
Tagamet, a medicine to control excess stomach acid, is used for peptic
disorders, not for costochondritis, an
inflammation of the cartilage connecting the ribs to the breastbone. Additionally, you have been helped by
Mylanta, an antacid having no effect
'CSI)
whatsoever on costochOndritis.
Therefore, I conclude you have two
separate problems, which may be related. Costochondritis is an uncomLife on a microscope slide
mon ailment of unknown cause.
marked by pain and tenderness over
the rib cartilage. Anti-inflammatory
drugs, such as aspirin and Indocin, often relieve these symptoms. However, such drugs frequently cause upset
stomach and heartburn that may proAnswer to Previous Puzzle
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Complications are rare, except in
immune-compromised hosts. For in
terminal AIDS patients may
contract a virulent form of CMV.
leading to lung or kidney failure
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Mrs. Valta Walker
Services for Mrs. Valta Walker
will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
John Dale will officiate. Jerry
Bolls will direct singers from Glendale Road Church of Christ, where
Mrs. Walker was a member.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Saturday).
Mrs. Walker, 91, of 700 Riley
Ct., Murray, died Friday at 9:15
a.m. at Charleston Manor Nursing
Home. Charleston. Mo.

Her husband, Rowland Walkfr,
died July 11, 1967.
Born July 2, 1900, in CallOway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Robert Bruce Holland Dell
Boatwright Holland.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Nann Walker and husband,
Troy, Granite City, Ill.; one son,
Max Walker and wife, Murrelle,
1111 Fairlanc, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Verna Boaz, South Fulton,
Tenn.; two grandchildren, Eddie
Walker, Collinsville, Ill., and Mrs.
Traci Walker Martin, Nashville,
Tenn.; two great-grandchildren.

Astronauts studying cells during mission
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— Discovery's astronauts studied
gravity's effects on the undulations
of slime mold cells after interrupting their research to chat With President Bush and children hoping to
travel to Mars.
Scientists want to see whether
weightlessness affects the rhythm
of the contractions and dilations
that propel the slime cells. The
study of cells in space could help
determine man's ability to withstand long-term space travel and
life on a space station.
Aboard the space shuttle late Friday, German physicist Ulf Merbold

focused a microscope on the slime
mold. Video images beamed down
to Earth showed magnified protoplasmic strands with the cell material flowing in one direction, then
the other.
"Boy, that looks great," said
Roger Crouch of the payload operations control center in Huntsville,
Ala.
Slime mold, which lives o,ti
decaying trees and in soil, creePs
along at a rate of .39 inch per hour
on Earth. But earlier experiments
showed that the throbbing of the
slime's veins quickens in space —
possibly because it takes less ener-

gy to move in low gravity.
The streaming material inside
the cells courses faster and stronger, until the mold adapts to space
and the movements return to their
normal pace.
Earlier, Bush called the shuttle's
crew of six men and one woman
during a White House speech in
which he called for an 11 percent
increase in funding next year for
NASA's planned .space station.
"You have our blessings and our
support, and keep up the fine
work," Bush told the crew.
"You're on the cutting edge and
you're setting a great example for

Budget problems cause cutbacks
!MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — Public
Defender Don Muir was caught in
the middle when the state ordered
him to cut back and eventually eliminate such service to Graves
County.
The order has had Muir, who
heads the McCracken County
office of the Department of Public
Advocacy, teetering on the brink of
contempt of court citations from
two Graves County judges.
They insist the state is constitutionally mandated to provide attor-

neys for indigent defendants. And
if the state, represented by Muir
and his staff, refuses to do so, they
can be held in contempt_
Muir agrees with Graves Circuit
Judge John Daughaday and District
Judge Royce Buck.
The state has the responsibility
to provide advocacy for indi,
gems." Muir said. "If they can
prosecute them, they can represent
them. That is mandated by the constitution and can't be fiddled
W ilh."

Acting Public Advocate Judge
Ray Corns, contacted in Frankfort,
said Friday that the department was
hampered by state budget
restraints.
"Other counties have been on
the verge of getting notices like the
one sent to Graves. But we are not
going to cut off public defender
service in any county."
Corns explained to Muir in a letter dated Jan. 17 two assistant
public advocates resigned the preceding day and the department was

Prices rising for remaining Super Bowl tickets
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Every
ticket for the contest between the
Washington Redskins and the Buffalo Bills has been sold and resold
at prices as high as $1,600 on the
eve of professional football's high
holiday of hype and hoopla.
But Super Bowl Sunday is more
than a gridiron contest. It's the
center of a whirl of parties. concerts, corporate junkets and advertising promotions.
"If You Hype It, They Will
Come," declared City Pages, a local alternative weekly, reflecting the
carnival atmosphere as platoons of
journalists, celebrities and high
rollers arrive for Sunday's National
Football League championship
game.
Frank Sinatra held a Friday night
concert, and pop singers Harry
Connick Jr. and Gloria Estefan
were to perform at the game.
Left out. some critics say, are the
people who live in the Twin Cities

of Minneapolis and SL Paul.
"The Super Bowl could be held
on the moon," said Kara! Ann
Marling, a University of Minnesota
popular culture expert. "It's for a
group of people who seem to move
around in a block ... people who
ride around in limousines and wear
rubber pig noses."
"The in-town people had the
good sense to stay away. We're
watching it on our TVs," said
Susan Pavlak, owner of Twin Star
Limousine of Minneapolis.
The difference between most
Super Bowls and this year's event
can be summed up in a word -cold. In the 26-year history of the
Super Bowl, only one other has
been held in a Northern city.
Local organizers made contingency plans in case of a blizzard,
but forecasters only predicted a
typical dose of freezing Minnesota
weather. And while it's cold outside, the game is inside, in the

Metrodorne.
The estimated 20,000 hotel
rooms in the Twin Cities were
booked solid — one flock of
corporate-sponsored visitors was
booked into a rustic resort nearly
100 miles away.
Twin Cities International Airport
braced for a traffic jam of more
than 200 corporate and chartered
aircraft.
"If you've failed to plan, you've
planned to fail," said Pavlak,
whose 25 vehicles have been
booked for the past week at rates of
$75 an hour. "If you get a limousine at this point ... you should fall
on your knees and thank whoever it
is you worship."
Though ticket scalping is illegal
in Minnesota, the price of Super
Bowl tickets from out-of-state
brokers fluctuated like the stock
market. Thursday's average quote
was WO, down $IO from the previous day, according to a survey by

Macy's mulls buyout offer
NEW YORK (AP) — R.H. Macy
& Co. is considering billionaire
Laurence Tisch's buyout plan that
could save one of the nation's bestknown retailers from plunging over
the brink.
Tisch's offer helped lift the
prices of debt-ridden Macy's junk
bonds and gave some hope to nervous suppliers. But many still
doubted they'd get paid for Christmas merchandise by a Saturday
deadline.
Sources close to the retailer,
speaking on condition of anonymity, confirmed Friday that Tisch has
made one of several proposals the
Macy's board is reviewing.
Tisch — head of CBS Inc. and
the Loews Corp. tobacco, hotel and
insurance conglomerate — is a
Macy's director with a 15.6 percent
sake in the retailer.
Some have speculated that Tisch
would inject up to $I billion under
a plan that would buy off stockholders and bond owners at prices
well below the face value of their
investments.
The purchases would remove a
big portion of Macy's crippling
interest payments, allowing it to
focus on retailing.
"He's trying to buy it cheap.
which is his history," said Terence
McEvoy, an analyst at Janney
Montgomery Scott Inc., referring to
Tisch's reputation of buying
troubled properties at bargain
prices and turning them around.
Macy's said through a spokesman that it "is continuing to work
on a plan to reduce debt and
strengthen its financial position."
A spokeswoman at Loews said
Tisch had no comment.
Macy's. which operates 251
stores nationwide, reported a
$155.4 million loss for the quarter
ended Nov. 2 and has conceded
that sales during the crucial Christ-

mas season were disappointing.
Twenty-thousand suppliers were
informed this month that Macy's
was delaying payments for two
weeks to comply with limits on
bank borrowings.
But as Saturday's deadline
approached, vendors were less than
hopeful. "I would be very surprised if they started paying tomorrow if they're going to do a
restructuring," said Linda Wachner, chief executive of lingerie
maker Warnaco Inc.
February is , a critical month
when stores receive spring and
summer merchandise. "Suppliers

have to make the individual decision whether they're going to ship
or not," McEvoy said. Many small
vendors are dependent on receiving
checks from Macy's.
In the junk bond market, Macy's
high-yield, high-risk bonds were up
as much as $15 per 51,000 in face
value Friday, but were still selling
at just 50 cents on the dollar.
After initial brisk trading, activity slowed as investors awaited
more details of a possible rescue.
Tisch is one of two or three
Macy shareholders believed to be
interested in buying control of the
retailer.

Bush says he'll spend six percent
more on war on drugs next year
interdiction duties that account for
about one-fourth of the total.
With law enforcement overall
now consuming about 70 percent of
the drug war budget, Kevin Zeese
of the private Drug Policy Foundation said any increase should be
directed to treatment and
Bush's request, to be announced education.
Monday in advance of his State of
"The biggest problem with the
the Union address, will total $12.7 drug war these days ... is the viobillion, said an administration offi- lence," said Zeese, the foundacial who spoke Friday on condition tion's counsel and vice president.
of anonymity.
"We've put our emphasis on incarThat would compare with $11.95 cerating nonviolent people, nonviobillion the government is spending lent drug offenders, and as a result,
this fiscal year on the drug war, we don't have space for the homiincluding international and border cides and the rapists."

WASHINGTON — President
Bush plans to ask Congress to
increase spending next year on the
war on drugs by 6 percent —
money that a critic says will be
wasted if devoted to more law
enforcement and prisons.

the Saint Paul Pioneer Press. Prices
for prime sideline seats were
quoted as high as $1,600 this week.
Meanwhile, corporate sponsors
were vying for attention.
Coca Cola, official soft drink of
the Super Bowl, posted giant inflatable cans on the roofs of buildings
around the stadium, while Pepsi
Cola sponsored a 166-foot-tall ice
castle built in St. Paul. Miller Brewing Co.'s beer is an official
beverage of the Super Bowl, so
rival Budweiser erected a giant
beer tent to entertain fans outside
the stadium.
Native Americans plan demonstrations to urge the Redskins and
other teams to drop their Indian
nicknames.
And women's groups are upset
with the Metrodomc's sale of
Stroh's beer, whose manufacturer
faces a sexual harassment lawsuit
involving its St. Paul brewery.

f
American Hearttu
Association

We need you.

unable to fill those positions
because of a hiring freeze, plus a 5
percent budget cut.
"You are directed to discontinue
all services to the district and circuit courts in Graves County."
The action has forced Daughaday to schedule one hearing for
Muir to show cause why he should
not be found in contempt.
Muir said that despite an agreement with Daughaday on that case,
"the problem still hasn't gone
away."

the rest of our country, the rest of
the world."
He also asked that money be
spent to put robots on the moon
and to build a new launch system
and space plane.
A few of the 200 members of the
Young Astronaut Council who
were the audience for Bush's
speech asked the shuttle crew
questions.
Astronaut William Readdy
described the spectacular views of
Earth, Saturn, Jupiter, Venus and
Mars. "Hope we can go to Mars
here one of these days," Readdy
said. ,

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies

'Tree help in filing claims
for my clients"

11'

•I have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life

Insurance.

and price for each
•I have a variety of prices. •1 can fit the coverage
:ndividual.

MIAMI INDIAN
GO
BIN
715 E Broadway Mayfield
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
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2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets
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Lunch Only
11 a.m.-2 p.m. Daily
Noon-2 p.m. Sunday
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'Good thru 1/30/92

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets
Dinner Only
S699
5-8:30 Daily
*Good thru 1/30/92

Only
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DELIVERY SPECIAL
Buy Any Large Pizza, Get
The 2nd Large For Only
*Original Crust
*Same Number of
Toppings or Less
•Special Good Thru
Thursday 1/30/92
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Catch The
Excitement
of Super Bowl '92
On Our
Big Screen T.V.!

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanic:My Removed
24" Deep Free Estmrates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
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Chestnut Street
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"One of the nation's safest banks"

Member FDIC

'THE FRIENDLY AND SAFE BANK'

Bank of Murrayil
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You're on your way up
when you bank with us!
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Nyews
- Da
BS
Ag
C

:
CI)D
aD

(CC)

66-

MOWN

6:05 A.M.
ID - Tom & Jerry's Funhouse

o

(DT-

▪

5:35 A.M.
Flintstones
6:00 A.M.
ABC News (CC)
O CID 1)
News
CI) - NBC News
O - Robert Tilton
Joe
Breakfast Show
- Classroom
- Cartoon Express
0- Mr Wizard's World (CC)
(a) - Paid Program
▪ - Bugs Bunny & Pals
a) It Figures
- Good Morning, Mickey)
Q) - ALF
(1) - Sunshine Factory

U-

▪ - Morning Agriculture Report
0
- Brady Bunch
- A&E Preview
Q)Q)- Paid Program
CD - Cable in the Classroom
- Jump, Rattle and Roll
James Robison

o - Faith Twenty

ISO

-

5:30 A.M.
11) CI) 0Ci)
- ABC News
O Morning Show

5:05 A.M.
Q)- I Love Lucy
5:15 A.M.
(21" - Varied Programs

o
▪ _

(CC)
Newso
News
- This Morning's Business
- Shepherd's Chapel
CBS News
- Slap Maxwell Story
00 U - Paid Program
• - Lassie
11) - Woody Woodpecker
- Mousercise
- Awake on the Wild Side
al Bodies in Motion
111) - Today With Marilyn
C9 Sing Out America

O0C11)- NBC

CF(ij:_co0ABAC.M.

WEEKDAYS

Everyday Workout
Care Bears (CC). (In Stereo)
Popeye
Varied Programs

a-

- DuckTales (CC)
Adventures (CC)
- Movie
- Inspector Gadget
Perogram
aipcley
po
P

cuedt_

0- Voltron
O - Dangermouse
- Paid Program
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
- Varied Programs
- Littles
7:35 A.M.
- Bewitched
8:00 A.M.
01139 - Sesame Street (CC)
▪ - Peter Pan & the Pirates(CC)

o

7:08 A.M.
€D - Awake on the Wild Side
7:30 A.M.
0 1139 - Exploring Florida
- Bozo (In Stereo)
▪ - Chip 'n' Dale's Rescue Rangers

a-

0 21 - Sesame Street (CC)
- Attitudes
•- Adventures of the Gummi Bears
- Varied Programs
Q)- Augie Doggie & Friends
7:05 A.M.
I Dream of Jeannie

o

O - Tiny loon

o

O0(3)3 - Today (CC) (In Stereo)
This Morning (CC).
•
- Body Electric (In Stereo)

America (C
li@Dll)CT

6:40 A.M.
0 Varied Programs
6:45 A.M.
0CU - A.M. Weather
7:00 A.M.
Good Morning

-

Kangaroo (CC) (R)
tainam
PaidPpiNi
- Ca rr
it
•

ss (CC)
ale
Tw
ke
-cN
Du
CI --Cf)
O
O - Yogi Bear

aapaa-Ao-

6:15 A.M.
6
in 21)- A.M.:37
A.M.
ABC News (CC)

DAYTIME

0

-

9:30 A.M.

9:05 A.M.

- Live From L.A.
Show
0

o
o

ocuscit_

0(131)0-

Home
0- Sally Jessy Raphael
Price Is Right
Ci) - One on One (CC)
- Joan Rivers In Stereo)
- 700 Club
Fugitive
O Divorce Court
O Sharon. Lois & Bram's Elephant

U C29 - Geraldo

10:00 A.M.

gr) - Alvin and the Chipmunks
- Sister Kate
- Music Box

O xon- Family Feud

a- Movie

o

0

•

M. Beginning
A .New
8:0 : A
Little House:
James8:30 A.M.
Bewitched
Bond Jr (CC) (In Stereo)
(10 - Varied Programs
- Maya the Bee
- Video LP
€1) - What Every Baby Knows The
First Three Years
01 - Dumbo's Circus
U - Bodyshaping
_ ive
9:00 A.M.A
cy
Regis &
U III
Kathie Lee
(139 Donahue (CC)
Designing Women IR)
ga Stereo)
(In
(
aDel4
- Instructional Programming
- Perry Mason
• - Merrie Melodies
- Murder. She Wrote (CC)
•- Eureeka's Castle
Q)- Soft Notes
•- Dallas
- Frugal Gourmet
- Donald Duck Presents
(1) - 700 Club

0_

0- Cartoon Express
Lassie
pan
Oiunrk Voices
Lal P
er Parade
tPanther
041 - Varied Programs
VideoMorning (In Stereo)
Q)- Your Baby and Child
Under the Umbrella Tree
- Karyn Bryant
ID - Basic Training Workout
- Waltons
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113 - Yogi Bear
- Mickey Mouse Club iCC) (I('
Stereo)
- Rap City
2:00 P.M.
- Popeye
fg.3 - Jump, Rattle and Roll
0 CI 0 3 0- General Hospital fga - Yo! MTV Raps
4:35 P.M.
- Santa Barbara
- Captain N
Jeffersons
(CC)
0 Adventures of the Little Koala
Guiding Light
- Sunshine Factory
5:00 P.M.
O EB AD- Varied Programs
DCL - Varied Programs
3:35 P.M.
ID
- News
FE) Varied Programs
- Honeymooners
- Brady Bunch
- Hollywood Squares
of
Wheel
Fortune
(CC),
O4:00 P.M.
€13
€14 E
LUR
nch Box (In Stereo)
O - Flipper
opy Girls
•
0
Full
House
(CC)
- Bodyshaping
CL
C)- Video Vibrations
- Maury Povich
0 21 - Reading Rainbow ICC) (RI
11:38 A.M.
0CU - Sesame Street (CC)
- Oprah Winfrey (CC)
- Cookin' U.S.A. (R) In Stereo)
- Steve Isaacs
- Video Power
Gunsmoke
(ft - Attitudes
0- Full House (CC)
12:00 P.M.
- Who's the Boss? (CC) (In
• - Under the Umbrella Tree
Avengers (CC)
All My Children
-)ereo)
Totally
Pauly
- Cartoon Express
▪ l
On
is it _ NewseononeCC)
- Geraldo
- Father Knows Best
O - What Would You Do?
O
0
- Where in the World Is Car
Cope
O - Video LP
0CU - Instructional Programming
men Sandiego? (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
Gilligan's Island
2:05 P.M.
- News(CC)
la CB Varied Programs
- Varied Programs
Popeye
- Avengers (CC
Beetleiuice (CC). (In Stereo)
10 - Supermarket Sweep
- Superior Court
2:30 P.M.
0 12 Inside Edition (CC)
- Teen Win, Lose Of Draw
O Noozles
X - Santa Barbara
a) Fugitive
- Varied Programs
CJ Video Soul
0- Saved by the Bell(CC) (In Stereo) •- Just the Ten of Us
Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop ICC) (R) (In
€B Top Card (In Stereo)
(E) - Jetsons
Inspector Gadget
Stereo)
FB Supermarket Sweep
- Varied Programs
Mister Rogers (CC) (R)
Movie
- Scrabble
- VideoPM I(n Stereo)
Varied Programs
F.
O - Looney Tunes
- BeverlyH
5Hillbillies
0Ibillies
PM C)
- Kids Incorporated
O
0 Varied Programs
FS J. - Square One Television (CC)
- Most Wanted
▪ - Movie
R)
- Varied Programs
CD
5:
0
30-P
A.BM
C.Net.vs (CC).
•CE
- Top Card (R) (In Stereo)
movie12:05 P.M .
- Super Mario Bros.
NBC News (CC)
63- Adventures of the Gummi Bears
CBS News (CC) (In
4:05 P.M.
- Father Knows Best
12:30 P.M.
Stereo)
- Good Times
2:35 P.M.
News
- Saved by the Bell(CC) (In Stereo)
Varied Programs
Pi- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
Classic Concentration
- Hogan Family
4:30
P.M.
IN CE - Talk of the Town )Livel
- Wild and Crazy Kids
O
3:00 P.M.
CE0 12. - Jeopardy! (CC)
- Days of Our Lives
- Maury Povich
O - Live From L.A.
0X- Mama's Family
Movie
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
CIE Perfect Strangers
00D- Square One Television ICC) O
Bold and the Beautiful (CC)
O
- Nightly Business Report
- Days of Our Lives (CC)
(1:0
03 Superior Court
Shop 'Til You Drop
O 3D - As the World Turns
- Flintstones
0 Maya the Bee
GT Varied Programs
O - Varied Programs
Ci Daricwing Duck (CC)
ffl Be a Star (R) (In Stereo)
- Club MTV
00 12 - Oprah Winfrey
My Two Dads
fg) Shop 'Til You Drop
Zorro (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
$ - Lamb Chop's Play Along
- Hey Dude
(E) Sunshine Factory
In Stereo)
P.M.
(21) - Where in the World Is Car•
O Duck Tales (cc)
1:00 P.M.
O - Andy G5riffith:35
men Sandiego? (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
One Life to Live • - Teenage Mutant Ninia Turtles
'3
Another World
- $25000 Pyramid
N CL - Varied Programs
O - Heathcliff
Now It Can Be Told
0 N - Movie
the World Turns
former superior, who's now intent on
21 - Sesame Street (CC)
conquering the world Peter Sellers,
FB - Club Dance (In Stereo)
Herbert Lom, Lesley-Anne Down
Joker's Wild
0 - Donald Duck Presents
ec
.o
lValCh' Indian at- 1976 Rated PG
MOVIE5
::
'
0°
StagA
- Litt Bits
- Global Supercard Wrestling
tacks, outlaws and an unexpected birth
0N - Varied Programs
9:45 A.M.
- Heroes on Hot Wheels
bring a handful of stagecoach passen- 130 - MOVIE: 'Twister'
- Crook and Chase (R) (In Stereo)
gers together Ann-Margret, Alex
(13- Psychiatry & You
- Moonlighting
10:00 A.M.
Cord, Red Buttons 1966. (In Stereo)
3:30
P.M.
21
National Audubon Society
1:30 P.M.
03- MOVIE:'The People Across the II)
Family Ties
e CL - Bold and the Beautiful (CC)
11:00 A.M.
Lake'
Camera
0CC - Another World
G)- MOVIE: 'The Mississippi GamA
p
.
in
M
u.panthor,
MOVIE5::3
T
0
he
Rogers
r (CC) (R)
- Andy Griffith
bler' A dashing young gambler plays
O - Chip 'n' Dale's Rescue Rangers
for high stakes in matters of love and
Varied Programs
(R)
Close
Up
N
(CC)
honor. Tyrone Power, Piper Laurie, Ju- Win, Lose or Draw
- Tale Spin (CC)
6:00 A.M.
lia Adams 1953
- Jeffs Collie
0- Press Your Luck
(11- SportsCenter -- Super Bowl Edi- MOVIE: 'Revenge of the Pink
tion (60 min.)(R)
Panther'
7:00 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Frenchman's Creek' G) - MOVIE: 'Hot to Trot' (CC) An
- SportsCenter -- Super Bowl Edi- incompetent stockbroker gets the inside track on Wall Street from his talktion (60 min.) (R)
MOVIE: 'Perry Mason: The ing horse Bob Goldthwart, John
2 WKRN ABC Nashvilk
26 The Disney Channel
Case of the Lethal Lesson'(CC) The Candy, Dabney Coleman. 1988. Rated
3 WSIL ABC Harrisburg
27 Music Television (M-TV)
veteran attorney defends a young law PG (In Stereo)
4 WSMV NBC Nashville
28 WCSD-TV (Calloway County Higftil
student accused of murdering the son
- MOVIE: 'Eliminators' A de5 WTYF CBS Nashville
29 Cabk News Network (CNN)
of Mason's longtime friend Raymond mented scientist transforms a downed
6 WPSD NBC Paducah
Channel
30 The Learning
pilot into a cyborg Patrick Reynolds,
Burr, Barbara Hale 1989 (In Stereo)
7 WBBJ ABC Jackson
31 ESPN Sports
Roy Dotrice, Andrew Prine. 1986
7:30
A.M.
8 WDCN PBS Nashville
Rated PG (In Stereo)
32 WMHS•TV (Murray High School)
nr
- MOVIE: 'A Shoteia
•
9 WGN IND Chicago
33 CBN
12:00 P.M.
10 KBSI FOX Cape Girardeau
34 Murray Cablevision
'Red Riding Hood'
movi
8
E
:
:
°°
"The
"th
r (e
CCD)arie
II N1SU-TV
35 The Weather Channel
MOVIE:
:'Th underi themd
'
n' A
Su
12 ICFVS CBS Cape Girardeau
36 Calloway (:ounty Public Library
wagon train of Basque settlers passes
109:W
Super
SportsContee
M
up
,
Bowl
Edi13 Arts and Entertainment (ASE) 37 Home Shopping Guide
through hostile Indian territory on its
tion (60 mm)(R)
14 Murray City Hall
way to California Susan Hayward, Jeff
38 Pre-kilt Guide
- MOVIE:'Elmer Gantry' A news Chandler,
15 USA Network
Jacques Bergerac 1959
39 Showtime
paper
man
tries
to
expose
the
indiscre16 Nickelodeon
41 Headline News
12:05 P.M.
tions of an opportunist and an
17 WT&S Atlanta
43 ACTS
MOVIE: 'Gray Lady Down'
evangelist Burt Lancaster. Jean Sim
18 Black Entertainment +BET)
46 W46BF-T% Iii) ‘turray
moos Shirley Jones 1960
12:30 P.M.
19 Turner Network Television (TNT)
47 Video Hits I
9:05 A.M.
Go- MOVIE: 'Distortions'
Catholic
\eswort
EWTN
20
48 The Discosery Channel
- MOVIE: 'Not Just Another Af1:00 P.M.
21 WK1111: PBS MurrarMayfield
49 Qkt Shopping
fair'
MOVIE:'Company of Killers' A
22 Nashville Network
50 C•SPAN
psychopathoc killer terrorizes a metro9:15 A.M.
23 Lifetime
51 Financial News Network (FNN)
polis Van Johnson, Ray Milland, RobMOVIE:
'The
Pink
Panther
24 Hew Kes l41ke iHKOi
52(.51)4\ 2
Strikes Again' The bumbling Clouseau ert Middleton 1969
25 Cinemax
6nds himself pitted against Dreyfus. his 118 - MOVIE: 'Green Eyes'
•
- On Stage

DAYTIME CONT.
e - Knots Landing
Tracey Ullman
0 - Varied Programs
- Getting Fit
Heart to Heart With Sheila
Walsh

•

-

•

up -

10:30 A.M.
0 U - Classic Concentration
Divorce Court
0 - Fred Penner's Place
Ci - Screen SCOne (R)
al - Spenser: For Hire
- Raccoons (In Stereo)
- Body by Jake
- Paid Program

-

•

11:00 A.M.

e CIE- Loving (CC)
••CL - News

- People's Court
- Gerakio
- Beverly Hillbillies (cc
- Young and the Restless
Late Night With David Letter
men (R) (In Stereo)
The Judge (CC)
O - World of David the Gnome
O Generations ,R)
0 Movie
FE) Cookin U S A. (In Stereo)
0 Care Bears (CC) (In Stereo)
0 1 2 Hour Comedy Hour
0 Bodies in Motion
Paid Program

•

e-

•

-

o
o

11:30 A.M.
0 2. - All My Children
O 3: - Loving (CCI
00 4. - Closer Look ICC) or
Stereo)
Young and the Restless
•
- The Judge I(_:C)
Gunsmoke

_

e_

e a)

o

0Cii -

ap jJgm -

•

o

_

-

_

o

•

0_
so cat -

•

•

•

•

▪ N-

N cc alCit o

-

-

o

•

o-

•

N-

-

•

•

-

•

•C2O

-

MONDAY

-

•

o
movAies
e
N 7-

Lineup
Channel 34
Your Community Channel
Tues.,

Jan.

5:00 p.m. Cable Preview

1/27/92

N-

-

•

•

a

o
so

28

-

CandidMister

-

•

5:30 p.m Don Farmer
Thurs., Jan. 30
10:00 & m. Coldwater Church of
Christ

LISTINGS

•

•

•

-

•

5:30 p.m. Concerning Kentucky
6:00 p.m. Cable Previews
6:30 p.m. An Scene

•

•

Friday, Jan. 31
10:30 am

Art Scene

•

e_

CABLE
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o or

Golden
-CCHardC
-

-

AM.

•

•

i2.

11:05
- Perry Mason
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McGill's, Lloyd Bridges 1989
lyvvood: The Golden Years (R)
8:30 P.M.
- Dobie Gillis
Equalizer
O
3
of
1
Part
Smart
10 - Get
- Generations (R)
Tunes
Looney
- College Basketball: Oklahoma
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
0- Midnight Love
at Nebraska (2 hrs ) (Live)
- MOVIE:'Memphis' A kidnapper (cc,
tja - Adventures of TiMin (CC)
ID - Changed Lives
6/1- MOVIE:'They Came to Cordura'
- Westbrook Hospital
unexpectedly forms a maternal bond
Hour (R)
Comedy
Hour
1/2
P.M.
Basketball:
8:45
- Women's College
with her young captive in 1950s Ten11:35 P.M.
at
Villanova
Basketball:
College
€11) - MOVIE: 'Transformations'
Louisiana State at Auburn (2 hrs I
nessee Based on a novel by Shelby
- Late Night With David
Connecticut (2 hrs ) (Live)
0
0
(Taped)
Foote Cybill Shepherd, Moses Gunn
9:00 P.M.
Letterman (R) Iln Stereo)
Lifestyle Magazine
CD
1:05 P.M.
(ft - Northern Exposure John Laughlin 1992
cto
- National Geographic Explorer(R)
6:35 P.M.
69 - Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'The Warriors' A
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
11:50 P.M.
Son
and
Sanford
lovhis
to
way
his
swashbuckler fights
0CC - Road to Brown (CC) Attorney j)_ It's Garry Shandling's Show Pan
- MOVIE:'Q & A'(CC) An assisers side Errol Flynn, Joanne Dru, Peter ED - Making of Dances With Wolves Charles Houston's battle to reverse the 3 of 3
uncovers departFinch 1955
- College Basketball. Pepperdine tant district attorney
7:00 P.M.
Constitution's sanction of racial segreracism while inand
corruption
mental
Toto'
Kitchen
hrs
(2
'The
Barbara
MOVIE:
a
el
EiXeMell- American Music gation culminates with Brown vs at California-Sant
of a New York
death
the
vestigating
(Live)
Awards (CC) From Hollywood's Board of Education (60 min )(R)
3:00 P.M.
City drug dealer Nick Nolte, Timothy
an19th
the
Marketing
Quantum
Auditorium,
•
(CC)
Civic
News
Shrine
- MOVIE: 'Pardners' The greenHutton, Armand Assante 1990 Rated
best in
- Star Trek: The Next Generation
11:05 P.M.
horn sheriff of a Western town teams nual ceremony honoring the
R (In Stereo)
blues,
and
(CC) (In Stereo)
with a cowboy to oust some bad pop-rock. soul-rhythm
- Candid Camera
12:00 A.M.
rap and
- Lovejoy
hombres Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, country, heavy metal, dance,
- Sweating Bullets (R) (In
Hard Copy
13
hrs
(In
music
I
contemporary
adult
Lori Nelson 1956
- Dragnet
Stereo)
O X - Matlock (CC)
- MOVIE: 'The Last Frontier' A Stereo Live)
- MOVIE:'Memphis'
- MOVIE:'Down and Out in BevStory
- News (R)
- Story Behind the
Fucourageous American woman must 00
The
erly Hills'
• - Innovation Special:
Miller (In Stereo)
Dennis
(In
(CC).
a
Shade
as
well
battle greedy landowners as
ISCIDGIVI- Evening
ture Is Now(CC)
11:08 P.M.
Sherlock Holmes Mysteries (R)
dangerous environment when she mar- Stereo)
- Suicide Notes (CC) A documen- Steve Isaacs
_ Hollywood Insider (R)
ries an Australian and moves to the 0
- Travels (CC) (In Stereo)
tary revealing the innermost terrors of
11:30 P.M.
Outback Linda Evans, Jack ThompO - Party Duke
- MOVIE:'Montana'
men
who
of
were
victims
suicide
Cf) - Nighttine (Cc)
son, Jason Robards 1986 Part 1 of 2
0- Live From LA (R)
- MOVIE:'Body Double' An unem- through the notes they left behind (60 •
- MOVIE: 'Young Guns II' (CC) ployed
- Hard Corn/
- Paid Program
imbecomes
actor
Hollywood
min ((A) (In Stereo)
E)- Now It Can Be Told
•- MOVIE: 'The Wrong Man' plicated in a bizarre murder scheme CO - Most Wanted
- Lightmusic
_ Arsenio Hall (CC) (R)(In Stereo)
- MOVIE:'Lassie Come Home' A Craig Wasson, Melanie Griffith, Gregg Ge - 700 Club
12:05 A.M.
faithful collie travels over 1,000 miles Henry 1984
O - MOVIE: 'Winter People' A wi- •,12 - Personals (In Stereo)
on
It
'Blame
Rio'
MOVIE:
to be reunited with the family that ▪ - David L Wolper Presents: Holdowed clockmaker stumbles into a
- Cope
12:20 A.M.
raised her Roddy McDowell, Edmund lywood: The Golden Years (R)
long-running feud waged by two Appa9:30 P.M.
Gwenn, Elizabeth Taylor. 1943 Rated aD - Murder, She Wrote (CC)
lachian families Kurt Russell, Kelly CO- MOVIE: 'Criminal Justice'(CC)
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
0- Mork & Mindy Part 1 of 2
- Generations
4:30 P.M.
- Homeroom
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
- Sports Reporters (R)
- MOVIE:'Memphis' A kidnapper
9:35 P.M.
unexpectedly forms a maternal bond
4:45 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Bombardier' American
11:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Bear' (CC) An with her young captive in 1950s Ten1/28/92
CD - MOVIE: 'The Cincinnati Kid'
award-winning account of an orphaned nessee Based on a novel by Shelby flyers learn the hard realities of war at a
Norman Jevvison's acclaimed account
grizzly's friendship with a wounded ko- Foote Cybill Shepherd, Moses Gunn, bomber training school Colorized ver5:00 A.M.
sion Pat O'Brien, Randolph Scott,
of
a high-stakes poker game between a
diak bear in 1885 Canada Jack Wal- John Laughlin 1992
sell
To
Final'
Star
'Five
MOVIE:
lace, Tcheky Karyo, Andre Lacombe • - Kentucky General Assembly Anne Shirley 1943
more papers, a newspaper destroys young upstart and the acknowledged
in Open Session
1989 Rated PG (In Stereo)
10:00 P.M.
the lives of innocent people Edward G master Steve McQueen, Ann-Margret.
- On Stage (In Stereo)
101)0X0111c-EoxotE) Robinson, Frances Starr, Marian Edward G Robinson 1965
5:00 P.M.
•- MOVIE:'Miracle of the Heart: A
- L.A. Law (CC)
Marsh 1931
cit - News
0- MOVIE:'Sheena'(CC) An Amer
Boys Town Story'
- MOVIE: 'Tango & Cash' (CC)
CU - Nightly Business Report
ican TV producer falls in love with a
5:25 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Summer School'(CC) O - Night Court
Jungle queen out to save the throne of
(CC)
- MOVIE: 'The Witches'
About the Movies: Rita
Crazy
fp)
Live
an African kingdom Tanya Roberts.
Night
Saturday
- Best of
- Studs
5:30 A.M.
Hayworth: Dancing Into the Dream
Ted Wass, Donovan Scott. 1984 (a)- Legend of Prince Valiant(CC) (In (10 - Evening at the Improv
(11 - Up Close (R)
Rated PG (In Stereo)
Stereo)
12:00 P.M.
C - MacGyver Part 1 of 2.
6:00 A.M.
An
• - Scholastic Sports America
Destruction'
MOVIE: 'Shipwrecked (CC)
- MOVIE:'Eve of
- Green Acres
al
efi - MOVIE:'Elmer Gantry' A news- MOVIE: 'Perry Mason: the anti-terrorist agent is called in to end a O - Homeroom
paper man tries to expose the indiscreCase of the Lethal Lesson'(CC) The malfunctioning robot's bloody ram- El) (21( - News (CC)
tions of an opportunist and an evangelveteran attorney defends a young law page Gregory Hines, Renee Souten- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
ist. Bun Lancaster, Jean Simmons,
student accused of murdering the son dilk, Michael Greene 1990 (In Stereo)
Notes from 913
fie - Spenser: For Hire
Shirley Jones 1960
of Mason's longtime friend Raymond •_ American Telecast
WKMS-FM
(In
(R)
(CC)
Hall
the
in
Kids
(R)
SportsCenter
SD
Burr, Barbara Hale 1989 (In Stereo)
7:05 P.M.
National Public Radio affiliThe
Stereo)
6:30 A.M.
5:30 P.M.
e _ MOVIE:'Battle of Britain'
ate heard in Murray and Calloway
0- Christopher Columbus Part 2 of ID - SportsCenter (R)
- The Lion, the Witch and the
2
- Avonlea (CC) (In Stereo)
at 91.3 FM broadcasts MornCounty
- Run, Don't Walk
Wardrobe Animated
€9 - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
news each weekday
Edition
P.M.
ing
7:30
Close
- Up
7:00 A.M.
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
Bordertown
ID
(In
(R)
5 to 9, and All Things
ICC)
from
Dad
Major
morning
O GU is
6:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Company of Killers'
- Frank Pollard
news each afternoon at 4.
Stereo)
Considered
(R)
02 00 CID 0 CID 00
CD - SportsCenter
10:15 P.M.
- Superman
•
WKMS airs a variety of classical.
News
7:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Kid'
(R)
Soul
Video
folk and traditional music. Next
jazz,
(CC)
_
cai
Cheers
O
ID - SportsCenter (13)
Issue
At
P.M.
10:30
(Nov.4-8)on Evening Classics
week
- Mac Neil/Lehrer
o Cr)
- MOVIE:'Armed and Dangerous'
- On Stage (In Stereo)
O - Cosby Show (CC)
(M-F. 7 PM) WKMS will feature:
Newshour (CC)
8:00 A.M.
el- Adventures of the Black Stallion O - Current Affair (CC)
The St. Louis Symphony performO I Dream of Jeannie
Stereo)
(In
(R)
(CC).
(CC)
'The Women of BrewsTonight
MOVIE:
Entertainment
Op0
Elliott Carter's Occasions for
ing
e _ Golden Girls (CC) (In Stereo)
- In Search of the Lord's Way (In Stereo)
ter Place' A portrait of seven strug- Orchestra; Bela Bartok's Concerto
•- Late Night With David Letter- e
(CC).
gling women who share a crumbling
•- Love Connection
•
man (In Stereo)
for Two Piano and Percussion; and
tenement on a dead-end street Oprah
P.M.
Koiak
7:38
•- MacGyver
1989
Mahler's Symphony No. 4 in G.
Tyson
Winfrey, Jackee, Cicely
sio - Mister Ed
- Duff
•
•_ Dangermouse
(Mon.)
A.M.
8:30
•- Screen Scene (R)
8:00 P.M.
- Our Voices
The Cleveland Orchestra perform- MOVIE: 'The Face of Fu Man•
- China Basch
e•Cl) - MOVIE: 'Back to the el - GED: Math VII
Beethoven's "Egmont" Overture;
ing
chu'
- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
Streets of San Francisco' Premiere,
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
Ran's Concert Piece; and "Ein Nei9:00 A.M.
- Murphy Drown ICC) •- MOVIE: 'Young Guns II' (CC)
(E)0
•_ SportsCenter
by R. Strauss. (Tues.)
&sleben"
- SportsCenter (R)
- Best of Saturday Night Live
(R) (in Stereo)
•- Walton*
Chkars mad Pittabersh Symphireks
wild
Experience
Goes
to
'Mr.
SportsCenter
Deeds
MOVIE:
•
American
▪
11. - This Is the Life
bow verlielhad Welds for 1592)
Town' Frank Capra won his second
by Law (CC).
al - MOVIE:'The Gunfighter'
6:05 P.M.
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Best Director Oscar for this tale of a
Holmes Mysteries (R/
Sherlock
• Addams Family
10:35 P.M.
small-town man who inherits $20 m-performing Mendelsson's Symphony
WINF Prima Time Wrestling
go
- Inside Edition (CC)
Ison and reluctantly moves to Manhat6:30 P.M.
No. 1 in c; and Mahler's Symphony
O Dick Van Dyke
up
Tonight Show (R) (In Stereo) tan Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur, George
•cu - Family Feud
EducaAmerica:
in
No. 1 in D (Titan). (Wed.)
Leerning
alt
Bancroft 1936
• _ Night Court
cu - Entertainment Tonight
•
tion pp TOW (CC) Pert 3 of 3
The Pittsburgh Symphony per(in Stereo)
9:05 A.M.
10:45 P.M.
JONOrvilio Now (in Stereo)
•
forming Haydn's Symphony No. 88
News
▪
•- Comedy Club Network On •- MOVIE: 'The Other Side of the in G; Prokofiev's Violin Concerto
MOVIE: 'Shattered Innocence'
Mountain'
- Cosby Show (CC)
▪ (3)
Stereo)
No.2 in g; and Rachrnaninoffs Three
0- Now it Can Be Tote,
- MOVIE: 'Citizen Kane' Orson
9:30 A.M.
11:00 P.M.
Dances. (Thurs.)
Symphonic
an
about
classic
Oscar-winning
Chikken
Welles'
(CC) (in
•- Married... With
- SportsCenter (R)
101•A•8H
•
hosting a program of
Hunt
C.B.
nse
publisher's
ambitious newspaper
Stereo)
cip
- Nightline (CC)
10:00 A.M.
orchestral works on
Joseph Cot- •
Welles.
entertaining
Orson
power
to
(CC)
of
Wheel
Fortune
(tt
•
_ MOVIE:'Target Zero' A lieuten
37) - Golden Girls (CC) (In Stereo)•
ten Dorothy Comingore 194 1 Rated •
Classical Encore. (Fri.)
- Looney Tunes
Arsenio Hail (CC) (R) (In Stereo) ant attempts to lead his men during the
IDPG
- Screen Scene
•- Father Dowling Mysteries (CC) •- David L. Wolper Presents Ho& Korean War
- Be a Star (In Stereo)
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P.M.
se Cl)0 - Capitol
7:30

▪

-MOVIE 'The Luck of the Irish' A
•
reporter meets a lovely Irish colleen
and an unpredictable leprechaun Ty
rone Power Anne Baxter Cecil Kella
way 1947

o 'T

so

-

Critters
Series Premiere (CC) (In Stereo)
13 CL - We Do the Work
MacNeil/Lehrer s
e id rmn iR)

Dean Martin, Loretta Lynn and Tony
Bennett (60 min )(R)

10:00 P.M.
MICESICUSED 5-0X01119

11:05 P.M.
- Candid Camera
- Urban Angel Part 1 of 2 (In
Stereo)
MOVIE:'The Package'(CC) An
Army officer assigned to security at a
disarmament conference becomes involved in an international conspiracy
Gene Hackman, Joanna Cassidy,
Tommy Lee Jones 1989 (In Stereo)

o-

Nightly Business Report
- N.ws
(1)(E0
Newshour (CC)
Video Soul
Court
Night
I Dream of Jeannie
•2i3 _ Degrassi High ICC)
- Golden Girls (CC) (In Stereo)
- Church Street Station (R) In CD Studs at the Improv
CD: ening
O - Late Night With David Letter- Stereo)
man (In Stereo)
MacGyver Part 2 of 2
12:05 P.M.
- Witness to Survival In Stereo)
11:08 P.M.
_ MacGyver
- Green Acres Part 1 of 2
- MOVIE 'Alcatraz The Whole
- Living Truth
Isaacs
Steve
- Darigermouse
Shocking Story' Based on the true
7:38 P.M.
P.M.
11:30
story of the youngest man ever sent to
News
c'rd
- Our Voices
f
-nN
(CC)
a
S
'21
)
M
a
the notorious San Francisco prison and
O 2, - Nightline (CC)
- China Beach
- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
his daring escape plans Michael Beck
Duff 8:00 P.M.
3 - Hard Copy
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- Spenser For Hire
Telly Savalas Ronny Cox 1980 Part 1
E)ntertainment Tonight (CC)
r-e0
- SportsCenter
1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
of 2
. (Li-veS)tate °f • - Bordertown (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
CCIII
i IX
•s
Unittlij
e
Addr
theCU
115
Slte
_ Waltons
O
- State of the Union
12:30 P.M.
ing - Three Billy Goats Gruff/The
0- Howie Mandel: Hooray for How- O - Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
Stereo Live)
(In
(CC).
Address
_ MOVIE 'The Lady in Red
- MOVIE 'Steelyard Blues'
iewouldl!
Three little Pigs Animated Three
- Medical Town Meeting
- Dobie Gillis
- MOVIE 'Children of the goats outwit a troll, a wolf chases three
- Richard Jackson
- MOVIE:'Sweet Poison'(CC)
Damned' Six children with other- pigs (RI (In Stereo)
MOVIE 'Bonnie and Clyde'
10:30 P.M.
- Dick Van Dyke
worldly powers set out to defend
- Backstage With Gary McSpad(R)
Generations
(In
(CC)
Stereo)
Show
- Cosby
themselves from the scientists expen- den
II 2j)- American Experience: Lind- O CL
0- MOVIE:'The Love-Ins' A college
(CC)
Affair
Current
Alan
Hendry
Ian
(R)
menting with them
bergh (CC)
the guru of an
6:05 P.M.
_ Entertainment Tonight(CC) professor becomes
Bade Barbara Ferns 1963
- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
underground campus hippie cult
- Addams Family
•
Stereo))
- MOVIE: 'Notorious' An under1:00 P.M.
James MacArthur, Susan Oliver 1967
- Love Connection
6:30 P.M.
cover CIA agent marries a Russian go
4111 - Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
•_ MOVIE 'The Second Woman'
Family
Feud
CIE
Koiak
arms dealer to infiltrate his organization 0
in
(CCL
_ You Don't Have to Die (CC) The •
(E- Entertainment Tonight (CC). in this remake of Alfred Hitchcock's
- Mister Ed
reai-life struggle of young Jason Gaes •
Skiing: U.S. Men's Pro Tour
1946 classic John Shea, Jenny Rob- Screen Scene (R)
who survived a bout with cancer and (In Stereo)
- Synchronal Research
1992
f3erenson
Marisa
CE
•
ertson,
News
In (23) - Deutsch Direkt
wrote a book about his experience (R)
11:35 P.M.
- Church Street Station (R) (In O0(13 - Lite Night With David
- MOVIE 'Catch Me if You Can' •OID - Cosby Show (CC). (In Stereo) ID - Lady Liberty: A Musical Salute
to America and Freedom Hal Linden Stereo)
Cosby Show (cc)
1:30 P.M.
Letterman (R) (In Stereo)
hosts this compilation of music videos II) - Dream On (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
goo - Now It Can Be Told
111- MOVIE 'Gypsy Cott' A young 0celebrating freedom Guests include
A.M.
Halrd2
White 152
the
(In
of
Lair
'The
(CC).
With
MOVIE:
Children
Married...
girl is broken-hearted when a drought
Martin Sheen and Tony Danza (60 Worm' Four friends cross paths with a
Copy
Stereo)
ie
c
_
forces her parents to sell her beloved
mmn )
demonic temptress after uncovering 0 JD - Matlock (CC)
Wheel of Fortune (CC).
pony Donna Corcoran Ward Bond.
Father Dowling Ilitylieries (CC) the skull of an ancient creature in the
Now It Can Be Told
- Looney Tunes
Frances Dee 1954
411 Stereo)
(In
English countryside
Miller (In Stereo)
- MOVIE 'The Witches' (CC) A •
Dennis
- Screen Scene
CD
o _ Ron Herrod
- MOVIE 'Help Wanted: Kids'
coven of witches hatches an evil
Kennedy Center Honors: A Ce- Be a Star (In Stereo)
ge
8:30 P.M.
- Best of Saturday Night Live
scheme to transform the children of
lebration of the Performing Arts Gre_ 1 ,1 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
- Kennedy Center Honors: A Ce- SportsCenter (60 min
England into mice Anielica Huston Mai
gory Peck, Roy Acuff, Betty Comden
at
Purdue
- College Basketball:
O
Arts
Performing
the
of
lebration
MOVIE 'The Hangman'
Zetterling. Jasen Fisher 1990 Rater! Indiana 2 hrs (Live)
and Adolph Green, tap dancers Fayard
GI - Get Smart Part 2 of 3
PG (In Stereo)
and Harold Nicholas and music director
10:35 P.M.
O - Legend of Pecos Bill (CC)
MOVIE: 'Ferris Bueller's Day
Robert Shaw are honored, from the
P.M.
(cc)
Edition
Inside
00 Jessy Dixon
Off' (CC) A teen-age whiz kid plays
Kennedy Center Opera House in WashRich
eIt
P
icc)
MOVIEStrik
2:0
Stereo)
_
- Tonight Show (In
6:35 P.M.
hooky from school, borrows a vintage on
ington, D.C. (2 hrs)
Court
Night
_ Road Race of the Month Miami go - Sanford and Son
Ferrari and heads off to do the town
is- MOVIE:'10' A songwriter caught
Marathon (R)
1 1:00 P.M.
College Basketball: Alabama at
in a mid-life crisis pursues his dream girl
7:00 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
al Go - MASH
from Beverly Hills to Mexico. Dudley
Full House (CC). (In South Carolina (2 hrs )(Live)
OCIDOCE61O - NCAA Final Four Highlights
CE ois - Nightline (CC)
- MOVIE:'Armed and Dangerous'
Moore, Julie Andrews, Bo Derek
Stereo)
1986 Louisville Duke Kansas and
0CIO - Golden Girls (CC) (In Stereo)
- Patty Duke
- In the Heat of the Night
CL
0
•
LSU
- Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- Live From L.A. (R)
(CC( (In
3:00 P.M.
Kennedy: In His Own
no ID so l _ Rescue 911 (CC). (In Stereo)
- Paid Program
_ MOVIE:'Memphis' A kidnapper Stereo)
Words
Law & Order (CC) (R)(In O-B°bby
- MOVIE: 'Kill Reflex' A streetunexpectedly forms a maternal bond 0
- Word on Words
e.)
i7:-961°- HP°me.Mtmnt.
ra
StecE
g:
wise cop seeks revenge against his
Tenin
captive
1950s
with her young
15 Looney Tunes
partner's killer. Bo Svenson, Fred MI0 - MOVIE: lronweed' Based on as cu so rft - CBS News Special: 0
nessee Based on a novel by Shelby William Kennedy's Pulitzer Prizeham son 1990 Rated NR
Love
on the U1141 (CC) Election
Midnight
America
Foote Cybill Shepherd, Moses Gunn
winning account of a few days in the year reports on the U.S. economy
- Ughtmusic
- Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
John Laughlin 1992
life of Depression-era drifter Francis Viewers are invited to participate in a
It's Garry Shandling's Show
12:05 A.M.
Ed
Frontier'
Last
- MOVIE: 'The
Phelan Jack Nicholson, Meryl Sheep, national phone-in survey. Anchored by
- MOVIE 'Edward Scissorhands'
- Personals (In Stereo)
intensifies his efforts to obtain the Carroll Baker 1987
Dan Rather 160 min ((In Stereo)
- Daniel and the Towers
ranch while Kafe and Nick continue
Cli) - Lifestyle Magazine
- MOVIE:'48 HRS.'
0 - Age 7 in the U.S.S.R. Seven
their love affair Linda Evans, Jack
year-olds from four Soviet republics
Own
His
In
Kennedy:
Bobby
Thompson, Jason Robards 1986
Words A video portrait of Bobby Ken- share their impressions of Soviet soO - MOVIE: 'Edward Scissorhands' nedy. featuring news footage, private ciety and the changes facing their nahome movies and tapes of his voice
3:30 P.M.
ti°n- IN
0 nlm)
6ews
n(CC)
_ MOVIE 'The NeverEnding from the Kennedy Library (90 min ) O
7:25 A.M.
_ Murder, She Wrote (CC)
Star Trek: The Next Generation
Story' (CC) A 10-year-old bookworm
- MOVIE: 'In Search of Golden
(CC) (In Stereo)
becomes an imaginary kingdom's last so _ mot* & Mindy Part 2 of 2
5:00 A.M.
Sky'
▪ - Dragnet
- Sanford
chance for survival Noah Hathaway.
11)MOVIE:
'Racing With the Moon'
Chem
Barret Oliver. Tami Stronach 1984
_ NBA Basketball Chicago Bulls
- Wrestling: Clash of the
7:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Pride of the YanRated PG (In Stereo)
at San Antonio Spurs From the Hem- Pion* RI
0- SportsCenter (R)
Yankee
York
New
of
story
kees' The
- How the Rhinoceros Got Its isFair Arena (2 hrs . 20 min )(Live)
0..111t - Germans Are Coming A his8:00 A.M.
Skin and How the Camel Got Its 02i - Kentucky General Assembly toey of German immigrants who settled slugger Lou Gehrig is presented Gary
ag
MOVIE
'Beyond the Stars' A
BrenWalter
Wright,
Teresa
Cooper,
Rump Animated
century,
the
in Open Session
in Wisconsin at the turn of
boy
dreams
of becoming an as
with
nan
1942
and the alienation they faced with the
Stage (In Stereo)
4:00 P.M.
tronaut becomes disillusioned after
min ((In so _ MOVIE 'The Gold of Naples'
(60
I
War
World
of
outbreak
Law
L.A.
(CC)
_
meeting the moonwalker he idolizes
_ MOVIE 'The Young Magician'
5:30 A.M.
- MOVIE 'Sleeping With the Stereo)
4:30 P.M.
9:00 A.M.
War'
of
_ MOVIE: 'Tides
O Up Close (R)
Enemy' (CC)
- NCAA Today
MOVIE 'Clara's Heart' (CC) A
Gloof
career
film
The
Achievers
6:00 A.M.
_ MOVIE • 'Three the Hard Way'
Jamaican housekeeper helps a young
5:00 P.M.
Three friends join forces to smash an ria Swanson, from her days as a silent
- SportsCenter IR)
with his parents' crumbling
ma
boy
futuristic
A
'Slipstream'
MOVIE:
O
organization plotting racial genocide film star to her Oscar-nominated come
6:30 A.M.
cop matches wits with the merciless
Jim Brown. Fred Williamson. Jim Kelly back on 1950's -Sunset Boulevard
- SportsCenter (R)
bounty hunter who kidnapped his pri1974 Rated R
- Most Wanted
- SportsCenter (R)
- Gulliver's Travels Animated The
soner an android wanted for murder
- 700 Club
- A Ducktaies' Valentino
- MOVIE 'The Shop Around the
adventurous Gulliver is shipwrecked On
Mark Hemel, BM Paxton, Bill Peck
Corner' (CC) Ernst Lubitsch s classic
- Best of Saturday Night Live
- CoPe
an island inhabited by the tiny Lillipu1989 Rated PG-13
account of two bickering shop clerks
1.1 - Pin Tin Tin K-9 Cop (CC) (In
P.M.
9:20
(R)
tians
•_ NBA Today
who have fallen in love with one an
Stereo)
- MOVIE 'Trackdown
7:00 A.M.
other through the Tail James Stewart
5:15 P.M.
al- MOVIE:'Rod Blooded Amertcan
- MOVIE 'Pool of London'
19
Margaret
Sullavan Frank Morgan
foo - MOVIE: 'Strangers on a Train' Girl'
9:30 P.M.
- SportaCenter (R)
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
5:30 P.M.
- Catch the Spirit
9:05 A.M.
7:15 A.M.
Generations
O - MOVIE: 'Fun and Fancy Free
7:05 P.M.
_ MOVIE 'A Perfect Match' A fa
- MOVIE 'From Beyond the
6:00 P.M.
- MOVIE 'Avalanche Express' A al - Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
Olson designer s life is suddenly three
A sinister antique shop prov
OCEIDOCDOCCO•Cit train, carrying a top Soviet defector, is •- Sinatra and Friends A Frank Sin- Grave'
of toned by the onslaught of a mysterious
for
quartet
the
framework
this
ides
featurspecial,
Library
Television
atra
News
the target of agents out to stop his freeillness
ing performances with Natalie Cole. British horror stories
MOO
dp CL - Cheers (CC)
113
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10:45 P.M.
John days following the attack on Pearl Harversion
Colorized
panese
- MOVIE:'Loves of Lady Chatterbor John Wayne, Kirk Douglas, PatriWayne, Anthony Quinn, Beulah Bondi
ley' A stableman arouses the passions
cia Neal 1965
1945
(In of D H Lawrence's infamous heroine
(R)
(CC)
Crypt
the
Tales
From
Assembly
General
Kentucky
Si
Malu, Mack Kiran, Anthony Steffen
Stereo)
- Up Close
in Open Session
9:30 A.M.
1990 Rated NR
MOVIE:'Big Man on Campus'
Mary
0Hour
P.M.
Music
Hitchhiker
lovestruck
4:35
A
Maid'
The
ela- MOVIE:
Our
of
Years
The
the
Best
11:00 P.M.
with
'The
Animated
MOVIE:
performs
EDCarpenter
becomes
Travels
Chapin
- Gulliver's
financial wizard inadvertently
on O'Kanes, James McMurtry, Darden Lives' William Wyler's multiple Oscar 111
- MASH
a domestic housekeeper to the woman adventurous Gulliver is shipwrecked
readjust- O
Nightline
an island inhabited by the tiny Lillipu- Smith and Shawn Colvin at Nashville's winner about the postwar
he's been hired to replace
(60 min ) (R) ments of three veterans returning to
Festival
Lights
Summer
(R)
Golden Girls (CC) (In Stereo)
tians
(R)
- SportsCenter
civilian life Fredric March, Myrna Loy
(In Stereo)
O - Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
5:00 P.M.
11:00 A.M.
Dana Andrews 1946
Law (CC)
L.A.
Our Century. The War Years (R)
(19Tour
PGA
the
- Inside
- MOVIE: The Great Sinner' A
ED - Most Wanted
- MOVIE:'Network'
- Equalizer
brilliant young writer falls in love with a
5:30 P.M.
- 700 Club
- MOVIE: 'Flashback' (CC) A
- Looney Tunes
beautiful gambler Gregory Peck, Ava
MOVIE: 'All's Fair'
•
- Cope
FBI agent gets some lesuptight
young,
1949
0- Midnight Love
Douglas
Gardner, Melvin
Venture
Bunjee
- The Amazing
sons in life from the 1960s radical he is
9:05 P.M.
- Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
•- MOVIE: 'A Bridge Too Far'
Animated Karen and Andy take a trip assigned to bring to justice Dennis
This: The Times of Peter
Picture
- It's Garry Shandling's Show
•
as - MOVIE: 'Green Card' (CC) A in their father's time machine to the age Hopper, Kiefer Sutherland, Carol Kane Bogdanovich in Archer City, Texas
ED - Women's College Basketball:
prudish American must convince immi- of dinosaurs (60 min.) (R)
1990 Rated R (In Stereo)
Nevada-Las Vegas at Long Beach
9:30 P.M.
gration officials that she married a boh- 0- SportsCenter
- MOVIE:'The Purple People EaState (2 hrs (Live)
emian Frenchman for love, not conveniPilot (CC) A teen-age girl who's ter' Sheb Wooley's pop hit inspired 0- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Andie an outcast among her peers disguises
Depardieu,
Gerard
- Synchronal Research
ence
- Generations
this story about a 12-year -old who
MacDowell, Babe Neuwirth 1990
herself to compete against her school's makes friends with a musically inclined •
11:05 P.M.
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
break-dancing champion (R)
extra-terrestrial Ned Beatty, Shelley •- Dream On (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- Candid Camera
Winters, Neil Patrick Harris 1988
12:00 P.M.
- Scene of the Crime (RI (In
6:00 P.M.
10:00 P.M.
Rated PG
Stereo)
•- Last Electric Knight (CC) A IEDCE)
Newx 00 CIO ACIDS moa IDID
OCEIDC:00000(E
- Best of Saturday Night Live
young karate champion becomes in11:08 P.M.
(In Al- News
(R)
volved with a hard-nosed New York
(CC)
Jake
Brother
Big
Cheers (CC).
CIDn
Steve Isaacs
so
cir
Nightly
Report
Business
City cop (60 min )(R)
0 3
, 3•10- MacNeil/Lehrer Stereo)
Night Court
11:30 P.M.
•- Skiing: U.S. Men's Pro Tour Newshour (CC).
- MOVIE: 'Texasville'
0- Studs
Nightline (CC)
Lives
Changed
•- MOVIE: 'Good Morning, Miss
- I Dream of Jeannie
- Evening at the Improv
01311 - Hard Copy
Dove' Flashbacks reveal how a prim
7:05 P.M.
- Golden Girls (CC) (In Stereo)
- MacGyver
0lID - Now It Can Be Told (R)
schoolmarm influenced two generaSon
LetterDavid
and
With
Night
IED
Late
- Sanford
tions of New England townspeople
O - Green Acres Part 2 of 2
O _ Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
man (In Stereo)
7:30 P.M.
Jennifer Jones, Robert Stack, Kipp
- MOVIE: 'Take This Job and O - MOVIE - 'New Orleans After
•
- MacGyver
Hamilton 1955
CU CE - Wonder Years(CC) Shove It' Blue-collar workers stand up Dark'
•
Dangerrnouse
(In Stereo)
to brewery bosses. Robert Hays, Bar
P.M.
- Dobie Gillis
12:05
- Our Voices
- Brooklyn Bridge (CC) bara Hershey, Eddie Albert 1981
ou so
MOVIE: 'Alcatraz: The Whole
0- Generations (RI
- China Beach
- New Attitude
Part 3 of 3 (In Stereo)
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
Shocking Story'
- Inside the NFL (60 min ) (In
- Superman
0 21 - News (CC)
(CC)
P.M.
12:30
Stereo)
•- Hitchhiker Music Hour
o - Video Soul (R)
•_ In Search of the Lord's Way
0- MOVIE: 'The President's Lady'
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- Spenser For Hire
(CC)
P.M.
12:45
College Basketball: North Caro- De
i:FiftY
7
Mansion (CC) (R)
Maniac
ep
0MOVIE: 'Desperate Hours'(CC)
11:35 P.M.
eD - MOVIE: 'Spies Like Us' (CC) lina State at Wake Forest (2 hrs
ED - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- Late Night With David Letter(3- Insight
(Live)
1:00 P.M.
man (R) (In Stereo)
- SportsCenter (60
7:35 P.M.
- Wattons
- MOVIE: 'Affair in Havana' A
- Bordertown (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
11:50 P.M.
Hawks
Atlanta
Basketball:
NBA
IDRobinson
Srnokey
murder
in
triangular love affair results
- For These Times
Bradley
'Diplomatic Immunity'
From
Bucks
MOVIE:
at
Milwaukee
Profiles
John Cassavetes, Raymond Burr, Sara
Center (2 hrs , 25 min ((Live)
10:05 P.M.
12:00 A.M.
Shane 1957
6:05 P.M.
•- MOVIE: 'The Last Picture
7:38 P.M.
- Hard Copy
Fluppy Dogs Animated
- Addams Family
Show' In the early '50s, the lives of the
Duff
01311) Matlock (CC)
ea - Boxing (90 minI (R)
6:30 P.M.
residents of a small Texas town inter- News (R)
8:00 P.M.
•- MOVIE: 'Look Who's Talking Ea CE - Family Feud
twine as its only movie theater pre O
Walters
Miller (In Stereo)
Dennis
Barbara
0UOEICEOC
Jeff
(CC)
Bottoms,
Tonight
t
1:20 P.M.
Entertainmen
pares to close Timothy
- First Flights (R)
0- MOVIE:'Brass Legend' A sheriff (In Stereo)
0CID as - Jake and the Fatman Bridges, Clons Leachman 1971
- MOVIE: 'Duel of Ultimate Wearescues a young boy who helped him O 3)- News
(CC) Part 1 of 2 (In Stereo)
10:30 P.M.
A young man seeks the aid of a
pons'
Hugh
apprehend a vicious killer
(In
(CC).
The
(211) - Empire of the Air:
CID
(31) ID - Cosby Show
- Cosby Show (CC). (In Stereo)
El
martial arts master to avenge the death
O'Brian, Nancy Gates, Raymond Burr
Men Who Made Radio (CC) Ken
Stereo)
(CC).
Affair
Current
of his foster father Kent Ko, Wong
1956
Burns profiles three men responsible
O - Now It Can Be Told (R)
- Entertainment Tonight (CC) Cheng Li, David Chang 1978
0
FoLee
de
inventors
radio
creating
for
(In
(CC).
2:00 P.M.
0- Married.., With Children
(In Stereo)
0- Patty Duke
rest and Edwin Howard Armstrong.
- MOVIE: 'Vera Cruz' A pair of Stereo)
eD - Love Connection
(In
(2
)
Sarnoff
hrs
- MOVIE: 'Freebie and the Bean'
David
and mogul
mercenaries take up sides in the Mexi- (9()- Wheel of Fortune (CC)
- Kojak
Stereo)
- Live From L.A. (R)
Burt
Lancaster,
Gary
Cooper,
War
can
- Looney Tunes
- Mister Ed
(R)
Flights
Paid Program
First
ID
Denise Darcel 1954
E) - Screen Scene
Screen Scene (R)
MOVIE: 'The Wackiest Ship in
MOVIE: 'Child of Darkness.
•
•
Stereo)
(In
2:30 P.M.
Ell Be a Star
- GED: Math VIII: Angles
the Army A World War II Naval officer
light'(CC) A Vatican priest is ED
of
Child
ED- MOVIE:'Mad About You'
•- Valentine's Day Under the Um- sent to investigate the apparent virgin so - Best of Saturday Night Live
is sent on a top-secret mission with a
•- Speedweek: NASCAR Year in brella Tree Everyone learns that love pregnancies of two young women An- MOVIE: 'II:onside' A paralyzed crew of misfits Jack Lemmon, Ricky
friendincluding
meanings,
many
has
Review (R)
thony Denison, Sela Ward, Paxton chief of detectives tracks down the sni- Nelson, Chips Rafferty 1961
ship
Whitehead 1991 (In Stereo)
per who disabled him in this pilot for the
3:00 P.M.
- Lightmusic
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
TV series Raymond Burr, Geraldine
1112) - Dick Van Dyke
at - MOVIE:'Crack in the World' An
12:05 A.M.
Life
the
This
Is
Brooks, Gene Lyons 1967
- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
ill-conceived plan to develop energy re0 12; - Personals (In Stereo)
6:35 P.M.
sources imperils the entire planet Dana
- MOVIE: 'The Face of Fear'
10:35 P.M.
12:10 A.M.
Andrews, Janette Scott, Kieron
- Sanford and Son
- College Basketball: Miami at
Inside Edition (
MOVIE: 'Alligator Eves'
Moore 1965
Pittsburgh (2 hrs (Live)
MissisBasketball:
7:00 P.M.
College
- MOVIE: 'Leona Helmsley. The
12:15 A.M.
- Dinosaurs (CC) (R) •- Father Dowling Mysteries (CC) sippi at Kentucky (2 hrs Japed/
CE0CID
Queen of Mean' Based on the life of
(In Stereo)
'Vanessa'
MOVIE:
Court
Night
_
it
ala
Tennessee
Basketball:
- College
Leona Helmsley, the New York hotel
(3 - American Telecast
hrs I (Live)
12
State
Louisiana
at
1989
in
crumbled
mogul whose empire
8:30 P.M.
us - Davis Rules (CC) Part
on charges of tax fraud Suzanne Plesh2 of 2 (In Stereo)
OT,- Seinfeld (CC) (In Stereo)
ette. Lloyd Bridges. Joe Regalbuto
O (1F) - Unsolved Mysteries (CC) (In CD - Disaster Chronicles (RI
1990
Stereo)
- Get Smart Part 3 of 3
Golden
of
Search
'In
•- MOVIE:
6:00 A.M.
0(ID - Brooklyn Bridge (CC)
• Supersense
Sky'
(R)
SportsCenter
•
_ First United Methodist Church
O - MOVIE: 'Paradise Alley' Three
3:35 P.M.
5:00 A.M.
A.M.
6:30
profesof
world
the
enter
brothers
9:00 P.M.
•- MOVIE: 'Knute Rockne. All sional wrestling as a way out of the
MOVIE:'Camille' A consumptive
- Storybook Musicals. The Ice
aa - Civil Wars(CC) (In 111sa
American' Fact-based account of the
ID
O
courtesan s first true love affair Queen's Mittens (CC) Animated
French
Kitchen
Hell's
York's
New
of
slums
legenDame's
Notre
of
Stereo)
career
life and
turns tragic Greta Garbo, Robert Tay- Freezelda the Ice Queen needs mittens,
Sylvester Stallone, Armand Assante,
Op- To Be Announced
dary football coach Colorized version
lor, Lionel Barrymore 1936
so three kittens had better look out (RI
1978
Canalito
Lee
Pat O'Brien, Ronald Reagan Gale Page
- 48 Hours: Cops on
Or)
(In
A.M.
Stereo)
Alcatraz'
5:30
From
'Escape
- MOVIE:
1940 (In Stereo)
Trial (CC) (In Stereo)
Playhouse A Town's • SportsCenter (R)
Family
(R)
(3
Years
War
The
- News (CC)
4:00 P.M.
ED- Our Century
Revenge
7:00 A.M.
- Murder, She Wrote (CC)
- Storybook Musicals: Happy
- Star Trek: The Next Generation
•
- MOVIE 'Springfield Rifle' A a- MOVIE:'The Inspector General
•
Olivia
Mindy
(CC)
You
(In
Animated
&
to
Stereo)
Mork
Birthday
court-martialed Army motor goes unwants a special song for her birthday,
- In Search Of... (A)
- New Attitude
cover to unmask the head of an 0- MOVIE:'Cabaret' The rise of the
der
but who will write it (R) (In Stereo)
asa - MOVIE:'Back to Bataan' Cut off O - Dragnet
outlaw band stealing Army rifles Gary Nazi party is reflected in the upheaval of
111 - Skiing: Women's Pro Tour
from his troops, an American Army co_ MOVIE: 'In Harm's Way' A Cooper, Phyllis Thaxter, David Brian individual lives Liza Minnefli, Joel Grey,
lonel organizes native Filipinos into a World War 11 Naval officer is assigned
4:30 P.M.
Michael York 1972 Rated PG
Up Close (R)
Jaguerrilla strike force against the
to reclaim Japanese-held islands in the
ea _ MOVIE 'Ski Patrol'
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sorority Sasha Jenson, Knsty Swan
10:35 P.M.
- Special Valentine With the Fa
O - Inside Edition (CC)
mill
'
, Circus When Dolly comes home son, Jeannie Moore 191)0.?Rated NR
- Rockumentary Video Collection 113 - Tonight Show (In Stereo)
from school with a homemade valentine for her parents the rest of the kids, 41 - College Basketball. Southern 65) 1Z _ Night Court
even PJ. Jump on the bandwagon to Mississippi at Tulane (2 hrs ((Live)
2:00 P.M.
10:45 P.M.
- SportsCenter ;I:0
make cards An animated special
9:00 P.M.
MOVIE.
'The
Pink
Panther'
Inbusted
ED - MOVIE:
A
110
'Cage'
age'
p.
Generation'
- MOVIE
(A)
comic
strip
based
on
the
cocusi- Primetime Live
competent Inspector Clouseau tracks a
series pilot about a mother s plans for a
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
Jewel thief who lust so happens to be
00CU - LA. Law (CC) (In Stereo)
major family reunion on the eve of the
•L - MASH
- College Basketball: Duke at 0c-juea)- Knots Landing (CC) (In
his own wife's lover Peter Sellers
21st century Richard Beyrner, Hanna
O
a
"L
cI
_E
G04
- dNeing hGt nse(c
(ccc)
((Live)
hrs
Florida State (2
David Niven, Capucine 1964
Cutrona Marta DuBois 1985
Stereo)
Girls
(In Stereo)
- Gloria
Black
College
Sports
Today
X - Alfred I. DuPont-Columbia • - Arsenio Hall
7:30 A.M.
(CC)
(In
Stereo)
6:35 P.M.
Awards in Broadcast Journalism
2:30 P.M.
•- SportsCenter (RI
- Kingdom of Nature (R)
Sanford
and
Son
(19
e - Snowmobile Racing Formula
- Star Trek: The Next Generation
8:00 A.M.
- Looney Tunes
Series -- Georgian Cup From
(CC) (In Stereo)
7:00 P.M.
_ Inside the NFL (60 man ) (R) (In One
C) - Midnight Love
Owens Sound Ont (R)
Brute
Force: The History of
2 13 1 119 - MOVIE:'Columbo
Stereol
- Nashville Now (R) In Stereo
Weapons at War (R)
Agenda for Murder' (CC)
3:00 P.M.
- It's Garry Shandling's Show
9:00 .M.
Afterschool Spe- 00 CL - Cosby Show (CC) (In C!) - Dragnet
ED - MOVIE: 'Eddie Murphy Raw'
MOVIE: 'A Question of Guilt ISMOCIDIDe
Stereo)
cu
cial: A Question About Sex (CC)
C)- MOVIE: 'Experiment in Terror'
41- MOVIE:'The Lady Vanishes An
41 - Amazing Games: New Zealand
- PGA Golf. Pebble Beach Pro Am O
Top Cops (CC) (In ED :113 - Frontline (CC) (R)
elderly Englishwoman disappears from (2 hrs
(60 min ((A)
Stereo)
(Live)
61) - MOVIE: 'The Two Jakes' (CC)
a European express train Michael Red
- Catch the Spirit
- MOVIE: 'The Killer Who 0CL - Tennessee Crossroads
- MOVIE: 'The Thing' An arctic
grave Raul Lukas Margaret Lock Wouldn't Die' This busted TV pilot
11:05 P.M.
Bulls Eye
research station becomes a battle zone
wood 1938
follows a former detective's perilous ▪ - Simpsons (CC) (R) I(n Stereo)
- Candid Camera
when an alien invader is thawed from
- SportsCenter IR)
hunt for the murderer of a friend Mike
- Kingdom of Nature
- Silk Stalkings (R) (In Stereo)
the ice Kenneth Tobey, Margaret Sher- O
•-- MOVIE The Searchers'
Connors Samantha Eggar Patrick
idan, Robert Cornthwaite 1951
_
Murder, She Wrote (CC)
W - MOVIE:'A Gun in the House' A
0 Neal 1976
9:05 A.M.
woman who shot and killed an intruder
- Most Wanted
0 Mork & Mindy
- MOVIE: 'Scandal in a Small
•- MOVIE 'Confessions of a Maris prosecuted by a district attorney
- 700 Club
Desmonds
C)
ried Man' A man, known as a good Town'
- MOVIE: 'Communion' (CC) bent on a murder conviction
• - Trials of Life Part 5 of 6 (R)
husband and father has a secret that
3:30 P.M.
11:08 P.M.
ED 21 - Main Street: Corvette
Cope
C)could destroy everything he has
- MOVIE: 'Teen Witch' A drab
Isaacs
Steve
ISOn
Stage
(In
Stereo)
worked for Robert Conrad Jennifer student uses her magical powers to
9:30 P.M.
Warren Mary Crosby 1983
11:20 P.M.
O - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
win the boy of her dreams Robyn (g) - L.A. Law (CC)
ED - MOVIE: 'Criminal Justice'(CC) O - Generations
- MOVIE:'The Rain Killer' A hardLively Dan Gauthier Joshua Miller
9:30 A.M.
- MOVIE:'My Blue Heaven'(CC)
boiled L A cop tracks a serial killer
1989 Rated PG 13 (In Stereo)
- SportsCenter (R)
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
whose preferred prey is rain-drenched
- My Dad Can't Be Crazy. Can Erl - MOVIE: 'Vincent and Me'
10:30 A.M.
10:00 P.M.
women Ray Sharkey, David Beecroft,
He? (CC)
- Best of Saturday Night live
•_ You Don't Have to Die (CC)
e
CE0 rT0OD00 Tama Coleridge 1990 Rated R
That's
My
Dog
(RI
(In
Stereo)
4:00
P.M.
(ft - News
10:45 A.M.
11:30 P.M.
CO - MOVIE: 'Lock Up'
ED - MOVIE 'The Wreck of the Mary 0- MOVIE 'House on Haunted Hill
ED 21 - News (CC)
- Nightline
(a)
Preview
Party
Motoworld
Deere' The officer of a deserted ship
Studs
AG
PG
- Hard Copy
fonds himself accused of negligence
7:05 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
- Evening at the Improv
- Now It Can Be Told
Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston Michael ED - Thoroughbred Digest
CB - MOVIE: 'Sybil' Emmy-winning
f: Pebble Beach Pro Am
- Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
O
Redgrave 1959
account of a psychiatrist's study of a (2 hrs I (RI
5:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Ironweed' Based on
woman who developed 16 personali- 0- Green Acres Part 1 of 2
•
11:00 A.M.
- MOVIE 'The Paper Chase' A ties
William Kennedy's Pulitzer Prizeas
a
result
of
a
traumatic
childhood
- MOVIE. 'Fever Pitch'
C)- Desmonds
young law student attempts to impress
winning account of a few days in the
Sally Field, Joanne Woodward, Brad
a tyrannical professor while unwittingly
ED - On Stage (A) (In Stereo)
11:05 A.M.
life of Depression-era drifter Francis
Davis 1976
For Hire
- MOVIE: 'Sadat' A portrait of the falling in love with his daughter Timoa)
Phelan
7:30 P.M.
life of the Egyptian statesman from his thy Bottoms Lindsay Wagner. John
s
terl Inside
side the NFL (60 min.) (A) (In O - Dobie Gillis
C)
00Cl)- Different World (CC) In
military career to his efforts to bring Houseman 1973 Rated PG
▪ - Generations
Stereo)
peace to the Middle East Louis Gossett ED - MOVIE: 'Generation'
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
y,
Dodd
'MaybedNightsBoafbMolly
ivio
Days
CO
8
Tennessee
Jr Madolyn Smith. John Rhys-Davies
Outdoorsmen
(1) - Bordertown (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
5:15 P.M.
MOVIE:
0 - NBA Basketball. Chicago Bulls CO - Nelson Price
1983 Part 1 of 2
- MOVIE: 'The Hospital' Life and
- Synchronal Research
at Houston Rockets From the Summit
12:00 P.M.
death in a major city medical center is
10:30 P.M.
11:35 P.M.
O - Drexell's Class (CC) (R) (In
- MOVIE: 'The Sword in the depicted
teRdatGeoprge
G C Scott Diana Rigg
0X - Cosby Show (CC) (In Stereo) 00
Stereo)
- Late Night With David
9
Rated
Stone'(CC) Animated
SCItere-o)Current Affair (CC)
Letterman (R) (In Stereo)
- Superman
5:30 P.M.
_ America's Horse 160 min )
CE)- Entertainment Tonight (CC)
- Video Soul (A)
11:45 P.M.
- Fuzzbucket (CC) A troubled 12_ MOVIE: 'For Love or Money' A
Kentucky
Afield
- MOVIE: 'Die! Die! My Darling!'
wealthy woman hires a lawyer to play year old boy finds solace by retreating
Love
- American Music Shop (R) (In
matchmaker for her three daughters to his treehouse and talking with Fuzz'
Halrdcopy
2:00 A.M.
eCon
Bn
uecti
sinZ Report
$) Nightly
00
bucket his invisible friend 160 min 1(R) fliilltKirk Douglas. Mitzi Gaynor Gig Young
Kohak
O
Stereo)In-eolflou Asked for It. Again (R) (In
1963
- Up Close
▪
- Matlock (CC).
- Mister Ed
Ster
•
I
- News (R)
12:05 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
(R)
Screen
cr
Scene
- Joy of Music
- Dennis Miller (In Stereo)
- MOVIE 'They Only Kill Their II 2 01111T1211
€11121 12
011,1 - Voices & Visions (CC)
7:38 P.M.
News
Masters'
Class of the 20th Century:
American Music Shop (R) (In
C) Duff
2
11.1e9p.51.
2
z-1955 Part 5 of 12. (R)
Paarct N1eiolifLe
- Csi
ll7s
21 1 CC)_ M
W
o
in
Stereo)
12:30 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
O - Elvis '56 Broadcast performance O - Boxing: Gabriel Ruelas vs. Ben
hrer
- MOVIE 'Montana' An aging
Cheers (CC) (In Stereo)
•
clips from 1956, including Presley's
Newshour CC)
cowhand faces stiff opposition from
CL)e - Street Stories(CC) (In appearances on "The Ed Sullivan 0- Patty Duke
•
his wife when he announces his deci- 0 I Dream of Jeannie
Stereo)
Show- and "The Steve Allen Show
•- Live From LA (R)
sion to sell their ranch to a power com- Golden Girls (CC) (In Stereo)
(6.0_mBonig)(R
Pict
) ure
- Mystery! Prime Suspect 0
Paid Program
pany Richard Crenna Gena Rowlands,
- Lets Night With David Letter- ▪
(CC) Part 2 of 3
Justin Deas 1990
enture (R)
0
158 Spirit o Adventure
men (In Stereo)
•- Beverly Hills. 90210(CC) (R)(In
go- MOVIE.'Won Ton Ton. the Dog
- Lightmusic
MacGyver
- SportsCenter
Stereo)
Who Saved Hollywood'
12:05 A.M.
- Dangerrnouse
- MOVIE 'Drums Along the Mo- Class of the 20th Century: hawk'
12:45 P.M.
Personals (In Stereo)
voices
▪
- our
•
1I ,,p
54:-1955 Part 5 of 12
- MOVIE 'Mr & Mrs Bndge' •- China Beech
n
9e - Boxing Gabriel Ruelas vs. Ban
(CC) An upper class couple faces a
1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
crumbling marriage and the growing in
•- SportsCentrir
dependence of their children Paul
• Dick Van Dyke
- Walton*
Newman Joanne Woodward Kyra
ED 11 - Nova (CC)
Sedgwick 1990 Rated PG-13 (In 0 Christopher Closeup
▪ SportsCenter (R)
€F.) Nashville Now (In Stereo(
1/31/92
Stereo)
6:05 P.M.
7:00 A.M.
- MOVIE 'Notorious' An under
5:00 A.M.
Addams Family
1:00 P.M.
over CIA agent marries a Russian
- MOVIE 'In Enemy Country'
arms dealer to infiltrate his organization 81- MOVIE:'THX - 1138'
0- MOVIE 'In Enemy Country' An
- SportsCenter (R)
6:30 P.M.
n this remake of Alfred Hitchcock's 121 - MOVIE: 'Woman of the River'
Allied intelligence officer leads his men 0
- Family Feud
- MOVIE 'Eliminators' A debehind enemy lines to steal Germany s • - Entertainment Tonight (CC) 1946 classic John Shea, Jenny Robmented scientist transforms a downed
5:15 A.M.
ertson, Marisa Berenson 1992
new secret torpedo Tony Franciosa,
pilot into a cyborg Patrick Reynolds,
Stereo)
▪ - MOVIE: 'The BOW' (CC)
Amanette Comer Guy Stock well
•- Rockumentary
Roy Dotoce Andrew Prine 1986
1968
Confession A
Rated PG (In Stereo)
5:30 A.M.
Cosby Show (CC) (In •- MOVIE . 'Fatal
Father Dowling Mystery' (CC)
•- MOVIE 'The Big Bus'
- Up Close (RI
Stereo)
113l)
7:30 A.M.
.
119'ip-New
-s
114 - America's Cup '92 IR)
- Invitation to Life
6:00 A.M.
- Now It Can Be Told
ED - SportsCenter (R)
_ MOVIE. 'Crimes and Misde
• SportsCenter (R)
- Married With Children (CC)
8:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
meanors' (CC)
Pan I of 2 (In Stereo)
6:30 A.M.
- How to Prevent a Heart Attack
00 $.! - Wings (CC) (In Stereo)
• - Wheel of Fortune (i'(,)
1:30 P.M.
- MOVIE 'Buckeye and Blue' A (CC) Host Walter Cronktte details the
O - Get Smart
- Woman Who Raised a Bear as 41 - Looney Tunes
•
0_ MOVIE 'Dream Trap' A smitten lovelorn young woman loins a desper warning symptoms of a heart attack,
Heir Son (CC) Animated
tells who's at risk and outlines steps
111 - Screen Scene
college student thwarts the lecherous ado gang on a crime spree in the post
that could save your life 160 min ) (R)
- Be a Star (In Stereo'
dean s plot to disband his dream girl's Civil War West
gp Running & Racing oR)
•
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0- Kids in the Hall ICC) (In Stereo)
Basketball: Boston Celtics ff) - Cope
•
- Steve Isaacs
at Milwaukee Bucks From Bradley
9:05 P.M.
Center (2 hrs 30 min I (Live)
▪ - MOVIE:'Demon Seed' A scien- pp- Tennis: Davis Cup First Round -U.S.A. vs. Argentina Singles match
suspect in a lewel theft Josie Ven EDE'- Kentucky General Assembly tist's wife is held prisoner by a compu- from Hawaii (2 hrs ((Taped)
ER) - MOVIE: 'McQ (CC)
in
Open
Session
ter
that
has
chosen
her
as its mate Judramini, Fraser Stephen-Smith 1986
9:00 A.M.
lie Christie, Fritz Weaver, Gerrit • - Videosyncrasy (In Stereo)
ED - On Stage (In Stereo)
Rated NR
• _ American Telecast
Graham 1977
12) - MOVIE: 'Young Guns II' (CC)
ED - L.A. Law (CC)
3:30 P.M.
11:05 P.M.
ED - SportsCenter (R)
9:30 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Graffiti Bridge'(CC) A eD - MOVIE: 'Young Guns II' (CC)
Candid Camera
Hitchhiker
(R)
- MOVIE: 'The Champ' A strugpair of musicians with opposing musi- Se - MOVIE: 'The Grifters' (CC)
Dark Justice (R) (In Stereo)
(19
gling boxer gains strength and inspira- cal motives vie for control of the club Three con artists become entangled in 0- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Jon
Voight,
Faye
from
his
son
ED - MOVIE: 'Cat's Eye' A mystertion
- Generations
they co-own Prince Ingrid Chavez, their own greedy manipulations AnIel1979
Dunaway, Ricky Schroder
Morris Day 1990 Rated PG-13 (In ica Huston, John Cusack, Annette Ben- •- NBA Basketball: Los Angeles ious feline links a trio of macabre SteJames Woods, KenRated PG
ing 1990 Rated R (In Stereo)
Stereo)
Clippers at Sacramento Kings From phen King stories
neth McMillan, Alan King 1985
Awards
II
9:05 A.M.
American
Teacher
ARCO
Arena
(2
hrs
,
20
min
)
(Live)
5:00 P.M.
11:10 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'Sweet Revenge' A di- •- MOVIE: 'Dakota' (CC) A rebel- fe - Week in Rock
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
0- MOVIE:'Out of the Rain'(CC) A
vorcee who must legally support her lious runaway overcomes his feelings 11) - World Cup Skiing: Men's
10:00
P.M.
man returns to his quiet hometown to
ex-husband schemes to get him remar- of guilt while working on a Texas tho- Downhill From Wengen, Switzerland
0CEOCEO0300 CC ED0 investigate his brother's suicide_
ried Rosanna Arquette, Carrie Fisher, roughbred farm Lou Diamond Phillips, (60 mm n ((Taped)
News
Bridget Fonda, Michael O'Keefe 1990
John Sessions 1990
Herta Ware, DeeDee Norton 1986 ED - MOVIE: 'Keeper of the City' A
Nightly Business Report
Rated R (In Stereo)
Chicago detective matches wits with a
Rated PG
9:30 A.M.
Night Court
serial
killer
who
believes
he's
on
a
di11:30 P.M.
gif
(R)
MOVIE:
SportsCenter
'Eliminators'
A
deED - Studs
- Nightline
mented scientist transforms a downed vine mission to eradicate organized
10:00 A.M.
- Evening at the Improv
pilot into a cyborg Patrick Reynolds, crime Louis Gossett Jr Anthony LaHard Copy
FIB - Crazy About the Movies: MiRoy Dotnce, Andrew Pnne 1986 Paglia, Peter Coyote 1992 (In Stereo) De- PGA Golf' Pebble Beach Pro Am
EL - Now It Can Be Told (R)
chael Caine: Breaking the Mold (CC)
2
hrs
(R)
- Backstage With Gary McSpadRated PG (In Stereo)
a - Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
11:00 A.M.
den
O - Green Acres Part 2 of 2
5:15
P.M.
O - MOVIE:'Future Force' A futurisa - MOVIE:'Memphis' A kidnapper
0News
(R)
7:05 P.M.
• - MOVIE: 'Rock 'n' Roll High
tic police force marks a renegade
unexpectedly forms a maternal bond
ED
- Washington Week in Review bounty hunter for death David CarraSchool Forever'
- MOVIE: 'Deadly Lessons
611
Ten1950s
in
captive
young
with her
(CC). (In Stereo)
d19
in8
e9
, Robert Tessier, Anna Rapagna
5:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
nessee Based on a novel by Shelby
- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
•
MOVIE: 'Bugs Bunny's 3rd OXIDTED- Capitol Critters
Foote Cybill Shepherd, Moses Gunn,
ED - Spenser: For Hire
O - Dobie Gillis
Movie: 1001 Rabbit Tales'
(CC) (In Stereo)
John Laughlin 1992
• - MOVIE: 'Mr. Smith Goes to O - Generations IA)
Gantry'
A
Can'Elmer
Street
Week:
MOVIE:
Wall
0
6:00 P.M.
Washington'
El)- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
adian View of the U.S. (CC) (In
11:05 A.M.
OTO0C3D0CID 6110It
ED - Schaap Talk (Live Phone-In)
CC)
Stereo)
News
- MOVIE:'Sadat' A portrait of the
•
Bordertown (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- Real Sex 2 (CC) An explicit look
Superman
O
life of the Egyptian statesman from his ei -3 - Cheers (CC) Part 2 of 2
- In Touch
at sex in the 90s, including a lunchtime
- Video Soul (R)
military career to his efforts to bring
MacNeil/Lehrer
peep show, the making of how-to vi10:05 P.M.
peace to the Middle East Louis Gossett Newshour (CC)
eii) 21:1- Comment on Kentucky
deos and an "exotic circus" stripper.
Q)
MOVIE:
'Flight
of
Black
Angel'
Stereo)
Jr , Madolyn Smith, John Rhys-Davies
Connection
(R)
(In
- Texas
- I Dream of Jeannie
(R) (In Stereo)
1983 Part 2 of 2
En - Big Picture
10:30 P.M.
▪ - Golden Girls (CC) (In Stereo(
•- Williams TV
Magazine
Lifestyle
Stereo)
ED - Late Night With David Letter- CEI 12:00 P.M.
a EL - Cosby Show (CC) (In
11:35 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Wizard of Oz' Ani- man (In Stereo)
- Current Affair (CC)
8:00 P.M.
Late Night With David
O
mated Dorothy, Toto and her friends ID - MacGyver
Entertainment
(CC)
Tonight
fal
CL)
OXIDEUID- Baby Talk (CC) (In
Letterman (R) (In Stereo)
find adventure in the land of Oz Voices O - Dangermouse
(In Stereo)
Stereo)
11:50 P.M.
of Lorne Greene, Aileen Quinn. 1982. ED - China Beach
- Tequila and Bonetti a CD - Love Connection
EL)
Rated NR (In Stereo)
Inside
the NBA
0
ED - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
(CC) (In Stereo)
Legislative Report
- Thoroughbred Digest (RI
11:55 P.M.
(jp0 - Democratic PresidenED - SportsCenter
O - Kojak
eD - MOVIE: 'Benjamin Banneker ED - MOVIE: 'Three Ring Circus'
tial Candidates Debate
0-MOVIE 'Melody of Passion'
- Mister Ed
The Man Who Loved the Stars'
O
0- Investigative Reports: DEA Cali
12:00 A.M.
- Bible and Life
- Screen Scene (R)
12:05 P.M.
Cartel
Hard Copy
0
121
Wall
Street
Week:
A
Can6:05 P.M.
ID - MOVIE: 'The Lost Capone
- Beyond Reality (R)
adian View of the U.S. (CC) On 0 3 - In Concert (In Stereo)
O - Addams Family
O - Dick Van Dyke
12:30 P.M.
0 5 - News (R)
Stereo)
6:30 P.M.
ED - Nashville Now (In Stereo)
ID- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
€19 - Texas Connection (RI (In Stereo) CD Dennis Miller (In Stereo)
ED- MOVIE:'David' A single parent's • - Tales From the Crypt(CC).(R)(In ED Investigative Reports: DEA: Cali
- Family Feud
12:45 P.M.
(CC) love for her 6-year-old son is tested
Tonight
Entertainment
CI)
€3
Cartel (R)
Ste-e
ED - MOVIE: 'Worth Winning' (CC)
when her ex-husband tries to burn the
In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Fast Food' Two enterSportsCenter
O
▪
1:00 P.M.
boy to death Based on a true story
News
reigning
al - Border-town (CC) (R) (In Stereo) prising students tackle the
MatGlover,
- MOVIE: 'Deathtrap'
Peters,
John
Bernadette
hamburger king with burgers soaked in
O Clf) B - Cosby Show (CC) (In thew Laurance 1988
10:35 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Real Glory' After Stereo)
an aphrodisiac Jim Varney, Traci
•- Club MTV (3)
the Spanish-American War, an army
0- Inside Edition
Lords. Clark Brandon 1989
- Now It Can Be Told (R)
O
doctor conquers the plague, then be• - Boxing (2 hrs.) (Live)
Tonight Show (In Stereo)
O
- Patty Duke
- Married... With Children (CC).
gins the self-government of the Philip- O
• - MOVIE: 'Fatal Confession: A ggit - Night Court
Part 2 of 2 (In Stereo)
Niven,
AnDavid
pines Gary Cooper,
Father Dowling Mystery' (CC)
- Wheel of Fortune (CC)
0
10:50 P.M.
Backstage
C)
Oaz
n zjaz
1311 J
drea Leeds 1939.
go - Missions '91
Tunes
Looney
- Free Preview
- Paid Program
Em
ED - Senior PGA Golf: Royal
8:30 P.M.
• Ughtmusic
11:00 P.M.
Caribbean Classic First round from az - Screen Scene
acracca- Billy Series Pre- O EL - MASH
Be a Star (In Stereo)
Key Biscayne, Fla (2 hrs (Live)
12:05 A.M.
miere (CC) (In Stereo)
Preview Show
Cep De - Nightline (CC)
QS - Boy King
e CiII - Personals (In Stereo)
Theater
Bradbury
O - Ray
1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
0
- Golden Girls (CC) (In Stereo)
0- MOVIE:'The Penitent' A bizarre
12:20 A.M.
O - Get Smart
Ski World
religious ritual casts a disturbing shaCD - Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
MOVIE: 'Serenade' A derelict
(R)
MTV
Club
•
Day of Discovery
dow over a Mexican farmwife's affair
fp - Time Machine: A Cold War (R) singer is torn between the love of two
- Window on the Word
with her husband's roguish friend Raul
6:35 P.M.
0 Mork & Mindy
and his own ambition Mario
women
19
Julia, Armand Assante, Rona Freed
8:35 P.M.
0 Midnight Love
Lanza, Joan Fontaine, Vincent Price
Es - Sanford and Son
1988 Rated PG-13
0 - MOVIE - 'The Punisher' (CC)
0 Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
7:00 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
gp It's Garry Shandling's Show • - MOVIE 'Wimps'
8:45 P.M.
OCUIDCUO - Family Matters
- MOVIE: 'Easter Parade'
A
Jackson'
(CC)
ICC) (In Stereo)
'Action
€9- MOVIE:
- The Snowman Animated A little O
Matlock (CC) (R) (In tough Detroit cop dogs the trail of a
Based
life
boy's snowman comes to
psychopathic auto magnate who's sysStereo)
on a book by Raymond Briggs (R)
(10 al fit - Rescue 911 (CC) (R) tematically eliminating his competition
Carl Weathers, Craig T Nelson, Vanity
(In Stereo)
2:30 P.M.
1988 Rated R (In Stereo)
_ ag-Day
Review
Week
in
Washington
(CC)
OCU'Superman'
MOVIE:
•
2/1/92
ICC) (In Stereo)
P.M.
Facts of Life
9:00
3:00 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'The Mikado' Based on OCUOCI)10 - 20/20 (CC)
Dog House (R)
5:00 A.M.
- PGA Golf: Pebble Beach Pro Am
•
the operetta by Gilbert and Sullivan A O a(J- D - In the Heat of the Night ff) Fugitive
Littl' Bits
(2 hrs ) (Live)
young prince assumes the guise of a (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- Between the Lines
Lassie
- MOVIE: 'Red Alert' An accident wandering minstrel Donald Adams
I:1)- Hearts Are Wild ICC
la go
Paid Program
O Fishing With Orlando Wilson
at a nuclear power plant raises the hor- Philip Potter 1967
(In Stereo)
€11) ff) Paid Program
Under the Umbrella Tree
rifying specter of atomic annihilation
Guns'
In
1878
▪ - MOVIE: 'Young
News (CC)
O
Skiing: Women's Pro Tour.
'Lone Prairie'
MOVIE.
IED
William Dev ane, Michael Brandon, AdNew Mexico, SIX deputized regulators
- Star Trek: The Next Generation O Welcome to Pooh Corner
rienne Barbeau 1977
Midwest Angler
led by Billy the Kid become the objects (CC) (In Stereo)
'Women
of
Valor'
MOVIE:
ED Up Close IR)
Good News
of a massive manhunt Erf11110 Estevez,
ID - Revue
MOVIE 'Roxanne'
Erl
5:50 A.M.
0- Tennis: Davis Cup First Round •- Kiefer Sutherland, Charlie Sheen
- Swamp Thing
U.S.A vs. Argentina Singles match 1988 (In Stereo)
MOVIE 'Barbarella'
fla
5:05 A.M.
Dragnet
O
- Time Machine A Cold War
from Hawaii 13 hrs I (Live)
- NBC News
00
6:00 A.M.
Eli - MOVIE 'Warlock'
- MOVIE: 'Young Detectives on GI Murder, She Wrote ICCI
•
A.M.
5:30
Party
Adventures
of the Little MerStreet
139
amateur
Wheels' Two siblings play
CD Mork & Mindy
Overnight Report
maid
5
• - 700 Club
detectives after their father becomes a O - Homeroom
0- NBA
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 1992
- Fly Fishing the World
- Backstage at the Zoo

1:30 P.M.
- Sister Kate
- Lifestyles of the Rich and
MOVIE: 'The Philadelphia MI
Story' On the eve of her second wed- Famous
)
1
64:
7:0
cu
When You're Ready to Quit
ding, a society girl yearns for a downBugs Bunny & to-earth romance Colonzed version.
SportsWorld: European Fi8:00 A.M.
Tweedy (CC),
O Spacecats (CC)
Katharine Hepburn, James Stewart, gureSkating Championships From
Duck
Darkvving
Mornings on Five
5
Lausanne, Switzerland (90 mm n )
C - Saved by the Bell (CC) Cary Grant 1940. (In Stereo)
(CC)
- Williams TV
1111 mulct- Back to the Future •
(Taped)
$ - A- Team
OCEOCd- Garfield and Friends (CC).
aX - Stained Glass With Vicki
0 - Larry Jones
12:00 P.M.
(CC).
0CL - Bridge Class
_
-1aUttraman
Weekend Special: The Payne
II
Su
New
• - Captain N and the
- Fifteen
- WCW Wrestling
Perspective
Mouse and the Motorcycle (CC)
per Mario World (CC)
- MOVIE 'Lone Star' In 1845 a
110 - Captain Planet and the Plane(E) - Avengers ,CC,
CE)- Synchronal Research
•
- Woodworking for Everyone tears
0
cattle baron and a state senator bathe
- Paid Program
0- Seinfeld (CC) (In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
over the annexation of Texas and the
(R)
Biography
4g
O - Eureska's Castle
rocgram
opath
cl map
a
a - News (cc)
woman they both love Colorized ver
DHouse
EP - Best Hotel on Skid Row (CC) •_ Tom and Jerry Kids (In Stereo)
Paid
sion Clark Gable, A va Gardner Brodera
F
Troop
• - Mother Goose Stories (CC)
e - Family Ties (CC)
a - Living Dangerously (R)
ick Crawford 1952
0- Rap City (R)
- SportsCenter (R)
0(I)- Gourmet Cooking
- Paid Program
• _ America: The Second CenA
Station'
MOVIE.
'Comanche
•
fp - Gerbert
0- MOVIE: 'Shark!' An underwater tury: The American Laborer Part 2 of
•- Dangermouse
man searching for his wrfe who was
131 Just Kids
search for sunken treasure leads to be- 2 (R)
•_ Video Soul (R)
a
captured by Comanches guides
trayal, murder and a climactic attack by
- MOVIE: 'Waiting for the Light'
6:05 A.M.
•_ Hondo
woman through hostile country Rana monster white shark Burt Reynolds,
- Gunsrnoke
Good News
•- Backyard America (In Stereo)
dolph Scott, Nancy Gates, Skip Hom•
Arthur Kennedy, Barry Sullivan 1968
- What Every Baby Knows: An eier 1960
6:15 A.M.
1:35 P.M.
)
min
(60
- Albertville '92
Amencan Family Album
- Joy of Painting (In Stereo)
- MOVIE 'Riders of the Nor
- Preview Show
MOVIE:
'Five
Branded
Women'
- Side by Side (In Stereo)
thwest Mounted' Mounties struggle •_ MOVIE: 'Awakenings' (CC) •
2:00 P.M.
en
ea
to uphold tustice in the Canadian wild•_ Attitudes
- New Kids on the Block
PBA Bowling: Quaker
•
CL)
Video
LP
Dub
Wills.
Bob
Hayden
erness Russell
- Inside the NFL (60 min ) (R) (In
Club MTV
State Open (CC) From Grand Prairie,
(CC).
(R)
USA
Economics
Taylor 1943
Stereo)
- Jimmy Houston Outdoors
eoc on
(L
ou (90
Texas,
o
'Return to Snowy /38 - Exciting World of Speed and
6:30 A.M.
•_ Flintstone Kids
Don Lewis
in El MirLand
speed
records
Beauty
River' (CC)
°
- K -TV
•- St Bernard
Stereo)
age, Calif , a rare Porsche gathering. (In
S - Comedy Weekend 14 hrs)
•-Webster
a Golden
in5'
97
irporton1s
8:05 A.M.
ovv, 'RAeflocti
o
Stereo)
m
O m
s
Walker's Cay Chronicles
•_ Yo, Yogi! (CC)
- Wrestling WCW Power Hour
•
Sweep
Supermarket
al - Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
- Not Just News
Eye' While his wife romances a fellow
CI- MOVIE:'Kidnapped'(CC)
8:30 A.M.
- World Tomorrow
10:30 A.M.
Tour: Year in Re- officer, an Army major becomes atPGA
Senior
- Beetlejuice (CC)
I)
•
0
and the Toad
(CC)
Bell ?(CC
wars(Buck
fl_tracted to one of the men in his comed by
OU say_ whor
0C
giciE)
view (60 mm.)
Captain Planet and the Plane- a
(in Stereo)
mand, Elizabeth Taylor, Marlon Brand°,
Clinic
Animal
Jim's
Dr.
leers
Keith 1967
Brian
e - U.S. Farm Report
0CID0 - Computer Chronicles
ProStars ICC)
0
12:05 P.M.
- Fifteen
•
sal 6111- Paid Program
- Not Just News
Sewing With Nancy: SportpresMOVIE: 'Paper Dolls' The
Portrait of a Family: Learning
Kids Court
My Sister Sam
F
swear: Serge It. Sew It Part 3 of 3
sures on teen-age girls in the career of to LAW)(R)
- Fraggle Rock
•
-Troop
1/4 - Taz-Mania (In Stereo)
fashion modeling Joan Hackett, Joan
•- Remodeling & Decorating To•- Outdoors
Collins, Jennifer Warren 1982
•- Going Our Way (In Stereo)
C - Hollywood Insider
day (R) (In Stereo)
- SportsCenter
0 - Yogi Bear
12:30 P.M.
- Spenser: For Hire
O
Goliath
es - Quantum Marketing
- Joy of Gardening (In Stereo)
Outdoor Challenge
•- MOVIE: 'Lisa' A teen-ager's
_ A.M.
7:00
creTS
- Growing Up Together
11:00 A.M.
Cl) - Boy King A dramatization of prank phone call draws the unwanted
New Adventures of
•
- Kids Incorporated
Martin Luther King Jr 's boyhood in At- attention of a serial killer. Strict Keenan,
Winnie the Pooh (CC)
lanta Howard Rollins stars as Martin Cheryl Ladd, D W. Moffett. 1990
- Sports
aD Un
-dH
ap cu
el
ea
rdeg
mmerman (CC)
e - Saturday Morning
Luther King Sr. (60 min )
Rated PG-13. (In Stereo)
- Fishin' Hole
NBA Inside Stuff
OE
•
•
- Muppet Babies (CC)
cc
•
SEC Sportscenter
- MOVIE:'Back Home'(CC)
Archies
- New
saps i _ Inspector Gadget ICC)
- Spacecats (CC)
0(I)C - Paid Program
- Kid Time
Top 20 Video Countdown
CL - Landscapes With Norma
•(EJ - GED
e - Inside Track to Fitness
•
- Big Valley
Soul Train (In Stereo)
A.M.
9:00
(CC) On
- U.S. Farm Report
- Williams TV
- College Basketball: Southwest 0 CL - Frugal Gourmet
010C1)0- Slimer! And the
- Attack of the Killer Tomatoes Or
Stereo)
Southern
(2
at
Illinois
State
Real Ghostbusters (CC).
2:05 P.M.
Stereo)
C - Fifteen
h
Mis ourir s t(1 ;ve
•
op
CI)- Wiehltid (CC)
- MOVIE: 'Heavenly Bodies'
Global Affair
(R)
(CC)
USA
Economics
- Investigative Reports: DEA: Cali •
IBMS alt- Teenage Mutant Ninia
2:30 P.M.
Financial Freedom
Cartel (R)
a - Celebrity Outdoors (In Stereo)
Turtles (CC)
Star Search (R) (In Stereo)
CE
O
Drop
0- Count Duckula
You
'Til
Shop
'Werewolf'
0- MOVIE:
as CL - Sewing Connection
a X - American Telecast
- Video LP
- Wagon Train
- Leave It to Beaver
•
0 • Fifteen
0 CL - Hometime (CC)
- Paid Program
Telecast
American
Adven
C) - Teen Summit
e - Bill II Ted's Excellent
O - Fifteen
- Baba,
tures (In Stereo)
12:35 P.M.
- Kentucky Afield (R)
(Ft) of a Family The
rait
Portrait
-B
Fgeli
Presents
- Donald Duck
Wolves
(R)
War
Cold
With
A
Machin*:
ToDances
Decorating
Time
of
&
Making
088 - Remodeling
Pleasure
•- Music Videos
day (In Stereo)
C - Dance Party USA
1:00 P.M.
rman Angling Adveno)
ee
isrh
-Fte
olons
0- Sportsman's Challenge
el - Frugal Gourmet
(11 - Superman
Coach's Show: Tennessee
.t
- Augie Doggie & Friends
- MOVIE: 'Roxanne' (CC) A Basketball -- Wade Houston
- How the West Was Won
ture- Super Handyman
,40 _ Paul Bunyan
modern-day "Cyrano de Bergerac,• - Collectors
College Basketball: Vander3:00 P.M.
compiete with an oversized nose, bilt at RAe - Sunshine Factory
hrs I (IL:1y)
etbal
Fi) - Moen.", Crafts lin Stereo)
CLCollege Basketball. Notre
of ee
art
the
in
buddy
shy
his
00
coaches
7:05 A.M.
e,CL - Kojak
- Imp* Workshop
Dame at Duke (2 hrs I (Live)
courtship Steve Martin, Daryl Hannah,
- Mickey Mouse Club ICC) (In
•_ Bonanza
CE)04- PGA Golf: Pebble
Rick Rossovich 1987 Rated PG (In
1111
-421Fal
-IPGaiL PIC
•ereo)
C)
"Iram
7:30 A.M.
Stereo)
Beach National Pro-Am (CC) Third
(I) - Justin Wilson's Louisiana round from Monterey, Calif (2 hrs)
•_ Land of the Lost 131 - Yol MTV Raps Countdown
111,..2 ED 3,
Speed Skating: U.S. Olympic
- Salt Winer Journal
Short Track Trials From Lake Placid, Cookin': Home Grown (In Stereo)
(CC).
(CC) (R)
O(ft - College Basketball: Connec- laCL - Victory Garden
(4) - That's My Dog (R) (In Stereo)
N Y (60 min )(Taped)
•CL- Wide World of Kids
C
ticut at St. John's (CC)(2 hrs (Live)
(9 - MOVIE 'Africa Screams'
•_ Virginian
S ep- Yo. Yogi! (CC)
m Sta
eir cTne Back, Kotter (CC)
viom
- MOVIE 'The Golden Child'(CC) so- MOVIE:'Are You Lonesome To9:05 A.M.
111 CU - GED
A wealthy socialite turns to
(CC)
night'
Business
is- National Geographic Explorer (R)
- Teens Talk
Program
a high-class call girl for help in locating
rn
Bob,
7*!:World (In Stereo)
Re
OAin
- MOVIE 'Mambo' An aspiring
ndh VTIrle(R
et
o
c:k
E
en
Gis
n
otor
) power
Tid
TPF:
:
liT
_i
her missing husband Jane Seymour,
CC
!
11:05
A.M.
•Az Mother Goose and Grimm dancer becomes romantically torn be- • Little House on the Prairie
Parker Stevenson, Beth Broderick
ailing
an
and
gambler
a
tween
penniless
(CC)
1992 (In Stereo)
•- China Beach
11:30 A.M.
aristocrat Silvana Mangano. Shelley
•_ New Wilderness
Fifteen
Davis
lAl Cup First Round Winters. Michael Rennie 1954
O 2 - Dudley Do-Right
al•_ Paid Program
- Video Soul
•
U.S.A. vs. Argentina Doubles match
The
Special
Weekend
T
•
•
9:30 A.M.
his 30 min ((Live)
11 - America The Second Cenand the Motorcycle (CC) Part •
sp KHiernbooliff
.
att'e
O T ems_ Pirates of Dark Mouse
tury. The American Laborer Pan 1 of •
- Gunsmok•
1 of 2 (R)
Water (CC).
2 IR)
- MOVIE:'Trading Hearts' An un
•- Northwest Passage
(CC)
ProSters
e
- Cartoon Madness (CC)
0
- Wonderful Wizard of Or
- Championship Rodeo From Mes- likely romance begins between a night
Riders in the Sky (CC)
- Guilt lea Day
quite Texas (60 min ) (In Stereo)
club singer and a has-been baseball
Stereo)
Kids
World of
player Raul Julia, Beverly D'Angelo,
Hotel
O - Babe Winkelman's Good Fish- O 01)- Wide Cook
•- MOVIE: 'Hang 'Ern High'
0 CID - Van Can
ing
- Best Hotel on Skid Row (CC) Jenny Lewis 1988 (In Stereo)
0- Fifteen
es - Jump, Rattle and Roll
- American Telecast
- Little Shop (In Stereo)
•
- Senior PGA Golf: Royal Carib_ MOVIE:'Gunfighters' A gunfigh as
•
- Greet Outdoors
•
- Youthquake
Second round from Key
Classic
bean
3:15 P.M.
ter who hangs up his guns runs into a
- PoPoye
Superman
Biscayne Fla (2 hrs ((Live)
MOVIE:'Femme Fatale',
0Ran
rustlers
cattle
of
gang
ruthless
- MOVIE: 'Francis' A dim-witted • - Sowing With Nancy Stitch 0- MOVIE.'Awakenings' Based on
dolph Scott Barbara Britton Dorothy
P.M.
soldier is branded a lunatic when he Again Wardrobe Part 2 of 3
a true story A neurologist uses an exHart 1947
Wide World of
claims to have met a talking mute Don- •
drug to revive victims of
perimental
- Country Kitchen (R) (In Stereo)
Explored . Minerals and
fm
a21
Rocks -Earth
3:0
CCICL3111Sports la
°
ald O'Connor, Patricia Medina ZaSu
sleeping sickness
MOVIE lkie•A•S•H'
Pets 1950
us - Joy of Painting
- Bible and Life
0- Teen Win, Lose or Draw (CC)
•_ Great American Outdoors
- Cluigley's ViNege
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SATURDAYcoNt

id

- Sing Out America

7:30 P.M.

execute- Who's the Boss?

-

Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race (CC) (In Stereo)
00 EL - Waiter & Emily (CC) (In
From Alaska (Taped)
Stereo)
- Zorro ICC) (R) (In Stereo)
Cops (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
6:00 P.M.
- Get Smart
I3 CI)
- Hee Haw (In Stereo)
- Grand Ole Opry Live (In Stereo)
0CID - Entertainment Tonight (CC)
- Ren and Stimpy
(In Stereo)

- Just the Ten of Us
- Fifteen
- Rap City
- Road to Albertville
- GED: Math VIII (RI
ED
€131 - Exciting World of Speed and
Beauty Land speed records in El Mir7:35 P.M.
age, Calif , a rare Porsche gathering (R) 00CT
- News
(In Stereo)
- American Gladiators (60 0- Preview Show
O
4)-MOVIE:'18 Again!'(CC)
min )
8:00 P.M.
Plant Groom
- Rod & Reel Streamside
OCZOCIDO- Perfect Strangers
- Runaway With the Rich and Fa- (CC) (Postponed from an earlier date)
4:00 P.M.
(In Stereo)
00P- Art of William Alexander and mous
- Empty Nest (CC), (In
- Golden Girls (CC). (In Stereo)
O0
Robert Warren
Stereo)
A - Growing Pains
- Street Justice
010 - Austin City Umits (In Stereo)
- Class of the 20th Century:
- Star Search (R) (In Stereo)
1952-1955 Part 5 of 12, (R)
- America's Most Wanted (CC).
- Caroline's Comedy Hour
(In Stereo)
MacGyver
- My Two Dads (CC). (In Stereo)
- Rugrats
O - F-Troop
- Fifteen
- Mystery!: Prime Suspect
•
Adam Smith
•
- Maya
(CC). Part 2 of 3.
MOVIE:
'Shipwrecked'
(CC)
• - Firing Une: Is the United
- Statler Bros. (In Stereo)
- Rockumentary
States Buying Up Canada?
▪ - MOVIE: 'My Heroes Have Al- SportsCenter (60 min.)
Country Beat (In Stereo)
- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop (CC) (R) (In ways Been Cowboys' A battered roL.A. Law (CC)
deo star is forced to return to the arena
Stereo)
Preview Show
to save his father's farm from his mani
Gospel
Celebration
Fit
for
a
King
House of Style (R)
pulative sister Scott Glenn, Kate Cap6:30 P.M.
0- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes Part
show, Ben Johnson 1991 Rated PG
Wheel of Fortune (CC)
2 of 2
- Sports
- Williams TV
0CC - Accent
- Olympiad: Great Moments at
(10 - Tennessee Outdoorsmen
the Winter Games (60 min )(R)
4:05 P.M.
- 8100,000 Fortune Hunt
Fishing With Roland Martin
4)-MOVIE:'Raid on Rommel' A Bri
- Married... With Children (CC).(In tish commando leads a daring mission
4:30 P.M.
Stereo)
against the Nazis Richard Burton, John
This Old House (CC)
•
- Doug
Colicos, Clinton Greyn 1971
811 - Gonzo Games
- Lead Story
- Saturday Showcase
0- Fifteen
TechnoPolitics (In Stereo)
8:30 P.M.
- Teen Summit (R)
Church Street Station (In Stereo)
Growing Pains
41)- McLaughlin Group
- Rockumentary Video Collection
4)-MOVIE:'Cheetah'(CC)
Adventures of the Black Stallion
Nurses (CC) (In Stereo)
- Sports
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- Mork & Mindy
tin - Synchronal Research
To Be Announced.
ED - Most Wanted
4:35 P.M.
6:35 P.M.
8:40 P.M.
- Fishing With Orlando Wilson
NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons
- Free Preview
at Atlanta Hawks From the Omni (2
5:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M.
hrs , 25 min ((Live)
aaDISCU- News
01X0X0- Cornmish ;CC)
CID
ABC News (CC)
7:00 P.M.
(Postponed from an earlier date) (In
- Roggin's Heroes
OCEOCE)O- Capitol Critters Stereo)
- Championship Fishing
(CC) (In Stereo)
Sisters (CC) (R)(In Stereo)
- Fashion Painting Step-by- 0a EL - Golden Girls (CC). (R) (In
CID - MOVIE: 'The Man Who
Step
Stereo)
Knew Too Much'
MOVIE:'Sea of Love'
- Lifestyles of the Rich and Fa- News (CC)
mous
JD - Lawrence Welk Show: It- •- MOVIE: 'School Daze' Musical
- Hee Haw (In Stereo)
alian Show
numbers underscore Spike Lee's ac0 A - Lou Hobbs
0 - College Basketball: Alabama- count of the tensions erupting among
Around the World in 80 Days (R) Birmingham at DePaul (2 hrs ) (Live) various elements of the student body
- Counterstrike (R)
- Cops (CC) (In Stereo)
at an all-black university
0 Fifteen
- MOVIE:'Matewan' A fact-based
- Hitchhiker
account of the conflicts between a
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
- Dragnet
growing coal miners' union and the ID - U.S. Olympic Gold: Boxing
- Tony Brown's Journal Part 1
4)
stubborn bosses in 1920 West Virgi- U.S A vs Bulgaria (60 min )(Taped)
of 2
nia Chris Cooper, Will Oldham, James CI - Video Soul (R)
- MOVIE: 'Notorious' An underEarl Jones 1987
cover CIA agent marries a Russian
- MOVIE:'Memphis'
- MOVIE:'Death Hunt' A Mountie
arms dealer to infiltrate his organization
- Austin City Limits (In Stereo)
in this remake of Alfred Hitchcock's embarks on a cross-Canada manhunt
- American Music Shop (In Stereo)
1946 classic John Shea, Jenny Rob- to find a fur trapper suspected of murder Charles Bronson, Lee Marvin, An- • - Confessions of Crime (R)
ertson, Manse Berenson 1992
• - Boxing: Night of the Heavy.1rew
Stevens 1981 (In Stereo)
MOVIE:'Welcome Home, Roxy
weights (CC) Riddick Bowe vs Jose
O - Looney Tunes
Carmichael' (CC)
Ribalta, Michael Moorer takes on Derek
College
Basketball:
Mississippi
0
- Week in Rock
Valley State at Southern (2 hrs ((Live) Williams and Lennox Lewis faces Mike
- Bordertown (CC). (R) (In Stereo)
White (2 hrs., 30 min.) (Live)
- MOVIE: 'Ironclads' A Virginia
MOVIE: 'Roxanne'
€13 - MOVIE: 'Don't Tell Her It's Me'
belle helps a Union spy unravel the se- Vol MTV Raps
- Over the Hill Gang
cret behind the Confederacy's ironclad
- NFL All Pro Team 160 mon 1
warship Virginia Madsen, Alex Hyde5:05 P.M.
World Championship WrestHng White, Reed Edward Diamond 1991 (1) - Act It Out
Moyers: The Public Mind
9:15 P.M.
5:15 P.M.
(CC) Part 2 of 4
0- MOVIE:'The Golden Child'(CC)
- MOVIE: 'Look Who's Talking'
Opry Backstage (In Stereo)
9:30 P.M.
MOVIE:'Betrayal of Silence' An
5:30 P.M.
idealistic district attorney's investiga- 0II)0C - All in the Family (CC)
ABC News (CC)
tion into a sexual assault uncovers a
- Comedy on the Road
a (1)- Family Ties (CC)
conspiracy at a foster home Meg Fos- Beyond Reality (R)
- NBC News (CC)
00
ter, Joanne Vannicola Alex Carter 0- Green Acres
0
- New WKRP in Cincinnati
1990
Texas Connection (In Stereo)
• - MOVIE 'Awakenings' (CC)
Hidden Room (RI
Emergency
Call
(CC)
O
- MOVIE: 'New Jack City' (CC)
CD CID - McLaughlin Group
10:00 P.M.
- Ren and Stimpy
0
- World Tomorrow
MICIJ4)ID003D0CIFJ0
- SportsCenter: Winter Olympics News
O - Welcome Freshmen
Preview 160 min )
O - New WKRP in Cincinnati
O - Paid Program
New Original Amateur Hour (R)
American Giants: Legends of
• 11! - European Journal IC.(')
MOVIE: 'The Hot Spot'(CC)
the Negro Leagues
•- Big Picture
-
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- Statler Bros. (R) (In Stereo)
- Spenser: For Hire

- MOVIE: 'Ski School'(CC) Two
prank-playing- ski bums lead their wild
friends in a no-holds-barred contest to
determine who's king of the slopes
Dean Cameron Tom Breznahan, Stuart
Fratkin 1990 Rated R (In Stereo)
- College Basketball: San Diego
State at Air Force (2 hrs (Live)
- American Telecast

•

O csj -

o

11:30 P.M.
Beauty and the Beast(CC) (In
Stereo)
X - Current Affair Extra
Ufestyles of the Rich and Famous
- To Be Announced.
O - Donna Reed
0- Rap City (R)
- MOVIE: 'Extreme Prejudice'
- Zola Levitt
4)- Quantum Marketing

U-

12:00 A.M.
0- cuts
Mercury Media
0ICE - Byron Allen
Friday the 13th: The Series (In
Stereo)
go- MOVIE:'Hamburger... The Motion Picture' A young man needs a degree to gain his inheritance so he opts
to study food franchising at Busterburger University Leigh McCloskey. Dick
Butkus, Randi Brooks 1986
a - Patty Duke
- MOVIE:'Diner' Five friends from
10:50 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Yum-Yum Girls' the '50s hang out in a Baltimore diner
and try to hang on to their youth Steve
11:00 P.M.
Guttenberg, Daniel Stern, Mickey
of
2
2
Part
MASH
CE Rourke 1982
O EL - Billy Packer's College Bas- American Music Shop (R) (In
ketball
Stereo)
- Gunsmoke
0
- Paid Program
ED
Comic Strip Live (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Kidnapped'(CC) In orMASH
der to steal his inheritance, a boy's un- MOVIE:'Matewan'
cle has him kidnapped and sold into
slavery
O - Dick Van Dyke
- Midnight Love
12:20 A.M.
ding-, MOVIE: 'Member of the Wed()
- Aspen Comedy Festival

-

O clo -

•

•

O

ea -

SUNDAY

c-ft -

ECO

•

e-

0 (I)
-

•

Nfeff

- MOVIE: 'Fast Food' Two enterprising students tackle the reigning
hamburger king with burgers soaked in
an aphrodisiac Jim Varney, Traci
Lords, Clark Brandon 1989
O - Superman
MOVIE: 'Strange Brew'
- Travels (CC) Part 2 of 2
- Opry Backstage (R) (In Stereo)
- Veronica Clare (R)
€13 - MOVIE:'King Kong'
- Headbanger's Ball
€11 - America's Cup '92
- Bordertown (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
10:30 P.M.
- MASH Part 1 of 2
- New WKRP in Cincinnati
(CC)
0(jE) - Saturday Night Live (In
Stereo)
WKRP in Cincinnati
- Star Search (R) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Winning' A seasoned
ace on the speedway circuit finds that
his dedication to winning has a disastrous effect on his marriage Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Robert Wagner. 1969
MASH
- Improv Tonite (In Stereo)
o - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
c Grand Ole Opry Uve (R) (In
Stereo)
S
al
- SportsCenter
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
(11) - Jassy Dixon

o

-

'he

d

•

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 1992

- Eureeka's Castle
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
O - Paid Program
- Pink Panther Parade
- Frederick K. Price
ED - Under the Umbrella Tree
- SportsCenter (R)
- James Kennedy
- Jerry Falwell

5:00 A.M.
00 EL - NBC News
0- Magnum, P.I.
- Land of the Giants
a - Lassie
World Tomorrow
0el - Paid Program
- Muppets
- Mousercise
- Bass and Golf Celebrity Tournament (60 min ((A)
- NewSight
- MOVIE: 'A Night at the Opera'
CD Frank Pollard

_

6:05 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Our Man Flint' An organization plots to take over the world
by controlling the weather James Coburn, Gila Golan, Lee J Cobb 1966
-

6:30 A.M.

It

O - Freggle Rock
▪ - Cirque du Soleil II: A New Experience (CC) Highlights of the 1991
tour's finale, including father-son acrobats, trapeze artists and clowns (60
min ((A) (In Stereo)
- Dumbo's Circus
James Robison

•

-

- It. Your Business

O

5:30 A.M.
- Weather Info
- New Wilderness
0 - Littl' Bits
Is Written
0
- Paid Program

•

O - Calliope

2/2/92

0

4

- Community Worship
al OE) - Mother Goose and Grimm
(CC)
- Runaway With the Rich and Famous
0- Robert Schuller
O - Toxic Crusaders
Living Hope-Trinity Lutheran
- Kids' Court
Paid Program
0- Adventures of Tintin cc)
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
Bodyshaping (R)

•

ea-

•

•

•

-

•

6:35 A.M.
5:45 A.M.
a - Flintstones
01 - Simon & Simon
- OWL/TV (R) (In Stereo)
•
6:00 A.M.
6:45 A.M.
a .2 Wall Street Journal Report
0OO-

Weekend Travel Update
Oral Roberts
Romper Room
Call to Glory

O ou - Hamilton Brothers

7:00 A.M.
CE - Old-Fashioned Gospel Hour
•
(T) Err - Oral Roberts

•

---..---
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 2.5, 1992

O - MOVIE: 'The Adventures of
•- Weekend Review
- Catch the Spirit
Milo and Otis' (CC) A raging river
- Nova (CC)
0
10:30 A.M.
transports a kitten and a puppy into a
Stooge'
'The
MOVIE:
▪ series of comic misadventures 1989
•CID - Woodmont Baptist Church •- MacGyver
(In Stereo)
sou- This Week With David Brink •- Fifteen
- Nashville Gospel
ley (CC).
2:20 P.M.
- Paid Program
- Happy8
Day
35
s A.M.
O CU - Coral Ridge Ministry
a - Real Estate
_ MOVIE: 'The Girl in the Empty
Management
(R)
of
▪
Business
- Steadfast Tin Soldier
- In Touch
- Larry Jones
Grave'
S - Bassmasters BASSMASTER BP
cy - Sesame Street (CL4
- Reel Estate Showcase
0
9:00 A.M.
2:30 P.M.
Top 100 Tournament at Lake Murray
0- Charlando
- Larry Jones
- American Telecast
▪ 0Cu - NBA Basketball: Chicago
near Columbia, SC (In Stereo)
•- Faith Crusade Ministnes
O Robert Schuller
O CU- Word on Words
Bulls at Los Angeles Lakers From the
- Internal Medicine Update (R)
iz a•_ Paid Program
▪
_ Coach's Show: Southeast
Great Western Forum (2 hrs , 30 min )
O - Gerald and Brenda Duncan
Week
in
Rock
•_ All Creatures Great and Small
(Live
o _)Fifteen
CL - Mystery!: Prime Suspect Missouri State Basketball - - Ron
-- Senior PGA Golf: Royal CaribSchumate
• Jpem
opey•
(CC). Pan 2 of 3
bean Classic Final round from Key Bis- Salute Your Shorts
- MOVIE 'Dragoon Wells Massa- •
- Count Duckula
O Paid Program
cayne, Fla (2 hrs , 30 min ((Live)
cre' Lawbreakers, renegades and law- •
- Personal Diary
- NHRA Today (In Stereo)
- Prophecy Countdown
men are caught in a stockade under go 1.1; - Newton's Apple (CC)
0 21 - Mister Rogers (CC) (R)
(0 - Internal Medicine Update (R)
12:30 P.M.
Apache attack Barry Sullivan, Dennis al - FlaceDay (In Stereo)
-Saber
- Tennis: U.S. Davis Cup HighFicus can- College Basketball: O
Freeman
1957
O'Keefe
Mona
Stones
(CC)
lights
- Mother Goose
•- Family Practice Update (RI
Regional Coverage -- North Carolina
- Garner Ted Armstrong
- Teens Talk
a - MOVIE:'Hamlet'(CC) A Danish at Georgia Tech or UCLA at Louisville
•- Music Videos
Voltron
discover
the
madness
to
prince
feigns
Muscle
American
of
- Best
2:45 P.M.
12 hrs , 15 min ((Live)
- Doug
truth behind his father's death in this
- Swiss Family Robinson
0- Fifteen
EL
alp
a
S- College Basketball
Shakespeare
classic
adaptation of the
o - Video Gospel
• - There's Hope
Regional Coverage -- Kentucky at
Program
Paid
•
- MOVIE:'The 7th Voyage of Sin- Mel Gibson. Glenn Close, Alan Bates
7:05 A.M.
€10:21 - Business of Management(R) LS-U, Missouri at Oklahoma St. or
1990 Rated PG (In Stereo)
bad'
p.m hrs., 15 min I
3:ooona(2.
Oregon St. atAriz
_ Flintstories
(60
SportsCenter
•- Hank Parker's Outdoor MagaO 21 - Shining Time Station (CC) •
- MOVIE 'Animal Behavior
Stereo)
zine
(In
- Big Brother Jake (CC) (R) (In
Trucks and Tractor Power
0 iD - Heart of the Matter
Se - Obstetrics/Gynecology Update
7:30 A.M.
Stereo)
Family Practice Update
- MOVIE: 'Cyrano de Bergerac'
(CC)
A
Future
and
Present
Past,
Amazing
Grace
Day
of
Discovery
es CL
- MOVIE 'The Dragon That •
O
- MOVIE:'Fandango' Five friends
World's
Disney
Walt
celebration
of
or Was He?' (CC) AniWasn't
0CI - Day of Discovery
10:55 A.M.
take one last fling before being drafted
anniversary (60 min.) IR)
20th
peaceful
world
011ie
the
Bear's
Robison
mated
James
a0- MOVIE - 'Captain Sinbad'
Kevin Costner, Judd Nelson, Sam Ro•- Rockumentary
is turned upside down when he adopts
O (I, - World Tomorrow
11:00 A.M.
bards 1985
Clinic
dragon
1983
Animal
et - Dr. Jim's
a troublesome young
0CL - Young at Heart
0- To Be Announced.
O - Welcome Back, Kotter (CC)
NR
Rated
P.M.
12:45
- People to People
•CE- American Telecast
O Fifteen
a - fade to Black
- MOVIE: 'Ice Castles'
- John Ankerberg
•
at
00E0First
Church
Baptist
Program
ram
.11- Sports Weekly (60 min.)
1:00 P.M.
0- Cartoon Express
0GE- Nature (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
MOVIE:'Memphis'
5IS
Popeye
at - Heathcliff
Tax ict - Taxbreak: Increasing Your
- MOVIE: 'Magic Town' Pollster- IS(t
Racing (In
0- MOVIE: 'Dad'(CC) After a two▪•_ Paid Program
generated
causes
monumenpublicity
SiDtereollaid
stockbroker attempts
absence,
a
year
0 - MOVIE: 'I Dream of Jeanie' 12) - Infectious
O7
ste .0)- Sesame Street ILCI
Disease
to revitalize his father who has deterior- tal problems. for a peaceful community
- Wonderful Wizard of Oz In ated under the overprotective eye of that seemingly reflects the American at - MOVIE: 'The Wanderers' The
MOVIE: 'Memphis Belle' (CC)
gang
Bronx
street
1960s
ideal
of
a
Colorized
James
Stemembers
version
his wife Jack Lemmon, Ted Danson,
- Tennis: Davis Cup First Round - wart, Jane Wyman, Kent Smith 1947 struggle with the difficulties of maturity
SD- Wizard of Oz
Olympia Dukakis 1989 (In stereo)
Singles match
and romance Ken Wahl, Linda Manz, U.S.A. vs. Argentina
American
min.)
(60
Gladiator's
- Ski World ,R,
fte - Come Akve
from Hawaii (2 hrs I (Live)
1979
Friedrich
John
•Cff a) - Paid Program
at - Gerbert
at - MOVIE: 'I'd Rather Be Rich' A
- Kennedy Center Honors: A Ce- O - MOVIE: 'Altered States' A re- young woman finds a substitute fiance
el - Changed Lives
Days A.M.
et - Happy9:05
search scientist uses dangerous selflebration
of
Grethe
Performing
Arts
to introduce to her dying grandfather
7:35 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
gory Peck, Roy Acuff, Betty Comden experimentation to solve the riddle be- Sandra Dee, Robert Goulet, Andy Wil- Captain Planet and the Plane
Hurt,
Blair
William
origins
man's
hind
and Adolph Green, tap dancers Fayard
a CL - Two Rivers
liams 1964.
teers
and Harold Nicholas and music director Brown, Charles Had 1980.
- Robert Schuller
O
- Breath of Life
A.M.
8:00
- Fifteen
Robert Shaw are honored, from the
- in Touch
3:30 P.M.
Kenneth Copeland
•g
Kennedy Center Opera House in Wash- Paid Program
0 ID - Degrassi High (CC)
ington, D C (2 hrs (R)
James Robison
•
- Faces of Culture (R)
gragni
Gar
r Ted
- Pa
Aid
rmPs7ron
0GD
ginei
a - All-American Wrestling
American Sports Cavalcade The 0- It's Your Move
El- John Ankerberg
0- Lori Davis Focus on Beauty
Morning
Sunday
!CC)
Fifteen
annual NHRA Molson Grand Na- O - Fifteen
21st
tz
O
0
CU
•
Cartoon Express
tional at the Sanair International Race- ▪ - Paid Program
021 - At Issue (R)
e CE) - Sunday Today
0- Rugrats
- MotorWeek (In Stereo)
•_ In-Fisherman Angling Adven- way in Montreal (90 min.) (In Stereo) O
- Searching the Scnptures
- Lead Story
Update
Journal
Winners Joe Amato (R)
Physicians'
ture
(R)
(In
Stereo)
Ste,,
On
ICC)
America
Wild
01
en
- Reading Rainbow (CC). (R)
Stereo)
at - MOVIE: 'Rocky V' (CC)
Physicians' Journal Update
•
- News(CC)
ea - Winners Joe Amato. (In Stereo)
- Clinical Advances in Endocrinol- In Touch
- Comedy Weekend (3 hrs)
•- MOVIE: 'Fun and Fancy Free'
internal Medicine Update
Metabolism and Hypertension
ogy,
- MOVIE 'Oung Ho'
- MOVIE: 'The Private Navy of at - MOVIE: 'The Secret War of 01 - MOVIE: 'Funny About Wide'
- Death on the Job ICC) A al
Sgt. O'Farrell' After their beer boat Harry Frigg' During World War It, a re_ Dangermouse
documentary-style examination of five
19
s private is drafted to rescue five (CC) A married couple boards an emosinks, ..'Sgt &Farrel( tries to raise the bellious
- Bobby Jones Gospel
iob-related accidents which could have
of
imprisoned
Allied officers Paul New- tional roller coaster when the issue
morale
of
his
men
Bob
Hope,
Phyllis
been prevented (60 min )(R)
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
parenthood threatens their domestic
man
Koscina, Andrew Duggan
Diller, Jeffrey Hunter 1968
- MOVIE: 'Joe Versus the Voltranquility Gene Wilder, Christine
et - Exciting World of Speed and
- MOVIE:'New York, New York'
Masterson 1990.
Beauty Jet boat racing (R)(In Stereo) cano' (CC)
Ani- Lahti, Mary Stuart
'Animal
Farm'
MOVIE
ei
- Ed Young
Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
- Living With Diabetes
al- Legend of Prince Valiant(CC) (In •
mated
11:30 A.M.
•- MOVIE: 'Rocitula' A 400-year- MOVIE: 'Almost an Angel' A Stereo)
1:30 P.M.
old vampire attempts to break the
This
Week
With
David
Brinkpetty crook is convinced he s become
O
A.M.
9:35
0- Fifteen
curse that robs him of his true love evone of God's messengers after surviv
MOVIE: 'Invasion USA' A ley (CC)
- Paid Program
ery 22 years Dean Cameron, Tawny
'rig a bad accident Paul Hogan, Ekes former government agent goes back •
p CL - Williams TV
Oat- Faces of Culture (R)
Fere, TO111 Basil 1990 (In Stereo)
Koteas. Linda Koziowski 1990 Rated into action when Russian terrorists in- 0- NBA Showtim•
ep - Missions '91
PG (In Stereo)
•- Cardiology Update (R)
vade the Untied States Chuck Norris, al (Et
- Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'The Verigeence of Fu Richard Lynch 1985
•- MOVIE: 'The Duchess and the
4:00 P.M.
- Fifteen
Dirtwater Fox' (CC) A dance-hall girl eau _ Long Ago & Far Away: Uncle
Mandiu'
10:00 A.M.
at - Comment on Kentucky (R) and a cunning cardsharp
to hustle Elephant (CC) (In Stereo)
- Sill Dance Outdoors (In Stereo) their way across the wildtry
0- Fraggie Rock
(1)- How to Get a Second Pay
•
and woolly
- American Telecast
- Family Practice Update (R)
0- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
check Hawaiian Style
West Gokiie Hawn, George Segal,
s
ap Just the Ten of Us
eiSCE - Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'Planet of the Apse' Conrad Janis 1976 Rated PG
•- Super Mario Brothers 3
Fifteen
at - Methodist Hour
•- Cross Country Skiing: U.S.
- Preview Show
•
Paid Program
Waists
of
Ufe
Giants
Ridge,
Championships
From
8:05 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
Minn (Taped)
•
- This Old House (CC)
(1
- )- Terioessae Crossroads
•
is - Andy Griffith
CE
- PGA Goff Pebble
•
Rodeo From Mesat-Championship
ID- $tar Trek The Next Generation
11:35 A.M.
Beech Nations' Pro-Am (CC) Final
8:30 A.M.
co (in Stereo)
quite, Texas (60 mm)(In Stereo)
MOVIE: 'Cool Hand Luke' A round from Monterey, Calif 13 hrs
•
(1D- Kenneth Copelend Werddy
- Anxiety: A Critical Challenge
Coach's Wow Missouri gutsy prisoner on a chain gang with an (Live)
- Dew of Discovery
-- Mann Steesart
0- Facie to Black
insatiable appetite for freedom defies•
Tax
cto - Nashville Talks
allCU - Cooking at die Academy
of the 20th Century the brutal crew leakier Paul Newman,
- Voice of Peachtree
'Jumping Jacks'
at 0- Denver. the Last Dinosaur (CC) all112 ISMS Part 5 of 12 IR)
George Kennedy, Soother Martin
4:05 P.M.
al - Yogi ow
1987
▪ - Fifteen
ep - Rein and fitirripy
el - Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
As etT - zingirsu Zoo
- Paid Program
•- on Jun 011
12:00 P.M.
eit- Truddal USA A collection of
le V - Swore One Television ICC) •CU - Jim More--New Orleans 0 - lagisietivri Hearings of the
e
e
mt iciD
Tarz:
mePn4:°
ewt
3on's
PM
•Apple (CC) (In
tary vehicles III Memphis, Tenn (R) (In IR)
Week
Saints Football
Stereo)
Stereo)
- Inside Winston Cup Racing (In 00CL - NBA Basket:: Golden et - Dentistry Update
O - Physicians Journal Update
Stereo,
State Warriors at New York Knicks op - MOVIE: 'The Happiest Million- My Two Dads (CC) (In Stereo)
at _ Donald Duck Presents
- Cardiology Update
From Madison Square Garden (2 hrs , aire'(CC)The lives of a wealthy ecconFifteen
tnc and his family are portrayed Fred
O - Just Say Julie
30 mm)(Live)
- Top 20 Video Countdown
- Paid Program
SS- Scholastic Sports America IR)
Sports Reporters
▪ GID
(B - CoNege Basketball: Mackhurray, Greer Gerson, Tommy
O(Ii)- New Yankee Workshop SeaSteele 1967 Rated G (In Stereo)
Ohio State at Michigan (CC) i2 hrs
10 Captain Pd
- Maniac Mansion (CC) (RI

SUNDAYcoNT.
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10:50 P.M.
9:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Valmont' (CC) Milos
- Charlie Hoover (CC) IRI (In
▪ - Paid Program
Forman's lavish adaptation of ChoderStereo)
(g) - NHRA Today (R) (In Stereo)
los de Laclos' novel of seduction and
0- Green Acres
Update (R)
Practice
Family
€E)
son Premiere (CC)
0al) - Nature (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
deceit in 18th-century France Colin
O - Personal Diary (R)
Firth, Annette Bening, Meg Tilly 1989.
Egi) - Medical Programming
op -American Sports Cavalcade The ED Sports
(21) - Marge and Walter Chronicles
Adventures of the Black Stallion
(In Stereo)
21st annual NHRA Molson Grand NaCB - 30 Good Minutes
susto
battle
woman's
71-year-old
a
(In
Stereo)
tional at the Sanair International Race- (CC)
11:00 P.M.
tain her dying husband
4:35 P.M.
way in Montreal (90 min ) (R) (In
7:31 P.M.
- Captain Planet and the Plane- Daytona: Drama, Danger, Dedi- O CE- On Scene: Emergency ResStereo)
•- Roc (CC). (R) (In Stereo)
teers
cation The history of the "'Great Amer- ponse (CC)
131) - Joumal Watch: The Television
8:00 P.M.
ican Race," the Daytona 500 (In ID (I) - Matlock
5:00 P.M.
Series
- MOVIE: 'Journey Into Stereo)
Perry Mason
O0
CE)00(ID - News
• - MOVIE: 'Treasure Island' (CC) Darkness: The Bruce Curtis Story'
- Family Practice Update (R)
Coach's Show: Kentucky
CD
0
- Wild Kingdom
Walt Disney's big-budget adaptation of
(CC) A Canadian youth is imprisoned
- MOVIE: 'GoodFellas'(CC) Mar- Basketball -- Rick Pitino
Stevenson's novel about a young boy, for his involvement in a double murder
CE U Cif - CBS News (CC) (In
tin Scorsese's intense account of a •
- Arsenio Hall (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
Stereo)
a secret map and the hunt for buried
during a visit to his friend's New Jersey Brooklyn hoodlum's tenure in an under- O
M•A•S•H
NewRobert
Driscoll,
Bobby
treasure
New
WKRP in Cincinnati (CC)
Ohome Simon Reynolds, Jaimz Wool- world crime family Robert De Niro, Ray
op - MOVIE: 'Breaker Morant' Be0(I) - MOVIE: The Silver Chair' ton, Basil Sydney 1950 Rated G
vett, Kenneth Welsh 1991 (In Stereo) Liotta, Joe Pesci 1990 Rated R (In
trayed by their own army, three sol0- MOVIE:'The Impatient Heart A op - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
oxen- MOVIE:'0 Pioneers!' Stereo)
are court-martialed to appease
9
diers
- SportsCenter (60 min)
vibrant social worker succeeds in solvPremiere,(CC) A Swedish immigrant ID- MOVIE:'My Fair Lady' A British another government Edward Wooding everyone's problems but her own
and her childhood friend carve a life for professor attempts to turn a Cockney ward, Jack Thompson, Bryan Brown
- That's My Dog (In Stereo)
Carrie Snodgress, Michael Constanthemselves on the great American flower girl into a lady in this Oscar- Jerry Falwell
tine, Michael Brandon 1971
frontier A "Hallmark Hall of Fame" winning version of Lerner and Loewe's
O - Hollywood Insider (R)
6:30 P.M.
- Star Trek: The Next Generation
presentation Jessica Lange, David Broadway show. Rex Harrison, Audrey
- Dick Van Dyke
(In
(CC).
0
Torkelsons
0
IL
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
tharn, Heather Graham 1992 (In Hepburn, Stanley Holloway 1964
rareo
Stte
0C - Paid Program
Stereo)
Stereo)
- In Search Of... (8)
Rated G (In Stereo)
- Trucks and Tractor Power
CIL - Naturescene
- Swamp Thing (R)
O - Lifestyles of the Rich and FaUnplugged
Monster truck competition at the Leba•- Parker Lewis Can't Lose (CC).(R) mous (R)
- Fifteen
9:40 P.M.
non Valley Speedway in West Leba(In Stereo)
• - Married... With Children (CC)
O - Paid Program
- Instant Replay
non, N.Y. (R) (In Stereo)
- Looney Tunes
O
(In
(R)
Part
2
of
2
Stereo)
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
LPBTB1ing From Las Vegas
€0h-rsI
(2
P.M.
10:00
Paid Program
O
- Silk Stalkings
Victory Garden (CC) (R)
)Live(
ID
in Medicine
CC00
00
Milestones
0
Troop
F0
ED - Truckin' USA The GM Truckin'
- John Osteen
News
Live
Night
Saturday
of
.4Best
ED
Explorer
- National Geographic
Jamboree in Oregon (In Stereo)
- Quantum Marketing
0(10 - The '90s
- Thrombolysis & Interventional 0- Legend of Prince Valiant(CC) (In O - Bobby Jones Gospel (R)
11:10 P.M.
Stereo)
Monsters
on
'Heaven
Earth'
Therapy in Acute MI
MOVIE:
ED '1)
▪ - MOVIE: 'The Split' Violence
7:00 P.M.
(CC) A number of Welsh and English • - Roggin's Heroes
- MOVIE:'Edward Scissorhands'
erupts when a gang of thieves quarrels
- Evening at the Improv
CIDOX0- America's Funni- orphans are shipped from Britain to be
• - Avonlea (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
over splitting the loot from a major
families in 1911
Canadian
(RI
by
adopted
Stalkings
Silk
Stereo)
(In
(CC)
Videos
Home
est
- Just Say Julie
heist Jim Brown. Diahann Carroll,
preTheatre"
"Masterpiece
A
Ontario
Home
I'm
- Hi Honey,
•- NFL All Pro Team (60 min )(R) 00CC- Hot Country Nights (CC)
Gene Hackman 1968
H
R
Davies,
Leisa
Sian
sentation.
- Network Earth
0 Big Brother Jake (CC) (R) (In (In Stereo)
11:30 P.M.
opoupon- Murder, She Wrote Thomson, Torquil Campbell 1987
• - Paid Program
Stereo)
112 - Inside Winston Cup Racing (R)
(CC). (In Stereo)
line
Bottom
C)
(CC)
twoa
'Dad'
After
MOVIE.
C)
d With Crook and
skeinlIE
-Weie
- Legacy (CC). Part 1 of 3 (In (In Stereo)
Cl)O
year absence, a stockbroker attempts
ED - Celebrity Outdoors (R)(In Stereo)
- Cardiology Update 03,
Chase
Stereo)
Update
to revitalize his father who has deterior- Physicians' Journal
op - Gloria Estefan: Going Home
0X - Cal Luther
ated under the overprotective eye of 0- Star Search (R) (In Stereo)
- 120 Minutes
the
of
highlights
Behind-the-scene
(CC)
- MOVIE: 'Atlantic City' An eldhis wife Jack Lemmon, Ted Danson, 0- In living Color (CC) (In Stereo)
1
min
(60
SportsCenter
musician's 1991 comeback tour (90 ED erly numbers runner attempts to fulfill
Olympia Dukakis 1989 (In Stereo)
op - MOVIE: 'Breaker Morant' BeED - Changed Lives
min )
his fantasies when he unwittingly takes
trayed by their own army, three sol- First United Methodist Church
- Day of Discovery
)
min
(60
MTV
of a drug shipment Burt
of
Best
§11
possession
o
appease
to
court-martialed
are
diers
5:05 P.M.
10:30 P.M.
Lancaster, Susan Sarandon, Kate Reid
another government Edward Wood- C)- New Original Amateur Hour
- WCW Main Event Wrestling
0CI - Missing/Reward (CC)
ward, Jack Thompson, Bryan Brown •- Methodist Hour
5:15 P.M.
Cft - CBS News (CC)
SD C37; - Cheers (CC)
1979.
8:30 P.M.
co op C _ Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'Men at Work' (CCI
•
- Rockford Files
- Looney Tunes
O - Herman's Head (CC) (R) (In
5:30 P.M.
- WK RP in Cincinnati Part 2 of O - Donna Reed
- Paid Program
0
Stereo)
- Inside Winston Cup Racing (R)
- Peter Jennings
2
a)
op a)
- MOVIE:'Man Without a Star' A 0- Mork & Mindy
Reporting: Growing Up in the Age of ruthless rancher tries to get her fore- Bill Dance Outdoors (R) (In OW - Coach's Show: Murray State (In Stereo)
AIDS: A Town Meeting for the FaBasketball-- Scott Edgar
1/9 - Larry Jones
man to fight a barbed-wire range war Stereo)
mily A discussion of the effects of Kirk Douglas, Jeanne Crain, Claire Tre- Don Lewis
- MOVIE: 'Heaven Can Wait' A
- Internal Medicine Update (R)
AIDS on American society with experts vor 1955
pro football player gets a second shot
11:45 P.M.
8:40 P.M.
in AIDS research (90 min )
at life after an inept angel prematurely
(2j)- Australia's Art of the Dream •
- Perspective
U
Preview
Free
00(I) - NBC News (CC)
claims his life Warren Beatty, Julie
time: Quinkin Country Archaeologist,
12:00 A.M.
Christie, James Mason 1978
(j) - News
8:55 P.M.
author and painter Percy Tresize hosts
0CL - Runaway With the Rich and
this look at primitive abonginial cave • - MOVIE: 'The Man From Lara- Growing Pains
co
- Street Justice
Famous
and rock art in the Cape York area of mie' A man seeks revenge on the gun- 0- Siskel & Ebert
- Gonzo Games
0(ID - In America
Australia (60 min )
runners responsible for his brother's or
M•A'S•H
- Fifteen
death James Stewart, Arthur Ken- Internal Medicine Update (R)
- Memories Then and Now
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
O - Paid Program
CE)- Health Innovations
- MOVIE: 'Sleeping With the nedy, Donald Crisp 1955
0
Frugal Gourmet (CC). (R) (In
op op - Paid Program
Enemy' (CC) A woman fakes her
9:00 P.M.
Stereo)
- Truckin' USA A collection of mill 0CL - Simon & Simon
death and flees to another town in a 0 CL - Austin City Limits (R) (In tary vehicles in Memphis. Tenn (R) (In 0- Larry Rice
- RaceDay (In Stereo)
desperate bid to escape her abusive Stereo)
00000 Paid Program
Stereo)
Thrombolysis: An Interactive
husband Julia Roberts, Patrick Bergin, 0
- News (CC)
- Prescribing Information
O - Patty Duke
Analysis
ED
Kevin Anderson 1991 Rated R (In
O - Get a Life (CC). (In Stereo)
John Ankerberg
ED - NHRA Today (R) (In Stereol
al - Week in Rock
0
Stereo)
science
id N
c.dy
- Caroline's Comedy Hour (R)
ED lmiqou
Es
0 It Is Written
- Maniac Mansion (CC) (R) (In O- MOVIE:'Big Man on Campus' A •
Stereo)
- Counterstrike (RY
psychology student is assigned to •
10:45 P.M.
op - Word for Today
12:05 A.M.
study the behavior of a tcoll-like cam- pp - Dragnet
0 MOVIE: 'Postcards From the
- Lead Story (RI
pus denizen Allan Katz, Corey Parker,•
- MOVIE: 'Pacific Heights' (CC)
6:00 P.M.
Edge'(CC) An actress recovering from
Cindy Williams 1989 Rated PG-13 (In •
- Bassmasters BASSMASTER BP drug addiction must live with her flam- Two novice landlords learn that their
0(I)- Eerie Indiana (CC) (R) (In
•
Top 100 Tournament at Lake Murray boyant mother while working on her supposedly affluent tenant is a socioStereo)
Stereo)
near Columbia. S C (R) (In Stereo)
- Big Picture
112; - 60 Minutes (CC). (In
next movie Meryl Streep, Shirley Ma- path with ulterior motives Michael
(f)
- Obstetrics/Gynecology Update cLaine, Dennis Quaid 1990 Rated R Keaton. Melanie Griffith, Matthew
- NFL Football: Pro Bowl From
•
Stereo)
(R)
Modine 1990 Rated R (In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
(1)- Tony Brown's Journal Part 2 Honolulu (3 hrs)(Live/
Stereo)
(In
JR)
(CC)
On
Dream
Stereo)
(In
(CC)
Zorro
of 2
- MOVIE:'The Blue Lagoon' Two
- MOVIE: 'The Russia House' A
•
- True Colors (CC) (In Stereo)
British publisher reluctantly enters the shipwrecked children experience the
- Air Combat
first pangs of love while coming of age
- MOVIE. 'Child of Darkness. espionage game after he receives a
•
manuscript detailing Soviet nuclear on a tropical island Brooke Shields,
Child of Light'(CC) A Vatican priest is
Searching for answers to all
capability Sean Connery, Michelle Christopher Atkins, William Daniels
sent to investigate the apparent virgin
those who/what/where questions
1990 (In 1980 Rated R (In Stereo)
Pfeiffer, Roy Scheider
f
pregnancies of two young women Anabout your new city?
Stereo)
thony Denison, Sela Ward. Paxton
- Ron and Stimpy
WELCOME -4/VAG0N
As
- First Baptist Church of Dallas
Whitehead 1991 (In Stereo)
- In Touch
Representative, it's my job to help
7:30 P.M.
0- Looney Tunes
you get over the hurdles of being
CD Richard Jackson
MOVIE: 'Indiana
- MOVIE: 'Dirty Dozen: The Next op
•
a newcomer
9:05 P.M.
another
of
leads
Temple
the
Reisman
and
Jones
Doom'(CC)
Mission' Major
By bringing you some useful
'Eve of Destruction' An
Hostess Kethryn Outland 753 3079
The globe-trotting archaeologist bat • - MOVIE.
group of convicted GIs behind German
gifts Community info Advice on
in
called
a
end
to
is
agent
terrorist
anti
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348
tles an Indian cult for possession of a
lines in order to foil a plot to kill Hitler
new
your
in
business
reliable
robot's bloody ram
sacred stone in this prequel to 'Raiders malfunctioning
Lee Marvin Ernest Borgnine, Ken
PUBLIC NOTICE
Cell
more
And
neighborhood
Hines, Renee SoutenHarrison Ford Kate page Gregory
, of the Lost Ark
Wahl 1985
+Stereo}
(In
19?0
Greene
deli • Michael
Capshaw, Ke Huy Quan 1984
0- Paid Program

minI SUNDAYcoNT.
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AFTER A TOUGH DAY...

TREAT YOURSELF TONIGHT!
PAY-PER-VIEW COMES TO MURRAY CABLEVISION

$3.95

ALL MOVIES ONLY
Watch For Your 10-Digit
Authorization Number
Coming In The Mail!

MURRAY
BE
L-Alt
o:1m
C4eLEVISION
cm

Should you not receive a 10-Digit
Authorization Number,just call Murray
Cablevision and well be happy to provide
it for you.

John
DoeNIZatin
ky.
Stree
420t71

THESE TEN
)7CKET TO NUMBERS
THE
ARE
NO7TEST YOUR

rownll

THE CHOICE IS IN
YOUR HANDS.

ENTERTAINMENT

The Rolling Stones. Wrestlemania. The New Kids on the Block.
These and other history-making events have something in common.
They were all shown live on Pay-Per-View...A new cable TV service
available to you through Viewers Choice and Murray Cablevision.
Right in the privacy of your home, you can now watch major events
like concerts, championship boxing matches and wrestling extravaganzas, plus the very latest Hollywood Movies - All available for the
very first time on TV.
Best ofall, you can decide whatfeatures to watch,and when to watch. A handy guide available every Saturday in the Murray
Ledger and Times TV section will list the weekly selections and the rest is done by calling Murray Cablevision at 753-5005.The
best part is you only pay for the programs you order.
Murray Cablevision is pleased to be affiliated with Viewer's Choice, the nation's leading Pay-Per-View Network. And PayPer-View is just one more great service Murray Cablevision provides.

ORDERING IS AS EASY AS L 2. 3.
L Check the listings on Ch. 42 or weekly in the Murray Ledger & Times T.V. Week.
2. Call Murray Cablevision at 753-5005. Then push 1 on your touch tone phone for Pay-Per-View.
3. Select a movie or event, and enter your ten digit authorization number. Sit back and
enjoy.

r•
tt- I•
•
-

•

•
••
•

Viewers Choice I & Viewers Choice II
Viewers Choice I 113:1

Listings For Jan. 27 thru Feb. 2, 1992

Viewers Choice II 03

[ Pay-Per-View From Murray Cablevision Ordering Is Easy As 000
Order Your Block Buster Movie, Enter Your 10
O Call Murray Cablevision
Digit Authorization Number, Sit Back & Enjoy!
Push One On Your Phone For P.P.V.
0

O

2 "Toy
/
gi) move. **1

Soldiers
9:00
(1991, Drama)Sean Astin, Wil Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord. (In Stereo)'A'
10:00
Movie ** "Drop Dead Fred'
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo)'P3-13'
11:00 ID Moyle *** "Doc Hollywood"
(1991, Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Julie
Warner. A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital." (In Stereo)'PG-13' C-,1
AFTERNOON
12:00 al Movie ** FX 2" (1991. Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy. A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
stinq (In Stereo)'PG-13' (;)
Movie ** "V .I. Warshawski"
(1991, Mystery) Kathleen Turner, Jay
0 Sanders. A tough-talking female
private eye takes on the dangerous
task of finding a murdered hockey
player's killer. (In Stereo) 'A'
-Drop Dead Fred
2:000
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo) 'P3-13'
2 "Toy So4diers1
3:00 0) movs• **/
(1991. Drama)Sean Astin, Wil Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord. (In Stereo) 'R'

1:00 go

5:000)Moyle *** -Doc Hollywood"
(1991, Comedy) Michael J Fox, Julie
Warner. A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital." (In Stereo) 'P6-13' cl

Nov ** -Drop Dead Fred"
6:00
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo)'P3-13'
7:000) Movie ***V2 "Terminator 2.
Judgment Day" (1991, Science Fiction) Arnold Schwarzenegger, Linda
Hamilton. A re-programmed killer cyborg arrives in modern-day Los Angeles to protect a future leader from a
shape-shifting assassin. Includes the
featurette, "The Making of Terminator 2." (In Stereo) 'R'
6:000 Movie ** "FX 2" (1991. Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy. A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting. (In Stereo)'P3-13' r-,7
Soldiers
10:00
(1991, Drama)Sean Astin, Wil Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord. (In Stereo) 'R

2 "Toy
/
mow. 001

•Movie ** "Drop Dead Fred"
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo)'PG-13'
2 "Terminator 2:
1
12:00 ED Movie ***/
Judgment Day" (1991, Science Fiction) Arnold Schwarzenegger, Linda
Hamilton. A re-programmed killer cyborg arrives in modern-day Los Angeles to protect a future leader from a
shape-shifting assassin. Includes the
featurette, "The Making of Terminator 2." (In Stereo) 'R' (;)
Movie ** "FX 2" (1991, Adven•
ture) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy. A
special-effects wizard and a private
eye use their combined expertise to
investigate the mysterious goings-on
behind a bungled police sting. (In
Stereo)'P3-13' E)
2:000Movie ** "Drop Dead Fred"
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo) 'P3-13'
3:00
movie **/
2 "Toy Soldiers"
1
(1991, Drama)Sean Astin, Wil Wheaton. Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord. (In Stereo)'R'
4:000 Movie *0 "FX 2" (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy. A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting. (In Stereo)'P3-13' q

movi.**

4:000 movie ** "FX 2" (1991. Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (in Stereo) P0-13- Q

9:000)Movie *** Doc Hollywood'
(1991, Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Julie
Warner. A Beverly Hills-bound physician is foiced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's -squash
capital." (In Stereo) •P3-13
10000 movie ** 'FX 2' (1991. Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious

goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo)'PG-13' Q
11:000) movie *0 VI Warshawski
(1991. Mystery) Kathleen Turner, Jay
0 Sanders A tough-talking female
private eye takes on the dangerous
task of finding a murdered hockey
player s killer (In Stereo) R
AFTERNOON

(1991 Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo) PG-13

110 e movie **/
2 "Toy Soldiers"
1
(1991, Drama)Sean Astin, Wil Wheaton. Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord. (In Stereo) R
2:000) Movie *0 ''FX 2 (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy. A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting. (In Stereo) 'P0-13' Q
3:00 al Movie *** Doc Hollywood''
(1991, Comedy) Michael J Fox, Julie
Warner. A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's ''squash
capital." (In Stereo) 'P0-13' Q
4:000) Movie ** "Drop Dead Fred'
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo) 'P0-13'
5:000movie *0 "V .I. Warshawskf •
(1991, Mystery) Kathleen Turner, Jay
0, Sanders. A tough-talking female
private eye takes on the dangerous
task of finding a murdered hockey
player's killer. (In Stereo) 'R Q

6:000 Movie *0 "FX 2" (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy. A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting. (In Stereo)'P0-13 c)
7:00 EID Movie *** "Doc Hollywood.'
(1991, Comedy) Michael J Fox. Julie
Warner. A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital." (In Stereo) 'P3-13' Q
6:000 Movie *0 .Drop Dead Fred'
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo) •P0-13.
9000 movie *** -Doc Hollywood (1991, Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Julie
Warner A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained ineSoutti Carolina's "squash
capital (In Stereo) •PG-13-

10:00 fa movie *0 "FX 2- (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy. A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting. (In Stereo)'PG-13' Q
Movie *0* "Doc Hollywood'.
1110
(1991, Comedy) Michael J Fox. Julie
Warner. A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital "(In Stereo) 'P3-13' c)
12:000) Movie * -Drop Dead Fred'.
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo)'PG-13'
1:000) Movie *0* "Doc Hollywood.'
(1991. Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Julie
Warner. A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
bog-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital.' (In Stereo)'P3-13' Q
2:000 Movie *0 "FX 2" (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo)'PG-13.
3:00 ED movie *** "Doc Hollywood"
(1991, Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Julie
Warner A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital." (In Stereo) 'P3-13'
4:000Movie *0 "Drop Dead Fred -.
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates. Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo)'P0-13'

'141'7
,**

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 29 1992
MORNING
900 CD Moyle •**': Terminator 2
Judgment Day (1991 Science Fiction) Arnold Schwarzenegger Linda
Hamilton A re-programmed killer cyborg arrives in modern-day Los An
geles to protect a future leader from a
shape-shifting assassin includes the
featurette The Making of Terminator 2 fin Stereo) R
• Drop Dead Fred
10:00
Movie •
(1991 Comedy) Phoebe Cates Rik
Mayali An imaginary friend from her
Childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoci on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo) PG-13

al

AFTERNOON

12:000 Movie **• Doc Hollywood
11991 Co(nedy) Michael J Fox. Julie
Warner A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
bog-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina s squash
capital (In Stereo) PG-13

c,-

6. movie *•

FX 2 (1991 Adventure) Bryan Brown Brian Dennehy A
special-effects wizard and a private
eye use their combined expertise to
investigate the mysterious goings-on
behind a bungled police sting (In
Stereo)'PG-13
movie ***v2 Terminator 2
2:00
Judgment Day (1991 Science Fiction) Arnold Schwarzenegger Linda
Hamilton A re-programmed killer cyborg arrives in modern-day Los Angeles to protect a future leader from a
shape-shifting assassin Includes the
featurette The Making of Terminator 2 On Stereo) R
Movie *• Drop Dead Fred
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhoOd days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting pubic (In Stereo) 'PG-I3

es

in

Movie *• FX 2 (1991. Ad400
venture) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined ex-

pertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo) PG-13
5:000 Movie *** Doc Hollywood
(1991 Comedy) Michael J Fox Juke
Warner A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina s squash
capital (In Stereo) PG-13

EVENING

• Drop Dead Fred
6:000 Movie •
11991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo) PG-13
Toy Soldiers
7:00 all Movie
i1991. Drama)Sean Astin. Wit Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) R
0:00 BB mow* •* "FX 2" (1991 Adventure) Bryan Brown. Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
Private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting_ (In Stereo) PG-13
Movie *** Doc Hollywood
9:00
11991. Comedy) Michael J Fox_ Julie
Warner A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina s squash
capita) (In Stereo) PG-13
10:000 Movie ** Drop Dead Fred
(1991 Comedy) Phoebe Cates. Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo)'PG-13
11:000 Movie **Y2 "Toy Soldiers
(1991 Drama)Sean Aston. WO Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chops for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) R

12:000 Movie ** -FX 2' (1991 Adventure) Bryan Brown. Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo) PG-13
1:000 Mov *** Doc Hollywood
(1991 Comedy) Michael J Fox. Julie
Warner A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina s squash
capital (In Stereo) PG-13
2:000 Movie ** Drop Dead Fred
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates. Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a

woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo)'PG-13'
2 'Toy Soldiers
/
3:00 a) Movie **1
(1991 Drama)Sean Astir), WI Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) 'FR
4:000 Movie ** 'FX 2 ' (1991 Adventure) Bryan Brown. Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo) PG-13

THURSDAY
JANUARY 30, 1992
MORNING
9:00 ea WM* *tor Doc Hollywood
(1991 Comedy) Michael J Fox, Julie
Warner A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's ''squash
capital (In Stereo)'PG-13' cl
10:000 Nevi. ** FX 2 (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo) PG-13
11:00 is movie ** V I Warshawski
(1991 Mystery) Kathleen Turner. Jay
0 Sanders A tough-talking female
private eye takes on the dangerous
task of finding a murdered hockey
player s killer (In Stereo)
AFTERNOON
12:000 Movie ** Drop Dead Fred
(1991 Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo)'PG-13
Toy Soldiers
1:00
(1991 Drama)Sean Aston, Wit Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) R'

ia movs.

2:000 Movie ** • FX 2" (1991 Adventure) Bryan Brown. Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo)'PG-13'
log
move. *** -Doc Hollywood
(1991. Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Julie
Warner A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's -squash
capital (In Stereo) PG-13

a)

4:000 Movie ** Drop Dead Fred
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates. Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo)'PG-13
2 "Toy Soldiers
1
5:00 a) Movie **/
(1991, Drama)Sean Astin, MI Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) 'R'

EVENING
6:00 go Movie ** "FX 2" (1991. Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting, (In Stereo)'PG-13'

Day,Give
A Little Lift.
Take a break with Pay-Per-View. Just stay home and
order in hot first-time-on-TV movies and exciting
live events. It's easy, convenient, and affordable,
because you only pay for what you order. When life
gets tough, it's just the lift you need.
This Month On Pay-Per-View:
• Terminator 2:Judgment Day
• City Slickers
• Doc Hollywood
...and more!

All MOVIES

'3.95

kuicti,Sett
letItuselfGo.
C 1992 Viewer's Clsosce• is a reentered tratlensirt of Per-Per View Net wort Ire

7:000 Movie *** Doc Hollywood
(1991, Comedy) Michael J Fox, Julie
Warner A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's 'squash
capital (In Stereo) 'PG-13'
6:000 Movie ** "Drop Dead Fred .
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates. Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo) 'PG-13
9:000 Thursday Night Concerts Presents Fishbone January 16. 1992
from Miami. Fla
10:00 go Movie ** 'FX 2 (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown. Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting. (In Stereo)'PG-13'
Movie *** 'Doc Hollywood'
11:00
(1991. Comedy) Michael J Fox, Julie
Warner. A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital "(in Stereo)'PG-13' 17,7
Dead Fred"
12:00
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo)'PG-13.
1:00 CB Movie ** "V .I. Warshawski"
(1991. Mystery) Kathleen Turner, Jay
0 Sanders A tough-talking female
private eye takes on the dangerous
task of finding a murdered hockey
player's killer. (In Stereo) 'R'
Movie ** "FX 2- (1991, Ad2:00
venture) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting. (In Stereo) 'P0-13' r)
3:00 al Movie *** "Doc Hollywood"
(1991, Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Julie
Warner. A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital." (In Stereo)'PG-13' C;)
Movie ** "Drop Dead Fred .
4:00
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo) 'PG-13'

GB

al move. ** "Drop

al

TO ORDER ANYTIME
Call 753-5005 and
press 1.
Your 10 digit authorization
number
is your key to great
entertainment value.
If you did not receive
your 10 digit
number please call
Murray Cablevision
and we will provide it
to you.

•

3A

behind a bungled police sting (In
Stereo)'PG-13

JANUARY 31, 1992
MORNING

EVENING

al

Movie ** V.1 Warshawski
9:00
(1991. Mystery) Kathleen Turner. Jay
0 Sanders A tough-talking female
private eye takes on the dangerous
task of finding a murdered hockey
player s killer (In Stereo) 'R
10:000Movie ** 'Drop Dead Fred
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo)'PG-13'
11:000Movie ***1,2 'Terminator 2
Judgment Day (1991, Science Fiction) Arnold Schwarzenegger, Linda
Hamilton A re-programmed killer cyborg arrives in modern-day Los Angeles to protect a future leader from a
shape-shifting assassin Includes the
featurette, The Making of Terminator 2" (In Stereo) 'R'

6:00 eD Movie ** Drop Dead Fred
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo)'PG-13
7:00 eD Movie **1/2 'Toy Soldiers
(1991. Drama)Sean Astin, MI Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) 'R

8:00 co movie ** "FX 2" (1991, Ad-

AFTERNOON

1

12:000 Movie ** -FX 2" (1991. Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy. A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting. (In Stereo)'PG-13'
* •'Doc Hollywood.
*
Movie *
2:00
(1991, Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Julie
Warner A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital." (In Stereo)'PG-13' q
e movie ** "Drop Dead Fred"
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo)'PG-13'
4:000 Movie ***1/2 "Terminator 2
Judgment Day" (1991, Science Fiction) Arnold Schwarzenegger, Linda
Hamilton. A re-programmed killer cyborg arrives in modern-day Los Angeles to protect a future leader from a
shape-shifting assassin. Includes the
featurette, "The Making of Terminator 2." (In Stereo)'R' q
Movie ** "FX 2" (1991, Adven•
ture) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A
special-effects wizard and a private
eye use their combined expertise to
investigate the mysterious goings-on

venture) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy. A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo) •PG-13'
9:00 eD Movie *** "Doc Hollywood'
(1991. Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Julie
Warner. A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital." (In Stereo) *P0-13' q
10:00 le Movie ** "Drop Dead Fred"
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo)'P0-13'
11:00 so Movie **1/2 "Toy Soldiers'
(1991, Drama)Sean Astin, Wil Wheaton. Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord. (In Stereo) 'A
12:000 Movie ** "FX 2" (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting. (In Stereo)'PG-13' q
1:00 ED movie *** "Doc Hollywood . '
(1991, Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Julie
Warner, A Beverly Hills-bound physician is forced to delay his dreams of
big-city life when he is unexpectedly
detained in South Carolina's "squash
capital." (In Stereo) 'P0-13' q
2:000 Movie ** Drop Dead Fred'
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates. Rik

Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo) PG-13
Toy Soldiers
3:00 ea Movie
(1991, Drama) Sean Astin. WO Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bar-

gaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) R
4:00 eD Movie ** "FX 2- (1991 Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo) PG-13 q

SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 1, 1992

AFTERNOON

MORNING

8:00 ea movie **/
2 "Toy Soldiers
1
(1991, Drama)Sean Astin, Wil Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) R
9
6:00w Movie ** "FX 2 (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo) PG-13' q
7:00 49 Movie *** "sex, lies, and videotape . (1989, Drama) James
Spader, Andie MacDowell. A young
couple's sexual insecurities and deviations are brought to light following
the arrival of the husbaftes old college friend. (In Stereo) . 11'
8:000 MOVilD ** ''Drop Dead Fred'.
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall. An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo) 'PG-13'
2 ''Toy Soldiers.
1
9:00 4:8 Movie **/
(1991. Drama)Sean Astir', Wil Wheaton. Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord. (In Stereo) 'R .
10:000 Movie ** "FX 2" (1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy. A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting. (In Stereo)'P0-11 q
11:000Movie *** "sex, lies, and videotape'- (1989, Drama) James
Spader, Andie MacDowell. A young
couple's sexual insecurities and deviations are brought to light following
the arrival of the husband's old college friend (In Stereo) 'IR'

12:000 Movie ** Drop Dead Fred
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayan An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public (In Stereo) PG-13
1:00 ea Movie *110/2 "Toy Soldiers
(1991, Drama) Sean Astin, Wil Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) 'R'

7:000 Movie *** sex, lies, and vi(1989. Drama) James
deotape
Spader, Andie MacDowell A young
couple's sexual insecurities and deviations are brought to light following
the arrival of the husband s old college friend (In Stereo) 'R
8:000 Movie ** Drop Dead Fred
(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspecting public. (In Stereo) •PG-13
2 Toy Soldiers
1
9:00 0 Movie **/
(1991. Drama)Sean Astin, Wil Wheaton Rebellious prep school students
fight back when invading Colombian
terrorists attempt to use them as bargaining chips for the release of an
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) R

10:000 Movie ** -FX 2"(1991, Adventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dennehy A special-effects wizard and a
private eye use their combined expertise to investigate the mysterious
goings-on behind a bungled police
sting (In Stereo) •P0-13' q
11:000 Movie *** "sex, lies, and videotape'' (1989, Drama) James
Spader, Andie MacDowell A young
couple's sexual insecurities and de2:000 Movie ** 'FX 2 (1991, Adviations are brought to light following
venture) Bryan Brown, Brian Denthe arrival of the husband s old colnehy A special-effects wizard and a
lege friend. (In Stereo) R
private eye use their combined ex- 12:000 Movie ** -Drop Dead Fred'
pertise to investigate the mysterious
(1991. Comedy) Phoebe Cates. Rik
goings-on behind a bungled police
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
sting (In Stereo)'PG-13'
childhood days returns to help a
3:00 ea Movie *** -sex, lies, and viwoman out of her melancholy state
(1989. Drama) James
deotape
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspectSP4lef, Andie MacDowell A young
ing public (In Stereo) 'P0-13'
couple's sexual insecurities and de1:00 0 Movie *40/2 -Toy Soldiers
viations are brought to light following
(1991. Drama)Sean Astin, Wil Wheathe arrival of the husband's old colton. Rebellious prep school students
lege friend (In Stereo) 'R
fight back when invading Colombian
4:000 Movie ** Drop Dead Fred"
terrorists attempt to use them as bar(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
gaining chips for the release of an
Mayan An imaginary friend from her
imprisoned drug lord. (In Stereo) ' A'
childhood days returns to help a
woman out of her melancholy state
2:000 Movie ** "FX 2" (1991, Adby wreaking havoc on an unsuspectventure) Bryan Brown, Brian Dening public (In Stereo) 'P0-13
nehy A special-effects wizard and a
5:00 0 Movie *00/2 "Toy Soldiers
private eye use their combined ex(1991, Drama)Sean Astm, MI Wheapertise to investigate the mysterious
ton Rebellious prep school students
goings-on behind a bungled police
fight back when invading Colombian
sting. (In Stereo) 'P0-13'
terrorists attempt to use them as barMovie *** -sex, hes, and vi3:00
gaining chips for the release of an
(1989. Drama) James
deotape
imprisoned drug lord (In Stereo) R
Spader, Andie MacDowell A young
couple s sexual insecurities and deviations are brought to light following
EVENING
the arrival of the husband's old college friend (In Stereo) 'R'
-Drop Dead Fred
6:000 Movie ** "FX 2" (1991, Ad4:00
venture) Bryan Brown, Brian Den(1991, Comedy) Phoebe Cates, Rik
nehy A special-effects wizard and a
Mayall An imaginary friend from her
private eye use their combined exchildhood days returns to help a
pertise to investigate the mysterious
woman out of her melancholy state
goings-on behind a bungled police
by wreaking havoc on an unsuspectsting (In Stereo)'P0-13'
ing public (In Stereo)'P0-13'

mow.**

THE CHOICE IS IN YOUR HANDS.

AY
RR
MU
NOW YOU HAVE PAY-PER-VIEW.
PAY-PER-VIEW COMES TO MURRAY CABLEVISION
The Rolling Stones. Wrestlernania. The New Kids on the Block. These and other history-making
events have something in common. They were all shown live on Pay-Per-View...A new cable TV
service available to you through Viewers Choice and Murray Cablevision.
Right in the privacy of your home, you can now watch major events like concerts. championship
boxing rnalches and wrestling extravaganzas, plus the very latest Hollywood Movies - All available
for the very first time on TV.
Best of all. you can decide what features to watch, and when to watch. A handy guide available
every Saturday in the Murray Ledger and Times TV section will list the weekly selections and the rest
is done by calling Murray Cablevision at 753-5005. The best pan is you only pay for the programs
you order.
Murray Cablevision is pleased to be affiliated with Viewer's Choice, the nation's leading Pay -PerView Network. And Pay-Per -View is rust one more great service Murray Cablevision provides.

ORDERING IS AS EASY AS L 2. 3.
L Check the listings on Ch.42 or weekly in the Murray Ledger &
Times T.V. Week.
2. Call Murray Cablevision at 753-5005. Then push 1 on your
touch tone phone for Pay-Per-View.
3. Select a movie or event, and enter your ten digit authorization number. Sit back and enjoy.
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